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PRE FACE 
In recent years, there has been a dichotomy of management interests 
in reference to impoundments. This is especially true in the case of 
newly created impoundments, where wetlands are diked off. On the one 
hand, there are those who advocate the creation of impoundments, since 
these areas do, in fact, substantially enhance resting and feeding 
habitat for waterfowl and wading bIrds, In contrast, there are those 
who oppose this practice in the name of conservation because wetlands, 
in their natural state, are highly productive and supply vital habitat 
and nursery grounds for many commercial and sport fish and shellfish. 
When impounded, these wetlands do not function in the same way. The 
State of South Carol ina discourages the impounding of previously un-
d i sturbed wetlands. 
Waterfowl management, estuarine management and recent advances in 
aquaculture are placing demands on the same system, and little data are 
available to assist in formulation of policies, guidelines, and manage-
ment strategies (see Gresham and Hook 1982). This report attempts to 
summarize existing data on impoundments to provide a reasonable starting 
point for further research. J h i"s information was synthesized from _a . 
large regional characterization that was completed in 1980. 1 
We gratefully acknowledge B. J. Ashby, H. R. Beatty, L. S. Hales, 
Jr., V. M. Hargis, L. H. Hodges, C. F. Linx, E. J. 01mi, E. S. Schroeder, 
K. R. Swan-son, F. S. Taylor, and E. L. Wenner for their assistance in 
p~eparing this report. 
1 An Ecological Characterization of the Sea Island Coastal Region of 
South Carol ina and Georgia. Prepared by S.C. Marine Resources 
Division, S.C. Wildlife and Marine Resources Department. Publ i-
cations avai table from U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Slidell, 
LA 70458. Volume I. Physical Features, edited by T. D. Mathews 
et a 1., 212 pp. Volume II . Socioeconomic Features, ed i ted by 
M. D. McKenzie et al., 321 pp. Volume I I I. Biological features, 
edited by P. A. Sandifer et al ., 620 pp. Directory of Information 
Sources, edited by J . V. Miglarese et al ., 35 pp. Atlas, edited 
by J. S. Davis et al., 56 pp. Executive Summary, Edited by M. D. 
McKenzie and L. A. Barclay, 51 pp. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
A. HISTORICAL REVIEW 
One of the more readily apparent features of the South Carol ina 
coastal region today is the extensive system of rice field dikes, 
canals, and reservoirs stilI visible adjacent to many coastal rivers. 
This system of dikes, etc. is a remnant of South Carol ina's rice culture. 
Rice culture was introduced into North America during the last 
quarter of the seventeenth century in the vicinity of Charleston, South 
Carol ina (Courtney 1884, Doar 1936, Salley 1967). After the settlement 
of Georgia removed the menace of the Spaniards and Indians, the rice 
industry expanded into both southeastern and northeastern sections of the 
Carol ina province. Rice was at first grown as an upland crop without 
irrigation; however, it is probable that even the very early colonists 
recognized the advantage of utilizing low, moist land. 
Irrigation is said to have begun about 1724 on the freshwater swamps 
in the low eastern part of the Province. The swamp bottoms were irrigated 
by water stored in ponds formed by dams, Drainage was accomplished through 
ditches into adjacent streams. Dur i ng this period, water was probably 
employed only for supplying moisture and not for the systematic destruc-
tion of weeds and insects as practiced later. Irrigation systems were 
not as elaborate or as permanent as they were after the Revolution. Con-
sequently, the industry did not exhibit the great degree of geographic 
stability which characterized the later period. 
Planting continued in the freshwater swamps until the close of the 
Revo l ution, although some small transfers of cultivation to the tidewater 
region had begun earlier. Use of the tida l river swamps is said to have 
started as early as 1758 on Winyah Bay (Gray 1941). Before 1783, there 
was considerable use of inland swamps in Georgia. It was asserted that 
during this period •• ... devastating floods ... 1 ' caused heavy damage 
to the inland swamp rice fields (Gray 1941). The shift to the tidewater 
region came during the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. 
Due primarily to ineffective methods of water control, upland rice was 
never grown in the large quantities later produced in the tidewater 
region. The shift to this latter region was induced partly by the g rassy 
condition preva i ling in the inland swamp lands, but mostly by the develop -
ment of the advantageous water culture. Also, as the backcountry was 
increasingly cleared and cultivated, the problems of unwanted silting 
and f looding increased. Upland rice fields rapidly developed the con-
dition of too much or too 1 ittle water at a given time, and the "fresh-
et" became the fear of all planters. 
Rapid expansion continued into the tidewa ter region until the out-
break of the Revolution. Confidence o f the merchants had increased and 
they poured s l aves and suppl ies into the Carol i na Province. The relax-
ation of prohibitions against importing Negro slaves into Georgia, and 
increased physical security from Span i sh intrusion due to the British 
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occupation o f Flor ida, resulted in expansion of the industry into 
Georgia. 
After the Revolution, major developments led to a greater expansion 
of the in dustry. About 1786, a system was perfected util Jzing tida l 
act ion to flood and drain fields. This provided a much greater degree 
of control than ~he earlier upland system. Also, Carol ina rice had an 
established reputation for quality and commanded a premium price. 
Unt il the mid-nineteenth century, the land was first prepared for 
planting by using mules or oxen (Doar 1936). After field hands plowed, 
they were required to dig the ground with hoes. The fields were then 
smoothed with a harrow. During the ante-bellum period, cultivation 
procedures had p robably become fairly standardized. 
By 1850, it was c lai med that some improvement had been made and that 
11 
, the hoeings, the pickJngs, and the cutting with the sickle remained 
unchanged; but lands are better drained, and in the turning, the plough 
had superseded the hoe; (a nd) the t renching, .•. is done by animal 
power; ... 11 (Doar 1936). 
In about 1787, Johnathan Lucas constructed, at Peachtree Plantation 
on the South Santee River, the region's first successful rice pounding 
mill (Courtney 1884, Doar 1936, Wallace 1951). At first the mills were 
powered by water from reserves such as Blakes Reserve. Steam later 
supplemented water power. The mechaniza t ion of the pounding process 
allowed a substantial increase in the rate of processing, wh ich encour-
aged the planters to expand cultivation to the limits of suitable fields. 
In view of the technology of the era, it appears alI but impossible 
that the amoun t of earth moved for dikes and impoundments could have 
been accomplsihed. The expend iture of labor was enormous, which promoted 
the acquisition of large numbers of slaves. Some areas required years 
to reclai m. The major rivers in South Caro l ina along which rice was 
planted were the Waccamaw, Black, Sampit, Pee Dee, Santee, Cooper, Edisto, 
Ashepoo, Broad , and Combahee, as well as the Savannah (Fig. 1-1). Of 
these regions, the Winyah Bay and Santee River areas exhibited the most 
outstanding production. 
B. RICE FIELD CONSTRUCTION 
Because tidewater rice production was unique and because it has left 
a lasting impression on the natural systems, the follow ing description of 
rice field const ruction and operation is presented to promote a better 
understanding of the impacts that this agricultural practice had on the 
area . Typically, once a location was selected, a temporary ditch and 
embankment were constructed, and any natural channels running through 
the embankment were bridged and I ater f iII ed. "Trunks" were i nsta 11 ed 
in the embankment, and the clearing of the swamp began (Hayward 1937). 
Indivi dua l fields were then made by constructing "cross banks" within 
the large embanked area, which served to keep water in, or out of, each 
field. Normally, the fields were di t ched to aid in drainage. New fields 
were developed in a sequence of stages sometimes requ ir ing years for 
-3-
E) Major Tidewater 
Rice- Produc:ino Areas 
Sound 
Figure 1-l. Major tidewater rice areas in South Carol ina at the close of 
the nineteenth century (adapted from Hilliard 1975). 
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completion. After the embankments were completed, flood gates were 
installed at the ends of trunks, and the field was then ready to be 
placed into operation. Figure 1-2 illustrates the sequential phases 
usually required to convert tidal swamp habitat into a functional rice 
plantation. Figure 1-3 depicts a finalized impoundment arrangement on 
a large plantation on the Combahee River, South Carol ina. 
The entire process of clearing, diking, and construction was slow 
and many years of effort were required to open new fields and place a 
plantation in proper order. Once a field was placed into production, 
it required constant attention and maintena~ce . Moreover, the desired 
water levels of the fie ld s had to be carefully maintained. Water levels 
were regulated by the flood gates and trunks. Ideally, the bottom of 
the trunk was placed at the low tide level. The gates could be locked 
in position or swung to operate as a one-way valve. During flooding, 
the outer gate was locked open and the inner gate was opened automati-
cally by tidal pressure through the trunk. When the tide began to fall, 
water pressure closed the inside gate, thus holding water in the rice 
field. 
The tidewater rice plantation was a complex arrangement and its 
location and operation raised it to the level of an art. A number of 
valuable conclusions were drawn by Hill lard (1975) concerning the typical 
rice plantation: 11 1) The conditions necessary for tidewater rice cul- . 
ture had to be precise, thus requiring careful attention to location. 
2) These conditions were met on ly in the relatively narrow coastal zone, 
thus tidewater rice could not expand inde finitely from its core area. 
3) The time and labor requirements were substantial, making it unlikely 
that small farmers with little or no extra-family labor could success-
fully compete. 4) Knowing the vagaries of coastal environments, with 
their periodic storms, devastating tides, and occasional freshets from 
upstream, one can imag ine that a substantial amount of maintenance was 
needed to keep the fields in order. 5) Reclaiming a tidal swamp for a 
rice field demanded a high level of technical expertise. Leveling 
embankments, laying off ditches and fields, and setting trunks and 
gates requ ired considerable engineer ing knowledge. No other large 
agricultural regions in the Un i ted States during the ante-bellum period 
demanded such expenditures of labor and such a high degree of technical 
supervision while bringing land into production.•• 
Georgia and South Carol ina produced almost 90% of the total national 
rice crop during the early nineteenth century. Until 1860, Georgetown, 
South Carol ina was the highest rice producing county in the Nation (Table 
1-1). During the period 1850-1860, Doar (1936) listed 39 Santee River 
plantations in operation, having a total of 16,600 acres (6,700 ha) under 
cultivation. The average annual yield for these plantations was 30 bushels 
per acre. 
After 1860, production fa ltered and never recovered. The causes for 
its dec! ine and ultimate extinction were various. The Civil War caused 
the destruction of some facilities and, more importantly, the loss of 
slave labor and adequate capital. These were the first great blows to 
the planters, for without the full control of a stable labor force and 
with the general shattered condition of the economy after the Civil 
War-, each storm or other disaster forced curtailment of some production. 
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F i gure 1- 2. Sequentia l views of a hypothetical r i ce p l anation , 
from in it i a l clearing through several stages, a 
pr-oce ss sorneLimes requi r- i ng a number of years 
(adapted from Hi 11 ia rd 1975). 
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Figure 1-3. A view of a fully developed tidewater rice 
plantation of the early nineteenth century 
{Doa r 1936). 
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Later, the final abandonmen t of commercial rice cultu re in the South 
Atlantic States was caused by the introduct ion of rice into Louisiana 
and southwestern Stat es on lan ds wh ere mac hinery could be used in both 
cultivation and harvesting . Hand-grown r i ce was soon pr iced too high 
to be compet itive and produc tion ceased (Doar 1936) . 
The rice pl antat ion as a commercial venture lasted only about 200 
years; however , at its peak it probab l y rep resented t he most significant 
use of the tidewater region for crop agricul ture ever attained i n the 
United States (Hi 11 ia l-d 1975) . These remnant fields and impoundments 
of the rice culture have had a tremen do us impact on waterfow l management 
in South Caroli na, which will be discusse d l ater. 
TABLE 1-1. Rice production for So uth Caro l ina duri ng pre-Civil War 
years (adapted fr om Hilliard 1975) . 
County 
South Ca ro 1 ina 
Beaufort 
Charleston 
Colleton 
Georgetown 
Harry 
1839 
(Pounds) 
5 , 629 ,000 
11 ,939,000 
5 ,483,000 
36 ,360, 000 
80,000 
1849 
(Pound s ) 
47 ,230 ,000 
15 ' 701 , 000 
45, 309, 000 
46,765 , 000 
485 , 000 
1859a 
(Pounds) 
18,791,000 
18,890,000 
22,839,000 
55,805,000 
238,000 
aoata after 1859 showed dra stic dec line s in producti on fo r all counties. 
C. GAME PRE SERVES 
After the hu r r icanes of 1893 and earl y 1900 's had des troyed commer-
cial rice culture in Georgia and South Caro l ina, some fields were unused. 
During this period, wealthy sportsmen, g nera lly n L nat ive s of the area, 
discovered the va lue of the aband ned ice fie l ds for duck hunting; both 
for business prorno t ion an d pel-sana 1 use. The attract iveness of these 
fields for waterfowl gradually diminished as the untended dikes allowed 
natural success ion to convert the fields into needle rush and cordgrasses 
(Newsom 1968) . The develop ent of mech nized con struction eq uipment, 
especially dragli nes, soon pmvided a fe a ible rneans of res toration, 
resulting in the increasing degree of sci ntific waterfowl management 
which is now practiced. 
Events in the lower Santee River region i ll ustra e typical aspects 
of the sequen tial acqu isit ion, consol idation, and development of a 
waterfowl manageme nt area . . 4hen E. P. Alexande1- adve r tised his North 
and South island p ro erty bout 1907, such not ab le s as Presi dent Grover 
Cleveland ha d hun ted t t ere . He persuasively Jresented t hem for sale as 
not being sur passed by lands fo und elsewhere 11 •• • with s uperior attrac-
t ion for a magni ficent and permanent game preserve • . . 11 (Alexander 1908). 
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The Santee Gun Club eventually bought 12 rice plantations and controlled 
about 20,000 acres (8,094 ha) in the Santee Delta (Rogers 1970). In 
1975, the Santee Club donated its holdings to the Nature Conservancy for 
establishment of a refuge now known as the Santee Coastal Reserve. T. W. 
Yawkey bequeathed his holdings on North and South islands and Cat Island 
to the State of South Carol ina in 1976. They are now administered under 
the terms of his estate as a game preserve. 
D. IMPO UNDME NT DESCRIPTION 
In South Carol ina, numerous impoundments range in size from a 
fraction of ~n acre to several thousand acres. Most of these are former 
r ice fields, although some may consist of newly diked brackish marsh 
(Johnson et al. 1974, Tiner 1977). Many have been maintained and managed 
as game preserves since the demise of commercial r ice production in this 
area .during the latter half of the last century. Most impoundments were 
constructed by diking off wetland areas intersected by tidal creeks. In 
some instances, entire marsh-creek areas were completely encircled by 
dikes, although the most common practice was to dike off the open end 
of a marsh slough bounded by high lands. These impoundments are usually 
equipped with flood gates or other structures for regulating water level 
and salinity. This is done in most cases to manage plant growth suitable 
fo r waterfowl utilization, but salinities in a few are controlled for 
aquacultural purposes (Morgan 1974, Tiner 1977). 
Salinities in impoundments vary from completely fresh to as much as 
25 o/oo in those along the lower estuarine reaches. Impoundments with 
salinities averaging greater than 0.5 o/oo are here in considered salt-
water impoundments or estuarine impoundments. Impoundments with salinities 
averaging less than 0.5 o/oo are herein considered freshwater impoundments . 
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CHAPTER TWO 
SALTWATER IMPOUNDMENTS 
A. DESCRIPTION 
Because of their brackish nature , the flora and fauna of estuarine 
impoundments can best be compared and contrasted with biotic communities 
of the estuarine inte rtida l system, although technically these enclo-
sures are artificially intertidal (i.e., tidal waters are regulated into 
and out of the impoundments). 
New ecological systems replace old ones when port ions of an estuary 
are impounded (Copel~nd 1974), and significant changes in hydrography 
accompany the impoundment of such an area. Water circulation is reduced 
and may become practically non-existent; increased sedimentation 
changes the nature of the substrate; smothering of aquatic vegetation 
may occur; and water salinity, temperature, oxygen, pH, and nutrient 
levels are altered (Copeland 1974, Dean 1975). Periodic draining and 
variations in hydrographic parameters limit the number of species 
occurring within impoundments, particularly in shallow rice field systems. 
The lack of adequate water circulation may be JimitJng to many filter 
feeding benthic organisms. Although such areas are characterized by low 
species diversity, overall productivity is high (Dean 1975). 
In South Carolina, 14%- 16% of coastal marshes [approximately 
70,000 acres (28,328.6 ha)) are functional for waterfowl management, 
their capacity for other uses (e.g., aquaculture, waste treatment, and 
recreation), as we l 1 as their eco logical importance as elements of 
marsh systems, has brought impoundments to the forefront of interest as 
ecological systems. The unique advantages of saltmarsh impoundments 
for aquaculture have been known for many years. The use of ponds for 
bivalve culture can be traced back to the Roman empire in the first 
century B.C., and may have originated even earlier with the Chinese 
(Yonge 1960). In the Southeastern United States, research in pond 
culture was stimulated by the observation of gigantism in blue crabs 
(Callinectes sapidus), and initial experimental success in the poly-
culture of fish, crabs, and oysters (Lunz 1951, 1968). This initia l 
success was reiterated and quantified in more recent studies at several 
locations in South Carolina (Anderson 1976, Manzi et al. 1977b). 
Despite their abundance and the increased pressure for reclamation, 
littl e research is presently underway to study the ecological processes 
of impounded wetlands. The general Jack of knowledge concerning salt-
marsh impoundments makes this area of marsh ecology a principal data gap. 
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B. PRODUCERS 
I. Nonvascular Flora 
The nonvascular microphytes and macrophytes which inhabit estuarine 
impoundments, and their role in impoundment processes, have been investi-
gated only marginally. Dominant forms have been documented to some 
extent (Manzi and Zingmark 1978, Wiseman 1978), and in general seem to 
be correlated with estuarine/tidal creek population dynam~cs. Apparent 
deviations in microphyte population structure between impoundments and 
their adjacent tidal creeks include larger components of nannoplanktonic 
flagellata and benthonic blue- green algae in impounded areas (J. J. 
Manzi, 1978, South Carolina Marine Resources Division, Charleston, 
unpubl. data). In a recent study of the feasibility of bivalve culture 
in several South Carolina saltmarsh impoundments, phytoplankton concen-
trations were found to be generally higher in impounded areas than in 
adjacent tidal creeks (Manzi et al. 1977b). Fig. 2-1 illustrates this 
dissimilarity and provides a comparison between the ponds and creeks 
encompassed by this study. As indicated by this information and other 
data (Anderson 1976), productivity is relatively high in low marsh 
impoundments and appears to reflect a classic nitrogen-limiting system. 
Salt marshlands, particularly impounded areas with continuous or 
intermittent access to tidal creeks, normally act as sinks for both 
matter and energy (Odum and de la Cruz 1967, Odum 197Db, Pomeroy et al. 
1972, de la Cruz 1973). The sinks are flushed or diluted regularly by 
spring tides and irregularly by storms, thus transporting nutrient-rich 
wastes and detritus to coastal waters (de la Cruz 1973). Periodic out-
welling is Indeed a primary factor in the high productivity of coastal 
waters. In a recent study, Manzi et al. (1977b) measured phytoplankton 
biomass, nutrient concentrations, and rates of primary production. 
Their data illustrate the concentrating properties of tidal creeks and 
impoundment s (Fig . 2-1), and reflects this fertility in oyster growth 
and meat yields. Areas characterized by low marshlands and good tidal 
exchange (Blue Heron and Waring ponds, South Carol ina) normally exhibited 
high concentrations of phytoplankton with resultant decreases in avail-
able nitrate. Hitchcocks Pond, while surrounded primarily by maritime 
forest, was fed by Adams Creek, a long narrow tidal inlet surrounded by 
extensive low marsh, and subsequently exhibited the same high phyto-
plankton, low nitrogen concentration characteristic. Orthophosphate was 
present in high concentrations at all locations and was probably not a 
1 imiting f actor for phytoplankton populations. Estimates of primary 
productivity (Fig. 2-2) suggested strongly that increased fertility of 
saltmarsh impoundments led to increased oyster yields. Potential primary 
produc tiv ity was without exception hig her in i mpoundments than in adja -
cent c reeks or rivers, and was correlated directly with oyster growth 
among the impoundments. 
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Figure 2-1. Es timates of month ly (o rdinate scale) phytopla nkton 
concentration s and means, ranges , and standard devia-
t ions of pr incipal nutrients in four tidaly impound-
ments and t hei r ad j acent feeder c r eeks in South Ca rol ina 
(Manz i et al . 1977a) . (Sampl ing dates given). 
POTENTIAL PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY
= 20.0
Figure 2-2. Comparative (ordinate scale) estimates o f p o t e n t i a l
primary product ion i n four South Carol ina t i d a l impoundments
(shaded) and t h e i r adjacent feeder creeks (c lear ) e t a l .
ing dates given). Click here to continue 
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2. Vascular Flora 
Because of their value to waterfowl, the desired and usually 
dominant plant species found in managed brackish water impoundments are 
widgeon grass, salt-marsh bulrush, and dwarf spikerush (Baldwin 1956, 
Wilkinson 1970, Tiner 1977). Other desirable plants for waterfowl 
management are sago pondweed, dotted S·martweed, muskgrasses (a 11 non -
vascular species), and vascular species such as soft-stem bulrish and 
common three-square (Baldwin 1956, Johnson et al. 1974). Tiner et al. 
(1976) interviewed impoundment managers in the Santee River estuary 
concerning management procedures and dominant plants; results are 
listed in Table 2-l. A list of plants common to brackish water im-
poundments in South Carolina Is given in Table 2-2. 
Baldwin (1968) discussed impoundments in regularly and irregularly 
flooded salt marshes. He concluded that diked but regularly flooded 
smooth cordgrass marsh can be managed for widgeon grass with the least 
effort. In irregularly flooded marshes, impoundments are generally 
sha l lower and tend to be vegetated with var ious bulrus hes, dwarf 
spikerush, wild millets, panic grasses, and giant foxtail grass. 
Baldwin suggested managing these impoundments for salt-marsh bulrush 
for maximum waterfowl utilizat ion. 
Wil k inson (1970) carefully studied dominance in five newly diked 
brackish marshes on South Island, Georgetown County, South Carolina. 
Management procedures f or each were as follows: 
Impoundment I: 11 Drawn down in March to keep the marsh soil dry. 
Flooded in October just prior to the usua l time of arrival of 
waterfowl." 
Impoundment II: ••water l evels maintained at ground level, which 
produced a saturated soil condition from March through September. This 
impoundment was also flooded in October just prior to the usual time of 
arrival of waterfowl .•• 
Impoundment Ill: "Water l evel slowly raised from March through 
September to a depth of 24 inches, and drained during February of each 
yea r .•• 
Impoundment IV: "Wat er level main t ained at full pond depth 
(approximately 24 inches), excep t during each February, when it was 
drained. 11 
Impoundment V: 11 The inflow and ou tf low gates we re left open to 
allow the tide to flood and ebb in the impoundment from March through 
September of each year. During each October the impoundment was 
f looded to a depth of approximately 24 i nches , and he ld at that depth 
until t he following March." 
I 
4" 
Table 2 -1 , Result: II of a questionnaire survey of several coaatal impoundment managers in the Santee River estua-ry, South Carolina, 
(Tiner et al. 1976). 
Name Of Manager Area Managed Brackish-Water Dominant Plants Fresh.water Dominant Plants 
Impoundments lmpoundme.nts 
(acres) (acres) 
Phillip M. IU.lkinson South Island 2,500 Widgeon grass, dwarf 500 Corn, llheat, 
Plantation apikerush, salt-marab (dry) barley, rye , 
bulrush, sago polldweed, I talian rye 
and muskgrass grass, clover, 
peas, mtlo, 
millet, brown-
top millet, 
soybeans, and 
grain sorghum 
Thomas H. Strange, Jr. Santee Coastal 10,500 lilidgeon grass, salt-marsh 1,500 
Reserve bulrush, dwarf spikerush. 
and giant cordgrass 
Santee Delta Game 
Management Area Swamp smartweed, 
asiatic day-
flower, tear-
thumbs and giant 
cord grass 
Kenneth Will1.8JD.S Kinloch Plantation 4,000 Widgeon grass, dwarf spike- 150 No t Reported 
rush, salt-marsb bulrush, 
giant cordgrass, narrow-leaved 
cat-tail, and southern cat- tail 
Graham Reeves Annandale Plantation 1,500 O'W'a:r f apikerush and wid geon 
grass 
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Table 2-2. List of vascular plants common to brackish water impoundments of South Carolina 
(adapted from Tiner 1977). 
Scientific Name 
Alternanthera philoxeroides 
Aster subulatus 
Raccharis halimifolia 
Bacopa monnieri 
Rorrichia frutescens 
Ceratophyllum demersum 
Cladium j amaicense 
Crperus strigosus 
Dis tichlis spicata 
Echinochloa walteri 
Eleocharis parvula 
Eupatorium capillifolium 
Iva f rutescens 
Juncus roemerianus 
Lemna spp. 
Leptachloa sp. 
Hy1:ica cet:ifera 
Najas guadalupensis 
Nymphaea mexicana 
Nympha ea odorata 
PaniclDll spp. 
Pluchea purpurascens 
Polygonum punctatum 
Polygonum sp. 
Potamogeton berchtold ii 
Potamogeton pectinatus 
Ruppia maritima 
Salicornia europaea 
Sciruus amerieanus 
Scirpus olneyi 
Scirpus robustus 
Scirpus validus 
Sesbaoia exaltata 
Setaria magna 
Spartina alterniflora 
Spartina cynosuroides 
Spa~ tina patens 
Spirodela polyrrhiza 
~ angustifolia 
Typha domingensis 
~ glauca 
~ latifolia 
ColD!Ilon Name 
Alligator-weed 
Annual salt marsh aster 
Sea 111yrtle 
Water hyssop 
Sea ox-eye 
Coon tail 
Saw grass 
Sedge 
Salt grass 
Salt marsh mLllet 
Dwarf spikerush 
Dog fennel 
Marsh elder 
Black needlerusb 
Dudcweeda 
Sprsngletop 
Wax myrtle 
Bushy pondweed 
Banana water-lily 
White water-lily 
Panic grasses 
Marsh fleabane 
.Dotted smartweed 
Smartweed 
Narrow-leaved pondweed 
Sago poodweed 
Widgeon grass 
Glasswort 
Common three-square 
Olney's three-square bulrush 
Salt-marsh bulrush 
Soft-stem bulrush 
Coffee-weed 
Giant foxtail 
Smooth cordgrass 
Giant cordgrass 
Saltmeadow cordgrass 
Big duckweed 
Narrow-leaved cat-tail 
Southern cat-tail 
Blue cat-tail 
COliDIIon cat-tail 
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table 2-3. Vegetative analysis of tmpoundme.ut I (buically dry; see text for explanation of 
management procedures used in this impoundment) (adapted from Wilkinson 1970). 
Plant Species Percent Occurrence 
1967 1968 1969 
Smooth cordgrau 42.0 33.3 1.5.3 
Bare 40.0 28.5 27.0 
Giant cordgrass 8.0 13.8 36.3 
Salt grass 4.0 + 0,9 
Saltmeadow cordgrass 2.0 9.9 7.4 
Glasswort 2.0 + 0.0 
Salt-marsh bulrush 1.6 0.6 6.1 
Black needlerush 0.4 Ll 0.0 
Marsh fleabane 0.0 o.o· 2 . 2 
Sedge 0.0 0.0 3.1 
Panic grasses o.o 0.0 1.3 
Marsh elder 0.0 0 . 0 0.4 
Table ~. Vegetative analysis of Impoundment II (aatuTated soil; see text for explanation of 
!llanagement procedures used in this impoundment) (adapted from Willr.inson 1970). 
Plant Species Percent Occurrence 
1967 ' 1968 1969 
Bare 65.3 35 .6 24.3 
Gian.t cordgTaas 10.0 12.0 18.0 
Soft-stem bulruah 5.8 0.0 0.0 
Salt-mArsh bulrush .5.0 26.5 4.6 
Narrow-leaved . ca t - tati 5.0 0 .0 0.0 
Dwarf spike.rush 3.8 10.7 16.7 
Salt grass 3.2 7.4 14.9 
Marsh fleabane 1.9 7.0 17.0 
Smooth cordgrasa o.o 0.8 4.5 
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Table 2- 5. Vegetative analysis of Impoundment III (slowly ris:lng water level; see text for el';-
planation of management procedures used in this impoundment) (adapted from Wilkinson 
1970). 
Plant Species Percent Occurrence 
1967 1968 1969 
Salt grass 45.3 33.8 29.5 
Narrow-leaved cat-tail 13.8 1.5 2.2 
Giant cordgrass 13.3 16.6 13.4 
Bare 5.3 0.5 11.2 
Widgeon grass 14.6 33.3 15.2 
9alcneadow cordgrass 2. 6 + 4.0 
Smooth cordgrass 1.7 7.6 20.5 
Salt-marsh bulrush 1.3 2 . 2 4.0 
Marsh fleabane 1.3 0.0 0.0 
Dwarf spikerush 0.4 4 . 5 0.0 
Sedge 0.4 0.0 0.0 
Table 2-6. Vegetative analysis of lmpounchaent IV (fully flooding; see text for explanation of 
management procedures used in th:ls impoundment) (adapted from Wilkinson 1970). 
Plant Species Percent Occurrence 
1967 1968 19&9 
Open water, nothing growing 25.8 2.4 L .1 
Narrow-leaved cat-tail 25.8 13.3 20.5 
Giant cordgrass 15.8 12.1 2.1 
Dwarf •pilteruah 14.3 23.0 9.7 
W1dgeon grass 10.8 30.3 45.0 
Salt gra.as 6.2 2.4 + 
Salt~rsh bulrush 5.0 14.5 21.6 
Algae (Cladol!hora app.) 4.3 2.0 0.0 
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Impoundment I was therefore basically dry, Impoundment I I was saturated, 
Impoundment I I I was characterized by a slowly rising water level, 
Impoundment IV was fully flooded, and Impoundment V was open to normal 
tidal fluctuation. These procedures are representative of the possible 
methods of managing brackish impoundments in the characterization area. 
In Impoundment I, giant cordgrass increased its dominance dramati-
cally, while salt-marsh bulrush, saltmeadow cordgrass, and other species 
increased in lesser proportions (Table 2-3). Changes in the saturated 
impoundment are presented in Table 2-4; here, dwarf spikerush very 
rapidly increased in abundance, although giant cordgrass maintained 
dominance. In Impoundment Ill, wid geon grass and smooth cordgrass 
both increased considerably in abundance, while dwarf spikerush de-
clined (Table 2-5). In impoundment IV widgeon grass and salt-marsh 
bulrush become dominant (Table 2-6). Narrow-leaved cat-tail also 
increased ih dominance, although most other species declined. Impound-
ment V was dominated by giant and smooth cordgrass (Table 2-7). 
Wilkinson's conclusions support the management strategies of most loc~J 
managers of brackish waterfowl impoundments in that Impoundments I II and 
IV were most successful in attracting waterfowl. 
Morgan (1974) described the three basic methods by which the plant 
composition of brackish water impoundments in the Ashepoo-Combahee-
Edisto area of South Carol ina is managed. Cyclical fluctuations in 
water level produce salt-marsh bulrush dominance, while slowly rising 
wa t er level and permanent flooding favor widgeon grass. Neely (1960) 
described in detail how careful fluctuations of impoundment water levels 
at 4- 6 in (10- 15 em) intervals up to 12 in (30 em) in depth produce 
salt-marsh bulrush dominance, with dwarf spikerush sometimes dominat~ng 
former bare spots In the impoundmen t s . 
If the flood gates of the brackish water impoundment remain intact 
and the water level is no longer managed, the impoundment will gradually 
change into a f resher water environment with sago pondweed and other 
pondweeds appearing first, and southern cat-tail and water- lily quickly 
following. In inegularly flooded, shallow impoundments, exposed soil 
species invade the unmanaged impoundment, with alligator-weed and 
various cat-tails asserting dominance (Baldwin 1968). If t he water-
control structures of the impoundments are no longer operable, or if the 
dikes are broken, the impoundment will gradually change into marsh 
environmen t corresponding with those of similar elevation and salinity. 
Baden et al. (1975) studied two abandoned rice fields in Georgetown 
County, South Carol ina. In Thousand Acre Rice Field, they found a 
brackish marsh with plant zonation according to elevation; smooth cord-
grass dominated the lower portions of the marsh, while giant cordgrass 
and black needJerush were dominant s in the higher areas. Further in-
land , the much fresher upper marsh was foun d to be dominated by narrow-
leaved cat-tail, giant cordgrass, common three-square, and softstem 
bulrush. These marsh types correspond closely to other marshes of 
similar salinities and elevat ions that have never been impounded. 
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Vegetative afi~Jl:~sr ,s .• ·of Impoundment V (normal tidal fluctu-
ation; see te~.,.,fdh.·, explanation of management procedures 
used in this i mp~y~tlment) (adapted from Wilkinson 1970). 
Plant Species Percent Occurrence 1968 
Narrow-leaved cat-tail 0.0 3.~ 4.0 
Giant cordgrass 38.0 49. 1 48.3 
Salt-marsh bulrush 0.0 10 . 1 9.2 
Smooth cordgrass 0.0 1.1 22.7 
Bare 62.0 36.3 15.8 
Fritz (1975) studied aquatic primary productivity in an impoundment 
in Georgetown County, South Carolina, and measured the stand ing crop 
biomass of another impoundment dominated by black needlerush, widgeon 
grass, and salt grass. Fritz compared its tota l biomass to that of a 
nearby unimpounded smooth cordgrass marsh and concluded that the smooth 
cordgrass marsh was 1.3 to 1.8 times more productive than the impounded 
marsh (Fritz 1975). Further comparative studies are ne~ded ' to gain a 
better understanding of nutr;lent cycles, total biomass, and prim~ry 
productivity in estuarine impo~ndments . 
C. .CONSUMERS 
I. Zooplankton 
.... ; 
No. in-depth studie~ ·of the . .z:oop Jankton o( estua:tne impoundments of 
the Sou~h Caro,l ina c9ast~l ·reg·i·bn ;have been completed to date. However, 
certa 'io . parallels may l;>e inferred from the ... work of Dee_y:.ey (1948), who 
studied Great Pond, Massachusetts, an impoundment periodically opened 
and closed ~o the ~ea . When free exchange occurred, the pond fauna 
clearly resembled that present in adj~cbnt open waters. Salinity 
alterations brought on by periodic closure to the sea restricted numbers 
of some zooplankters in the pond. · In general, Deevey found that 
successful pond zooplankters were highly euryhaline and that temperature 
was most important in controlling seasonal succession. 
Overall, the deg(ee of simi larity between zooplankton of impound-
ments and adjacent open estuarine waters probably depends upon the 
fo)lowing factors: 1) the time of year the impoundment is flooded, 2) 
the amount and frequency of water exchange permitted between impound-
ment and open estuary , 3) the mean salinity ma intained in the 
impoundment and the variation about that mean, and 4) the amount and 
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. frequency of rainfal 1. Since the most successful estuarine holoplankters 
are strongly euryhaline, dominant zooplankters in impoundments may well 
be the same as those in adjacent estuarine waters. However, differences 
in abundance of individual species between the two habitats might be 
great because factors such as predation, or those mentioned above, "could 
selectively favor one species over another. 
Impoundments may enhance productivity of estuarine areas by pro-
viding protected nursery grounds and spawning sites for zooplankton, 
which are then periodically released into the open estuary when water is 
released. This wou ld serve to concentrate food for planktivorous 
animals, and would perm it zooplankters to reach larger size prior to 
dispersion by currents. 
Recent studies i ndicate that phytoplank ton production is higher in 
coastal brackish ponds than in their feeder creeks (Anderson 1976). 
Thus, impoundments may support large zooplankton populations. The zoo-
plankton, in turn, may pl ay a major role in recycling nutrients such as 
nitrogen, whi ch is believed to limit primary production in estuarine · 
impoundments during summer (Anderson 1976). 
Predators such as small fishes , American eel, and juvenile crabs 
may enter impoundments when they are initially flooded and whenever 
additional water is taken in. These organisms probably control the 
abundance of zoop lankton in impoundments. In summer, low levelsof dis-
solved oxygen, which often resu.lt in fish kil ls, probably also reduce 
zooplankton numbers significantly. 
In a recent study of a flooded former rice field adjacent to the 
North Santee estuary, Dean (1975) reported that a copepod Acartia 
(presumably Acartia tonsa), grass shrimp (Palamonetes sp.), and several 
decapod crustacean larvae (Vca pugnax, Sesarma reticulatum, and 
Eurypanopeus depressus) were important zooplanters. He noted that 
density and diversity of zooplankton were low in t.his brackish im-
poundment, but gave no numerica l data. Molluscan larvae were not 
reported from this habitat. 
Knott ( 1980) compared zooplankton populations of two man-made ponds 
fi I led from the North Edisto River with those of the North Edisto estuary 
itself. The impoundments were completely iso lated from the river; water 
input from the river was accomplished by pumping. Knott {1980) reported 
that the annual mean dens ity of zooplankton was much greater in the 
river (10,148 organisms/m3) than in either of the ponds (J,417/m3 and 
5,450/m). Further, the river zoop lan kton community was more diverse and 
more stable over the year than those of the impoundments. The copepod 
Acartia tonsa was the dominant zooplankter in both environments, but was 
more important, and frequently more abundant, in the impoundments than 
in the river (Table 2-8). It also exhibited a marked seasonal variation 
in abundance in the impoundments, but such variation was much less pro-
nounced in the river . Other important zooplankters in these environments 
are listed in Table 2-8. 
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Table 2-8. Numerically abundant zooplankte1:s collected from the N'orth Edisto Rivex- and two ad-
jacent impoundments over a 1-year period (f rom Knott 1980). 
% Of % Of Total Number 
Overall Total Pond Pond Edisto 
Rank Fauna 1 3 Rivex-
l. Acarti.a ~ 65.88 79.22 93.97 41.36 
2. Euterpina acutifrons 5.34 0.12 0.09 11.04 
3. Pseudodiapto~us coronatus 4.38 6.37 1.36 5.62 
4, Parvocalanus crassirostris 4.12 0.63 0.35 8.12 
5. Copepod naup11i 3.69 1.94 0.78 6.40 
6. -Rotifera 3.67 0.02 < 0.01 7.66 
7. Cirripedia larvae 3.05 1.25 0. 75 5.35 
8. Tortanus aetacaudatus 1. 77 1.09 1.36 2.33 
9. Gastropod veligers 1.21 0.88 0.12 2.08 
10. Oithona colcarva 1.14 1.62 0.14 1.62 
11. Decapod larvae 1.07 0.53 0.15 1.92 
12. "Saphire11a tropics" 0.98 0.14 0.03 1.97 
13. Metis sp. 0.60 2 .69 0.16 0.05 
14 . I'olychaete larvae 0.50 0 . 08 0.20 0.88 
15. For,.menifera 0 . 48 0.04 0.01 0.97 
16. Oikopleura sp. 0.36 0.00 0.00 0. 77 
17. Nematoda 0.28 1.20 0.02 0.08 
TOTALS 98.52 97.82 99 . 49 98.22 
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The impact on zooplankton of environmental alterations in brackish-
water ponds has not been investigated and can be predicted at present 
only from studies of open estuarine systems. The same degree of alter-
ation would be expected to have a more pronounced effect in an 
impoundment than in an open estuary because: 1) animals have less chance 
to avoid a contaminant because of areal constraints, 2) dilution pro-
ceeds more slowly because of less circulation, and 3) temperatures often 
are higher, tending to accelerate response of organisms to toxic sub-
stances. 
2. Benthic Meiofauna 
No studies of the meiobenthos of impoundments have been conducted 
in t he South Carolina coastal region. See the section on meiofauna of 
estuarine intert idal wetlands for information most likely to be perti-
nent to this environment, In Sandifer et al. (1980). 
3- Benthic Macroinvertebrates 
Over the last three decades, impoundments have been studied with a 
view toward intensive cultivation of commercially important species of 
aquatic invertebrates and fishes in South Carolina. Studies on the 
rearing of shrimp, crabs, and oysters in ponds were undertaken at Bears 
Bluff Laboratories between 1946 and 1969. These investigations demon-
strated that growth of shrimp was rapid in ponds and that high qualfty 
oysters could be grown in such areas (Lunz 1951., 1952a, 1955, 1956. 
1957 1 1958, Lunz and Bearden 1963). Ballard (1975a,b) studied growth 
and survival of oysters (Crassostrea virginica) and clams (Mercenaria 
mercenaria) in a 250 acre (101.2 ha) pond at Annandale Plantation, 
Georgetown County, South Carol ina. Intensive studies also have been 
conducted by the South Carolina Marine Resources Research Institute 
(Charleston) on pond cu}ture of the Malaysian prawn, Macrobrachium 
rosenbergi i, C~t various locations in South Carol ina, incl:uding Cayce 
(Richland County), Bonneau (Berkeley County), and Bears Bluff (Charleston 
County). Smith et al. (1976) observed low mortality and rapid growth of 
prawns. Du ration of grow-out season varied from 5 to 6.5 months , 
depending upon the site. 
An extensive data base exists on water quality and productivity of 
ponds used for fish culture, particularly for freshwate r systems. 
However, 1 ittle information is available on the benthos of estuarine 
impoundments, particularly for the coastal plains of Georgia and South 
Carol ina. Ballard (1975a) observed high densities of Palamonetes in a 
pond at Annandale Plantation. Also present were planktonic larvae of 
the decapods Uca pugnax, Sesarma reticulatum, and Eurypanopeus depressus. 
The absence of natural oyster beds ln the pond was attributed to the lack 
of suitable substrate and to periodic draining of the impoundment. Blue 
crabs (Callinectes sapidus) and penaeid shrimp (Penaeus spp.) were shown 
to thrive in ponds at Bears Bluff Laboratories (Bears Bluff Laboratories, 
Inc. 1956). 
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Results of studies on culture of oysters in impounded environments 
along the Atlantic and Gulf coasts are described by Lunz (1951), Shaw 
(1965), and May (1969). Comprehensive reviews of early oyster culture 
and artificial propagation of larvae can be found in Dean (1892a, 1893), 
Baughman (1948), Loosanoff and Davis (1963), Galtsoff (1964) , and Joyce 
(1972). 
Oyster culture in enclosed tidal areas (Dean 1892, 1893) was first 
reported in South Carolina by Co lson (1888) in his history of the mill 
pond oyster, a delicacy which proliferated in large sawmill ponds from 
1830 to 1869. Successful production was att~ ibuted to tidal flushing 
and the presence of floating logs bear ing oysters (Colson 1888) . 
Battle (1892) proposed tidal pond cultivation in South Carolina during 
h is comprehensive investigation for the U. S. Fishery Commission. 
However , cultivation of oysters and fishes in marsh impoundments us ing 
an experimental approach was not initiated in South Carolina until 
1943 (Lunz 1968). Further experimentation illustrated congruent 
polyculture of fish , crabs, and oysters in the same pond. Ponds dug in 
the marsh appeared to be less productive than impounded marshlands. In 
one annual study, oyster yield was estimated t o be 35.2 m3 of shell 
stock/0.4 ha (Lunz 1968). 
Not all attempts to culture oysters In saltwater porids of South 
Carol ina have been successful. Lunz (1955) reported a di sastrous mor-
tality resulting from what was later thought to be the pathogenic 
fungus, Perkinsia marina, and possibly other predators. Boring sponges 
(Cllona) and oyster drills (Urosalpinx cinera and Eupleura caudata) are 
sometimes reported in impoundments where salinities are suitable. Other 
high salinity predators, such as whelks and starfishes, are Jess fre-
~uently observed due to the characteristically reduced impoundment 
salinities. Mussels (Brachidontes spp.) are often fo und growing on 
oysters in ponds, as are barnacles (Balanus eburneus, Balanus improvisus) 
and blisters of mud worms (Polydora websteri). Blue crabs (Callinectes 
sapidus) and occasionally stone crabs (Me nippe mercenaria) inhabit the 
impoundments but are not usually found inside oyster trays (Anderson 
1976). Lunz (1968) indicated that predators such as the boring sponge 
could be controlled by lowering the salinity or draining the pond and 
allowing the oysters to be exposed to ai ! . 
MacGregor (1970), usi ng two groups of 2 - 3 year old Crassostrea 
virginica in a 0.27 ha (0.67 acre) pond at Sapelo Isl and , in a 4-week 
experiment reached no conclus ions concerning the feasibility of commer-
cial pond culturing of oysters In Georgia sa l t marshes. Ballard (1975a) 
speculated on techniques and the potential of impoundment oyster culture 
in South Carolina. 
Recent studies in impoundments located on Wadmalaw and Kiawah 
islands, South Carolina (Anderson 1976, Ma nz i et al. 1977b) have sub-
s tantiated the accelerated growth rates and favor able su rviva l observed 
by others (Lunz 1955, 1956 , 1968 , Badger 1968 ). These experiments, 
however, were no t designed t o establish t he economic feasi bil ity of 
oyster culture in impoundments. 
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Use of saltwater pond s for aquaculture has the followtng advantages 
over open estuarine areas: 1) protection from strong waves and adverse 
currents, 2) easier access to bottoms for planting a~d management, 3) 
predator control, 4) modification of tida l exchange, and S) artific ial 
fertilization (Bouchon-Brandely 1882, Gaarder and Sp~rck 1932, Turner 
1951, Lunz 1955, Carriker 1956, 1959, Korringa and Pos t uma 1957, 
Binmore 1964 , Loosanoff 1964, Shaw 1965). 
4. Insects 
The insect fauna of coastal impoundments in the South Carolina 
coastal region has not been studied in detail but is expected to be 
similar to that of marshes. No one venturing into impoundments has 
escaped the wrath of the biting insect species. Mosquitoes, horse flies, 
gnats and deer flies are very abundant. See Chapter 4, Sandifer et al. 
(1980) for additional information on Insects of estuarine areas. 
5. Fishes 
Dean (1975) investigated the mariculture potential of several 
marine and estuarine fishes, including Atlantic croaker and ladyfish, 
in impoundments at Annandale Plantation, South Carolina. Thei ling and 
Loyacano (1976) studied the age and growth of red drum from a salt-
water marsh impoundment at South Is land. In Georgia, investigations of 
the fisheries of natural brackish ponds occurring on coastal islands 
have been carried out by Hillestad et a!. (1975). 
The mariculture potential of saltwater Impoundments for fishes was 
investigated at Bears Bluff Laboratories over a number of years (Lunz 
1951, 1956; Bearden 1967; Bears Bluff Laboratories, Inc., Wadmalaw 
Island, South Carolina, unpubl. data). During the period of 1947-
1967, 1-acre (0.4 ha) marsh impoundments at Bears Bluff Laboratories 
were stocked annually with marine fishes and invertebrates by tidal 
flooding through water control structures, and drained each fall. 
Biomass of fishes harvested f rom these ponds ranged from 61.5 to 382 
lb/acre (68.9 to 428.1 kg/ha), averaging approximately 200 lb/acre 
(224 . 2 kg/ha). Mullet, spot, ladyfish, and mummichog were the most 
abundant species. Biomass of smal ler fishes (mummichog, silverside) was 
not normally recorded. These data suggested that during certain times 
the mean biomass of fishes in impoundments may be greater than that of 
natural, unimpounded tidal marsh areas. Turner and Johnson (1974), for 
example, found a mean biomass of 92 lb/acre (103.1 kg/ha) for estuarine 
fishes in tidal creeks of the Cooper River estuary, with a range of 
f rom 7.3 to 257. J lb/acre (8 . 2 t o 288.2 kg/ha) during April through 
November. This does not imply that impoundments are necessarily more 
productive on an annual basis than are natural tidal marsh creeks, since 
the former are semi-enclosed systems from wh ich little emigration may 
take place, whereas recruitment and emigra tion take place continually 
in the latter zone. 
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Sixty-one spec ies o f marine and estuarine fishes (Table 2-9) have 
been identified f rom sal t water impoundments in Sout h Carolina (Bears 
Bluff Laboratories, In c. , Wadmalaw Is land , Sou th Carolina, unpubl. data). 
Such impoundments are typically inhabited bot h by year-round resident 
fish species and species which enter pe riodically from outside waters as 
larvae or postla rvae but are not capab l e of reproducing th~re. Resident 
fishes are usua l ly numerically dominate d by t he mummlchog, sheepshead 
minnow, mosquitof ish, sa ilfi n molly, and Atlantic silverside. The most 
abundant species introduced during the flooding of such impoundments are 
striped mullet, American eel, spot, Atlantic croaker, red drum, spotted 
seatrout, silver perch, Atlantic menhaden . bay anchovy, m~arras, pinfish, 
southern flounder, and ladyf ish. Impoundments also provide prime habitat 
for t he young of several species of fishes not commonly found in adjacent 
estuarine Wqterst including s nook and tarpon. Large numbers of juvenile 
tarpon, rang ing from 59 to 300 mm SL, have been collected -from saltwater 
impoundments in South Carolina during late summer and fall. One 
collection of 130 juvenile tarpon was made from an 8-acre (3.2 ha) 
impoundment near Adams Creek, South Carolina, in 1965 (C . M. Bearden, 
1978, South Ca roli na Marine Resources Division , Charleston, unpubl. data). 
Juveniles of red drum and spotted seatrout are often more common in 
impoundments than in adjacent natural areas (Bea rs Bluff Laboratories, 
Inc., Wadmalaw Island, South Carolina, unpubl. data) . Some of the low 
sa linity impoundments in the South Carolina coastal region also conta in 
populations of carp. These fish have been observed in impoundments on 
the Santee estuary and have apparently adapted to brackish water 
conditions. 
On many of the South Carolina and Georgia coastal Islands, naturally 
occurring ponds formed in shallow depressions and influenced by tidal 
action occasionally contain numbers of euryhaline fish species. In 
Georgia, Hilles tad et al. (1975} sampled the aquatic sys t ems on Cumberland 
Island, i nclud ing brackish and fr es hwater ponds and their drainage out-
flows. Several of these ponds are close ly associated with the ocean and 
are s ubj ect t0 -occasi0na l t idal flooding. Eight species of euryhal ine 
fishes were f ound in the brackish water ponds. Large numbers of the 
sheepshead minnow, sailfin molly, mosquitofish, and striped mullet were 
present, feeding on tbe abundant organic detritus of pond bottoms. 
Mosquitofish occurred in the saline and freshwater ponds of the island as 
well as in the drainage outflow systems . Sailfin mollies also occurred 
in the drainage systems and were f ound in eutrophic poo ls of water 
beneath oak trees along the drainage channels. The lower, tidally 
influenced port ions of the pond drainage outflows contained mulletst 
mojarras, mummichogs, marsh killifish , and American eels. 
Impoundments provide a ri ch habi ta t and an abundant food supply for 
many fish species. Growth rates of many species appear to be higher in 
impoundments than in s urrounding waters (Bearden 1967, Dean 1975). 
Average growt h rates for four fTsh species commonly found in impound-
ments are given i n Tabl e 2-10. 
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Table 2-9. Systematic listing of fish species known to occur in salt and brackish water im-
poundments in South Carolina (Bears Bluff Laboratories, Inc ., Wadmalaw Island, South 
Carolina, unpubl. data) _. 
Order Elopiformes 
Family Elapidae 
Ladyfish 
Tarpon 
Order Anguilliforrnes 
Family Anguillidae 
ilmeTican eel 
Order Clupeiforrnes 
Family Clupeidae 
Atlantic menhaden 
Gizzard shad 
Family Engraulidae 
Bay anchovy 
Order Cypriniforrnes 
Family Cyprinidae 
Carp 
Order Siluriform.es 
Family Ariidae 
Sea catfish 
Order Batrachoidiformes 
Family Batrachoididae 
Oyster toadfisb 
Order Gadiformes 
Family Gadidae 
Spotted hake 
Family Ophidiidae 
Striped cusk-eel 
Order Atherini£ormes 
Family Belonidae 
Atlantic needlefish 
Family Atherinidae 
Atlantic silvers1de 
Order Atheriniformea (Cont.) 
Family Cyprinodontidae 
Sheepsbead minnow 
Mummichog 
Striped killi.fish 
Family Poeciliidae 
Sailfin molly 
Mosquitofish 
Order Gasterosteiformes 
Family Syngnathidae 
Chain pipefish 
Order Perciformes 
Family Percichthyidae 
Striped bass 
Family Serranidae 
Rock sea baas 
Family Pomatomidae 
Bluefish 
Family Caraogid.ae 
Crevalle jack 
Atlantic bu:mper 
Family Gerreidae 
Irish pompano 
Mojar-ras 
Family Lu-c:janidae 
Gray snapper 
Family Pomadasyidae 
Pigfish 
Family Sparidae 
P1nfish 
Sheepahead 
Family Sciaenidae 
Silver perch 
W<Mkfish 
Spotted seatrout 
Banded d.rum 
Spot 
Order Perciform.ea (Cont.) 
Family Sciaenidae 
Southern kingfish 
Northern kingfish 
Black drum 
Atlantic croaker 
Red dr\DII 
Family Ephippidae 
Atlantic spadefisb 
Family Mugilidae 
Striped mullet 
White mullet 
Family Blenniidae 
Feather blenny 
Striped blenny 
Family Gobiidae 
Sharptail goby 
Naked goby 
Marked goby 
Highfin goby 
Family Eleotridae 
Fat sleeper 
Spinycheek sleeper 
Family Triglidae 
Striped aearobin 
Leopard aearobin 
Order Pleuronectiformes 
Family Bothidee 
Ocellated flounder 
Bay whiff 
Fringed flounder 
SUIDIIIer flounder 
Southern flounder 
Family Soleidae 
ltogcboker 
Family Cynoglossidae 
Blackcbeek. tooguefish 
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Food habits and trophic relat ionships of fi~he s occu rring in sa lt 
or brackish wa t er impoundments are not well understood, and add iti onal 
research along these lines is needed. Predominantl y he rbivorous 
spec ies such as mullets~ Atlantic menhaden, sheeps head minnows, and 
sai. Tfin mollies would pres umab ly feed primarily upon the large quan-
t i ties of phytoplankton, benthic algae, and vascular plant materi al 
present . Odum (1975) estima ted that striped mullet in a brackish pond 
fed largely on living algae and to a lesser extent upon plant detritus. 
Primary and mid-level carnivores i s uch as mummichog, mosqultofi sh, spot, 
and Atl a nt i c croake r, woul d be expected to feed largely on smaller 
fishes, Palaemone tes shrimp. insects, and benthi c invertebrates s uch as 
polychaete worms. as well as organic detritus and p lant material. In 
brac k i sh ponds on the Santee estuary, South Carol i na, young Atlantic 
croaker were f ound to feed rarge ly on ins ec ts, insect larvae, and 
crustaceans (Dean 1975). Top level carivores, including ladyfish , 
tarpon, red drum, blac~ drum , spot ted seatrout, and flou nders, are 
known to feed extensively on Pa l~emonetes and penaeid shrimp, mummi-
chogs, mo squitofish, sailfin mol lies, mullets. si lversides, and other 
small fishes (Bearden 1967; Dean 1975, Bears Bluff Laborator ies, Inc., 
Wadmalaw fsland, South Carolina. unpubl. data) , Table 2-ll presents 
trophic levels of the most abundant fish species commonly found in 
coas tal saltwater impoundments. 
Fluctuations of several environmental factors (e.g. , tempera ture, 
sa l inity, d issolved oxygen) in coastal impoundments are more extreme 
than in nearby estua rine waters . Mortalities due to low dissolved 
oxygen a nd low temperatures are commonplctce in impoundments. Fish kills 
associated with pesticide applications on adjacent agricultural lands 
have frequently occurred in impoundments in past years in South 
Carolina (South Carolina Marine Resources Division, Charleston, unpubl. 
data) , and the U. S. Environmental Protec tion Agency (1971) conducted a 
study of the movement of the pesticide mirex i n small impoundments near 
Charleston. The major limit i ng factor of shallow natural ponds on 
coastal islands is water leve l fluctuation . Alterations in drainage 
brought about by development could have d i sas t rous effects on this 
habi t at. 
Whi l e sa l t and brackish water impoundmen ts p rovide valuable habitat 
for many ma r ine and estuari ne fish spec ies, unless properly managed with 
respect to water man i pulation (flooding an d lowering at strategic times), 
many i ntroduced spec ies cannot survive the rigorous extremes of tempe r-
ature and dissolved oxygen supply found wi thin these a reas . The 
drawdown or draining of coastal impoundments i n the fall, provided such 
measures are compatib1 e with wa t erfowl or rnariculture acti vi ties, could 
result in the release of large numbers of f ' shes and invertebrates to 
the natural estuar i ne sys t em. 
6. Amphibia ns and Reptile~ 
Sa li nities in estuari ne impoundments vary widely, depending on 
their locat Ton and how they are managed . Numbers and diversity of 
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Table 2~0. average growtb rates of four fish species in brackish ponds of South Carolina 
(Bearden 1967). 
Ase in Years 
I 1I 1!1 
Total Total Total 
Lengtb loleigbt Length Weight Length Weight 
Species (inches) 8 (pounds)b (incbes) (pounds) (inches) (pounds) 
Red drum 14.5 1.5 20,5 3.5 26.0 7.1 
Spot 7.5 0.3 9.8 0.5 11.5 0.8 
Black drum 9.3 0.6 15.0 1.8 18.5 3.8 
Atlant:ic croaker 8.5 0.3 10.5 0.5 
a. 1 in • 2 .54 clD. 
b. 1 lb .. .45359 kg. 
Table 2- 11. Trophic levels of predominant fish species found in saltwater impoundments in the 
Sea Island Coastal Region (C. M. Bearden 1978, South Carolina Marine Resources 
Division, Charleston, unpubl. data). 
I. HERBIVORES MID CARNIVORES (Cant .) 
Sheepshead minnow Pinfish 
SaJ.lfin molly Spot 
Atlantic m.enhaden Atlantic croaker 
Striped mullet Silver perch 
II. PRIMARY ~IVORES IV. TOP CARNIVORES 
Mosquitoftsh Ladyfish 
Silver side Tarpon 
Bay anchovy Weakfish 
Spotted seatrout 
III. MID CARNWORES Red drum 
Mummichog Black drum 
American eel Southern flounder 
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amphibians and reptiles are much higher in low-salinity (<50/oo) impound-
ments. For purposes of this section, however , discussion of amphibians 
and reptiles wil I be limited to impoundments exhibiting estuarine 
characteristics. 
Amphibians are the only class of vertebrates which have not adapted 
to saline waters, and only a few reptiles have adapted to estuarine 
conditions. The only characteristically estuarine reptile along the 
Georgia and South Carolina coast is the Carolina diamondback terrapin, 
which inhabits the estuarine zone throughout its entire ran§e (Conant 
1975). This turtle is relatively common and feeds on mollusks and 
crustaceans (Coker 1906, 1920); the natural history of a Gulf coast 
subspecies was reviewed by Cagle (1952). North and south of the South 
Carolina coastal region, two subspecies of water snakes have adapted to 
saline conditions and, within their range, are characteristic Saltmarsh 
fauna. The Carolina salt marsh snake is found along the Outer Banks 
and adjacent mainland of North Carolina (Conant and Lazell 1973), and the 
Atlantic salt marsh snake is found along the north-central poriton of 
Florida's east coast (Conant 1975). 
The herpetofauna of estuarine impoundments in South Carolina has not 
been investigated. Thus, much of this discussion is restricted to 
animals recorded from impoundment-) ike situations or their probable occur-
rence in such habitats . Anurans (frogs and toads) are the only group of 
amphibians found with some regularity in areas similar to estuarine im-
poundments. Pearse (1936) observed the southern leopard frog in 
salinities of greater than 21°/oo near Beaufort, North Carolina. Most 
records of this species, however, were in salinities of less than 50/oo. 
Ruibal (1959) observed that salinities of greater than 5°/oo were lethal 
to the eggs of the closely related northern leopard frog. Other records 
of this species occurring in low-salinjty waters along the Atlantic and 
Gulf coasts of the Southeastern United States have been published by 
Viosca (1923), Carr (1940), Hardy (1953), Liner (1954), Neill (1958), 
and Blaney (1971). On the west coast of Florida, a population of 
exceptionally large leopard frogs occurs, individuals of which commonly 
ingest fiddler crabs and are capable of ~wallowing week-old alI igators 
(Springer 1938). Another distinct population of leopard frogs, but of 
diminutive size, exists in the same general area and caused Neill (1958) 
to stress the need for a study of the herpetofauna of saltwater areas. 
Other anurans reported from saline habitats of the South Atlantic and 
Gulf coasts Include the southern toad, oak toad, green treefrog, squirrel 
treefrog, southern cricket frog, and the eastern narrowmouth toad (Viosca 
1923, Allen 1932, Carr 1940, Burger et al. 1949, Hardy 1953, Smith and 
List 1955, Neill 1958). 
The two-toed amphiuma has been recorded several times from the front 
beach on Hatteras Island, North Carolina, but in each case the occurrence 
appeared accidental, i.e., just after a hurricane or heavy rains. The 
specimens were probably washed from drainage canals along roads or from 
typically freshwater ponds (J. R. Bailey, 1978, Duke University, Durham, 
North Carolina , pers . comm.). 
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The American alligator i s the only na turally occurring crocodilian 
in Sou t h Carolina , although t he Florida crocodi le is found elsewhere in 
the Southeas t. All igators freq uent sa ltma rs h impoundments (Obrecht 
1946, Allen and Neil1 1949, Engels 1952), but successful nesting is 
probably l imited to impoundments where sal inities are l ess than 10°/oo. 
A salin ity of 17°/oo was determined to be lethal to newly hatched alli-
gators (Joanen et al . 1972). Diet ary and physiologi cal changes resulting 
from i ncreased salinities are not known ~ but Chabreck (1972) found 
signif icantly l ess food in s t omachs of alligators taken in sa l inities 
of 3°/oo to 16°/oo, compared to those of alligators t aken tn fresh water. 
He sugges t ed that a ll i gator growth may be reduced in sa l ine waters be-
cause of low food intake. Al l igator - urv i va I and repn:sd uction can be 
affected by management of impoundments for waterfowl (e.g . , through 
flooding of nests and changes in salinity , Adults are also subject to 
shifts in reproducti on due to thermal loadin g around nuclear power pro-
duct ion reactors (T. Murphy t 1978, South Carolina Wildlife and Marine 
Resources Depa rtment, Green Pond , unpubl. data). 
Where sali ities are 1ow, as on Kinloch and South Is land planta-
tions. Georgetown County. South Carol i na, impoundments provide optimum 
habitat f6r all i gato rs . Bara (1971) cons i stently observed the highest 
concentrations of alli gators inca, als withi n mars h impoundments. 
Abundant food supp ly , dee p and s hallow water, and creation of nesting 
sites on d i kes a re several benefi t s of t hese impoundments (Chabreck 
1960). In addi ti on, private lands and game management areas provide 
protect ion from illegal hunt ing . Of 17 nests s tudied by Bara (1976), 
12 were as sociated with d i ked i mpoundments . Most of t he 12 nests were 
located on a di ke berm o r direct iy on an ol d abandoned dike. Principal 
nest m~terials of these 17 nests refleGted the brackish nature of the 
habitat. 
Impoundments a t t he Savannah National Wild li fe Refuge (SNWR) are 
managed for waterfowl, and sa linities in the feeder creeks typically 
range from fresh water to a bout 10°/oo (R . H. Dunlap , Jr., 1978, South 
Carolina Marine Resou rces Di vision, Charleston , pers. comm.) . For 
several successive years , Bara (19 76) c rui sed a line 24 mi (38.6 km) 
in length within t he SNWR, and the mean number of alligators sighted 
per mile was as follow s: 1971-9.38; 1972- 8. 33 ; 1973-7-54; 1974-10.21; 
1975-8 . 02 [onl y 9.6 mi (15.4 km ) of t he transect were surveyed in 
1975]. The largest number of individuals obse rved was 245 for the 
24-mi (38. 6 km) transect (Bara 1976) . 
Newly hatched a l liga t ors weigh less than 2 oz (62 g) and measure 
about 8 in (10.3 em) long . T~e yo ng us ually remain l n the natal area 
for 2 or 3 years , feedi ng ma inly on in ects !:Jut a lso on crayfi sh and 
snails when they are available (Va l entine e al. 1972). They are 
opportunistic feeder s, sh ifting to large prey as hey mature. After 
atta i ning a le ngt h of 4ft (1 .2 m) , t hey usua ll y dis perse from the 
natal area. Growth of all igatot-s varies f om 4 to 6 ln/y r (10.2 to 
15.2 crn/yr ) in Sou th Carol ina (Ba ra 7976 ). or about half the rate 
observed in Louis iana and Florida (Ncll he nny 1934) . The s lower growth 
rate i n Sou h Carolina res u lts in greate juvenile mortality because 
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the young are exposed to predators, such as herons t egrets, and pre-
dacious fish, for a longer period. Major predators on young alligators 
are herons. egrets, and predacious fish. Preda tors of lesser importance 
i nclude raccoons, bobcats, and adu lt alligators (Neill 1971). 
Al liga tors reach sexua l maturity upon attaining a leng th of about 
6ft (1.8 m). Growth slows to about 2 in/yr (5. I cm/yr) thereafter, 
and becomes negl i gible on approaching maximum length . The normal maxi-
mum length is 9 ft (2 . 7 m) for females and 12 ft (3.7 m) for males. 
Weight gain is rapid until sexual maturity is reached. Age to sexual 
maturity in South Carolina al li gators is delayed due to the slower 
growt h rate; such in f ormation is unavailable for specimens from Georgia. 
Informa t ion on growth rates and the time required to reach sexual 
maturity is necessary to determine t he possibility of a regulated 
harvest (Bara 1976). The reproductive cycle is seasonal and related to 
temperature; a coo l spr ing may delay reproduction, while a warm one may 
initiate the process early. The onset of spermatogenesis usually 
occurs during the last 2 weeks of May and the first 2 weeks of June. 
Open waters are necessary for successful courtship and breeding 
(Nichols et al. 1976). 
Nest construction and egg laying take place during bhe first 2 
weeks of July. Secluded areas are sought for nest i ng. The nests, 
constructed from vegetation at the site , are approximately 3 ft (0.92 m) 
in diameter at the base and 2.5 ft (0.76 m) tall. The nest interior 
provides a microhabitat having a stable, high relative humidity as well 
as some heat generated through decomposition of plant material (Joanen 
1969). Clutch size averages 40 eggs, and incubation takes about 60 days 
depending on the nest site, construction, and temperature. Eggs depos-
ited in shaded or poorly constructed nests require a longer incubation 
time. Most eggs hatch during the first 2 weeks in September, and fe-
ma les may be aggressive around the nes t s ite. Stable water level is an 
impo rtant factor affecting the hatching success; both drought and 
f loodi ng are detrimental. The raccoon is the major predator on nests, 
and the number destroyed may exceed 50% where there is land access, as 
on the s ide of impoundment dikes and l evees . Should mi sfort une befall a 
nest. reproduction by that female is lost for the year, for renesting 
i s un known. 
Alligators generally become semidormant fr om the second week of 
October to the second week of March, although there may be 1 imited 
basking on mild days in winter. Feeding activity begins again in spring 
only after water temperatures exceed ~25°C ( ~77°F). 
Accordi ng to Chabreck (1966) , large adu l ts constituteasmal l portion 
of the alli gator population [e.g., only 20% exceed 6ft (1.8 m) long]. 
Juveniles shoul d comprise a t lea s t 80% of an expanding population, with 
a 60:40 sex rat io f avoring maies. Size class distribution and sex ratios 
are unknown fo r mature, stable populations. 
Range requi rements must be considered when habitat needs for the 
species are evalua t ed. ln Lou isiana . the home range of an adult male is 
2 , 200 acres (890 .3 ha ); of nest ing femal es, 21 acres (8.5 ha); and of 
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3-6ft (0.92- 1.83 m) animals, 500 acres (202.3 ha) (Joanen and 
McNease 1970, 1973). These figures may not necessarily apply to popula-
tions in South Carolina, but such data are unavailable. 
The standing crop of alligators probably exceeds that of any other 
large carnivore because of the wide extremes in size (8 in to l2 ft) (20.3 
em to 3.7 m), and the different habitat utilization and niche require-
ments for different size classes. 
Ecologically, alli~ators function as a top carnivore on many prey 
species, Chabreck (1972) found that vertebrates were important food 
items in freshwater areas, with birds comprising one-third of the diet by 
weight. Other prey organisms include fishes, turtles, snakes, and various 
mammals. In addition, alligators maintain open, deep water areas and 
open trails in the marsh that are utilized by other wildlife. Because 
of their longevity (some may live 40 years), alligators can be useful as 
an indicator species for monitoring natural systems. 
Alligators are important to man aesthetically and economically. In 
recent years, alligator hides have brought as muc h as $17/llnear foot, 
but fashion demands cause prices to fluctuate ocnsiderably. Commercial 
harvesting for hides reached a peak In the late 1800's (Mel lhenny 1935), 
and by 1960 the alligator had been practically eliminated from its 
original range (Chabreck 1968). During the 1960's, protective legisla-
tion was enacted by all States within its range, and the alligator now 
receives full Federal protection under the 1973 Endangered Species Act. 
In recent years, numbers of alligators have increased in the Southeast 
(Powell 1971), including South Carolina (Bara 197 1) and Georgia (Joanen 
1974) 0 
Jn February 1977, the status of alligator populations in South 
Carol ina and Georgia south of Winyah Bay, east of highways 17A and Inter-
state 95, and north of the Florida State 1 ine was changed from 
11endangered 11 to 11 threatened . 11 This change in status was based on popula-
tion estimates. The status of other al .ligator populations in South 
Carolina and Georgia is still classified as endangered. (See San.difer et 
al. 1980 Chapter One, for additional information on endangered species.) 
However,1 census data alone do not provide all the information needed to 
manage the species. Areas of research that need to be addressed include: 
1) ways of accurately aging individuals, 2) mortality rates and factors, 
3) the Importance of size distribution on reproduction, 4) habitat 
suitability, especially as it affects reproduction, and 5) the northern 
extent of its range. 
As alligator and human populations continue to expand, there are 
certain to be interac tions between the two species, some of which will be 
negative. Increased development, especially in coastal areas, is likely 
to be a limiting factor on alligator populations through direct habitat 
destruction. Research is presently underway to determine the type and 
amount of habitat needed to ma in tain healthy alligator populations and to 
ensure that this top carnivore does not suffer as it did in years past. 
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Population data for South Carolina coastal counties in 1973 (Table 
2-12) show stable populations in Dorchester, Berkeley, and Georgetown 
counties, and increasing populations i n Colleton, Beaufort, Jasper, 
and Charleston counties (Joanen 1974). The Non-game and Endangered 
Species Section of the South Carolina Wildlife and Marine Resources 
Department is conducting surveys of alligator populations on South, 
Murphy, and Cedar islands, and in the Bear Island Game Managment area. 
Results of these surveys will provide info ~mat ion on the size and 
structure of alligator populations in intertidal estuarine impoundments 
in South Carolina. 
Other repti Je species i nd igenous to the South Carol ina coast, and 
recorded in habitats similar to estuarine impoundments, include the 
common snapping turtle, eastern mu d turtle, striped mud turtle (see 
Conant 1975), chicken turtle, Florida softshell turtle, striped cray-
f ish snake, cottonmouth, yellow rat snake, banded water snake, eastern 
garter snake, and the eastern mud snake (Viosca 1923, Engels 1942, 1952, 
Neill 1958 , Conant 197,5, Gibbons and Harrison 1975, Gibbons 1978). 
These species are not characteristic of estuarine impoundments, and 
their occurrence in this habitat is considered marginal. Neill (1958) 
provided a detailed discussion and literature review of herpetofauna 
in saline areas. 
J, Birds 
The habitats formed by numerous impounded wetlands i n South Carolina 
are among the most dramatic and active ecologi cal units for birds. Some 
68 species commonly or occasionally occur in impoundments (Table 2-13). 
Trophic relationships of these birds a re illustrated in Figure 2-3. 
Specific groups of birds use rather distinct areas within the impound-
ments. Waterfowl, for instance, use the open water areas for feeding, 
whereas shorebirds concentrate along the edges and adjacent shallow 
flats. Earthen dikes delimit the habitat and provide an excellent 
''ed9e effect" when fully stabilized with vegetation. Species such as 
the sparrows, long-billed marsh wren, and common snipe are found in 
border vege tation and eco tonal communities. 
Impoundment border vegetation is a fundamental link among nearly all 
species and provides for feeding, roosting, nesting, and cover. Impound-
ments in coastal South Carolina are generally managed for waterfowl and 
are characterized by the dominance of brackish or freshwater vegetationt 
especially desirable duck food plants. The management of coastal 
impoundment s for attracting waterf owl has been documented by Chabreck 
(1960), Neely (1960, 1962.), Baldwin (1968), andMorganeta 1. (1975). 
Waterfowl occurring in impoundments of the South Carolina coastal 
region can be divided into four major groups: l) swans and true geese, 
2) surface-feeding or puddle ducks, 3) diving ducks or pochards, and 
4) sea ducks. Among these four groups, there are some 19 species which 
occur regularly in t he impoundments eac h year . 
Table 2-12. AlI I gator population e s timates by county for coastal South Carolina (Joanen 1974) . 
SOUTH CAROLINA 
NO. OF ALLIGATORS 
NO. OF NO. OF SQUARE NO. OF SQUARE MILES PER SQUARE MILE 
COUNTY ALLIGATORS HI LES IN COUNTY OF ALLIGATOR HABITAT OF HABITAT POPULATION TREND SOURCE OF INFOR.t-\ATION 
Dorchester 1,500 569.00 150.0 10 .0 Stable Mark Sara 
Colleton 10,000 1,048.00 500.0 20.0 Increasing Mark Sara 
I 
-=t" Beaufort 4,000 637.00 200.0 20.0 Increasi ng Mark Bar a 
CV\ 
I 662.00 Jasper 7,000 350.0 20 .0 Increasing Hark Bar a 
Char leHon 3,000 945.00 200.0 15 .0 Increa s ing Hark Ba ra 
Berkeley 2,500 1,100.00 250 .0 10.0 Sta ble Mark Bar a 
Geo rge town 4,500 813.00 300 .0 15.0 Sta bl e Hark Bar a 
Table 2-'13. Vlirde of eettutrine intertidal i.mpound.me.nu (Sprunt 'and Chamberldn 1949. 1970, Burleigh 1958. Audubon Field Notes 1967 - 1970, 
chamberlain 1968, ~erican Rlrda 1971- 1977, Shanholtzer 1974b 0 Forsythe 1978). 
DOMINANT MODERATE MINOR. 
~ied-billed grebe c PR Horned grebe c WR Brovn pelican c 
Great blue heron c PR Green heron FC PR Double-created cormorant c 
Louisiana heron c PR Little blue heron c PR Yellow-crowned night heron FC 
Great egret c PR Black-crown·!d night heron. c PR Wood stork FC 
Snowy egret c Pll Least bit tern FC SR Mar.-Sept. Canada goo!le c 
White ibis c PR Glossy ibis FC PR Fulvous whistling duck u 
Blue-vinged teal c WR Aug.-May Mallard c WR Sept. -April Wood duck c 
Baldpate c WR Nov.-April Black duck c WR Sept.-April Redhead u 
Scaup c 'WR Oct.-April Gadwall FC WR Oct.-April Canvasback FC 
' Bufflehead FC 'WR Nov.-April Pintail c WR Sept. -April Osprey u 
Hooded merganser c WR Nov.-April Green-winged teal c WR Oct.-April Black-bellied plover c 
Red-breasted merganser c WR Oct.-April Shoveler c WR Oct.-Mar. Ruddy turnstone c 
Clapper rail c PR Ring-necked duck c ~ Oct,-April Dowitcher c 
American coot c PR Ruddy duck c ~ Oct.-Apdl American avocet u 
Spotted sandpiper c PR Virginia Tail FC WR Aug.-Mal:. Black-necked stilt u 
Willet c PR Sora FC loiR Aug.-April Gull-billed tern FC 
Greater yellow lege c PR Coi!Don gallinule c PR Common tern FC 
Berr1ng gull c PR Semipalmated plover c PR Bald eagle u 
Ring-billed gull c PR Lesser yellovlegs FC WR. July-May 
Laughing gull c PR Least sandpiper c PR 
Forster 1 a tern c PR Dunlin c PR. 
Least tern c SR Har.-Oct. Semipalmated sandpiper c PR 
PR 
PR 
PR 
PR 
WR 
WR Nov.-Jan. 
PR 
WR Nov . -~far. I 
1.,;..) 
WR Nov.-Mar . V1 I 
PR 
PR 
PR 
PR 
WR Oct.-June 
SR Mar . -Aug. 
SR Mar.-Sept. 
PR 
.PR 
I 
'\.!) 
M 
1 
Table 2-'13. Concluded 
DOMINANT MODERATE MINOR 
Belted kingfisher c l'R Western sandpiper c PR 
Bonaparte ' s gull c WR Oct.. - May 
Royal tern c PR 
Black tern FC SR May-Oct. 
Black skimmer c PR 
Note: Dominance indicates relative importance of the species as a group in the collllllunity. This coneept is not based necessarily on taxonomic 
relationships but rather on numbers, size, and trophic dynamics. 
KEY: C - Common, seen in good numbers 
FC Fairly common, moderate numbers 
U - Uncommon, small numbers irregularly 
PR Permanent resident, present year around 
WR Winter resident 
SR - Summer resident 
Hooded merganser, Bald
Belted kingfisher 
MACROBENTHIVORES
yellowlegs
Clapper railSemipalmated sandpiper
Western sandpiper 
AQUATIC HERBIVORES
Green-winged teal
Shoveler
American coot
Figure Generalized t roph ic  re la t i onsh ips  o f representat ive
b i r d s of estuar ine impoundments.  Click here to continue
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Swans and true geese are represented by only one major species, 
the Canada goose. This species, a coiTUTion visitor t·o coastal South 
Carolina and Georgia, has become more abundant in recent years due 
to intensive management. Geese forage in water and on land, and large 
crops of grain in agricultural fields have attracted them. 
Puddle ducks, probably the most abundant waterfowl group in coastal 
impoundments, include mallards, blue-winged teal, green-winged teal, 
gadwall, baldpate, wood ducks, and shovelers. Among the favorite food 
plants of puddle ducks are wild rice, spikerush, pondweeds, smartweeds, 
bulrushes, widgeon grass, acorns, cyprus balls, and various frutts 
(Kerwin and Webb 1972). Animals such as mollusks, insects, small fish, 
crayfish, and smal I crabs are also utilized for food to a lesser extent 
by the puddle ducks (Sprunt and Chamberlain 1970). 
Pochards, or diving ducks, occupy a different niche in coastal 
impoundemnts from that of the puddle ducks. They feed in deeper waters 
of open bays, sounds, and coastal waters and are gregarious, tending 
to raft up in large flocks. Commonly occurring pochards include the 
ring-necked duck, · canvasback, lesser scaup, greater scaup, and redhead. 
The ring-necked duck, canvasback, and ;redhead are m0r:e herbivorous 
than carnivorous and consume seeds of the water-lily, water-shield, and 
spikerush. Scaup, however, feed on a wide variety of animal matter. 
Sea ducks play a relatively minor role in estuarine impoundments. 
Like the pochards, they spend most of their time in open bays and 
sounds and the sea. Buffleheads, hooded mergansers, and ruddy ducks 
are common winter residents which utilize deeper waters of impoundments. 
They are largely carnivorous, feeding on fish, insects, mollusks, and 
crustaceans. · $prunt and Chamberlain (1970) reported two records of 
hooded mergansers nesting in South Carolina. The hooded merganser is 
also more common than the common merganser and the red-breasted mer-
ganser and seldom mixes with these other two speci?S, since they 
generally feed in different areas. The red-breasted merganser and 
common merganser include more fish in their d iet s than does the hooded 
merganser. 
Rails, gallinules, and coots are commonly found in estuarine Im-
poundments. The king rai 1 is rarely seen in areas other than those 
characterized by freshwater vegetation, such as cat-tails and rushes, 
and is therefore not considered to be a resident of estuarine impound-
ments. Conversely, the clapper rail is commonly f ound at the water 
margins of estuarine impoundments where smooth cordgrass grows. This 
species is a common, permanent salt-marsh resident. The common 
gallinule is another common permanent resident, occurring in both 
brackish and fr eshwater impoundments. Gallinules frequently intermingle 
with coots and ducks and feed on plant and animal matte r. The American 
coot, also a permanent resident, is extremely abundant in estuarine 
impoundments. Its f ood consists primarily of seeds, roots, vegetative 
parts of aqua t ic plants, smartweed, small fish, snails, tadpoles, and 
insects. The Virginia rail and the sora are other common winter 
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residents which frequent the marshes and marsh edges within impound-
ments, consuming mixtures of animal and vege tabl e matter. 
The herons, storks, and ibises constitute another group of birds 
which are abundant throughout much of the coastal ecosystem but 
especially in estuarine impoundments. Among the dominant or character-
istic species within this habitat are the great egret, the snowy egret, 
the Louisiana heron, and the white ibis. Also occurring, but playing 
a moderate-to-minor role in ecological interactions, are the great blue 
heron, little blue heron, glossy ibis, green heron, black-crowned night 
heron, yellow-crowned night heron, and the wood ibis or wood stork. 
Both the great and snowy egrets are common permanent residents in 
coastal impoundments. These 11 plume birds 11 have made a dramatic come-
back since the days of Wayne (1910), when theywereslaughtered for 
millinery purposes. Both species nest in rookeries within coastal South 
Carolina and feed in shallow water impoundments. The snowy egret 
appears to venture out into saltwater marshes and creeks more than does 
the great egret, which prefers freshwater ponds, marshes, and impound-
ments. These birds are commonly seen In communal roosts in trees 
adjacent to impoundments. The great eg~et Is a still hunter and can be 
observed in a motionless stance seeking its prey. Its diet consists of 
small fishes such as gizzard shad, minnows, and sunfishes. Sprunt and 
Chamberlain (1970) reported that frogs, mice, lizards, fiddler crabs, 
grasshoppers and other insects, and even small alligators are consumed. 
In contrast, the snowy egret is an active hunter, always moving and 
stabbing at fiddler cra.bs, shrimp, snails, small fish, insects, frogs, 
and lizards. No other egret or heron feeds in this manner. 
The Louisiana heron is perhaps the most abundant heron in the coastal 
area. It is a common permanent resident which nests in rookeries with 
other herons and ibises, as well as in dissimilar locations such as 
washed oyster shell banks and cypress lagoons. Its diet consists of 
killifish, shrimp, crayfish, spiders, and insects. 
The little blue heron, also a common permanent resident, exhibits 
nesti~9 and feeding habits similar to those of the Louisiana heron and 
also eats frogs, turtles, and snakes. The green heron and black-crowned 
night heron also are common permanent residents of impoundments. The 
yellow-crowned night heron is a common summer resident, but it is not as 
numerous around impoundments as are the other herons. The latter three 
herons feed on small fishes, crustaceans, and insects in the Impound-
ments and congregate with other herons in nesting. 
One of the most distinctive shorebirds occurring within impoundments 
is the willet. This species is a permanent resident of the South 
Carolina coast, occurring in great abundance during summer. These birds 
can often be seen feeding o~ small mollusks, fiddler crabs, and Insects 
along the banks, flats, and shorelines of estuarine impoundments. 
Willets frequently nest along sandy overgrown impoundment dikes, as well 
as on barrier islands or in open pastures. They generally prefer areas 
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where vegetation is tall enough to conceal the nests. Bent (1962a) 
gave a detailed description of willet nesting habits near Bulls Bay, 
South Carolina. 
The greater yellowlegs, a permanent resident, is also a typical 
shorebird of impoundments an9 waterways throughout the coastal region. 
Although this ~ird feeds in the shallow like other shorebirds, tts 
long legs enable it to use deeper waters in catching minnows, insects, 
and snails. 
A number o f other shorebirds, including the lesser yellowlegs, 
semipalmated plover, black-bell led plover, ruddy turnstone, dowitcher, 
and sandpipers, occur commonly in estuarine impoundments. However, 
two relatively rare birds, the American avocet and black-necked stilt, 
are undoubtedly among the most spectacul~r of Impoundment shorebirds. 
Wayne (1910) never observed an avocet in coastal South Carolina, but in 
recent years this bird has been observed on numerous occasions in 
impoundments. Sprunt . and Chamberlain (1970) reported that one specimen 
was taken i n t he Santee River in 1923, with the greatest number (about 
50) observed on South Island in 1946. Apparently, these birds over-
wintered there (Sprunt and Chamberlain 1970) . American avocets are 
now observed annually in the South Island impoundments (Wilkinson 1970). 
The black-necked st ilt , a rare resident, is one of the most dis-
tinctive shorebirds in the coastal area. Wayne (1910) observed one 
pair of these birds dur i ng his many years in the field. Today, the 
stilt appears regularly in small numbers within the coastal area, and 
breeding records are now established (Sprunt and Chamberlain 1970). 
The gulls and terns are represen ted in estuarine impoundments by 
the herring, ring-billed, and laug h ing gulls, and the common, least, 
royal, and Caspian terns. These b irds feed to some extent ln impound-
ments, particularly during summer fish kills caused by oxygen deficien-
cies. These birds also rest on open waters within impoundments. 
The osprey and bald eagle, although uncommon in this habitat, have 
been observed to forage these impoundments in the Cape Remain-Santee 
Delta area of South Carolina (G. R. Garris, 1979, U. S. Fish and Wild-
life Service, Awendaw, South Carolina, pers. comm.). 
Du r ing the past 2 deoa:rdes , there have been many ecologica l objec-
tions raised over the diking and impounding of wetlands. These 
objections are based on the following rationale: the block ing of tidal 
exchange results in a reduction of nutrient export; valuable marsh 
nursery grounds are lost for marine organisms; public interest factors 
are not considered. The objections could go further and in many cases 
the above rationale is reasonable. However, there are certain advan-
tages to consider in evaluating coastal saltmarsh impoundments. Perhaps 
the greatest ecological advantage is the va luable habitat created for 
certain birds. Waterfowl, wading birds, shorebirds, and song birds 
find compatible niches in this ecosystem. As for adver se Impacts, the 
use of pesticides in nearby agricultural area s (e.g., soybean fields, 
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tomato crops, etc.) would appear to be the most damaging to avifauna. 
According to C. M. Bearden (South Carolina Marine Resources Division, 
1978, Charleston, pers . comm.0, there are fish kills annually in the 
coastal impoundments of lower South Carolina . Available evidence 
points to the use of pesticides in nearby agricultural lands as a 
leading cause. Many times, various birds are observed feeding on the 
dead fish, and occasionally a dead bird Is found near the "impoundments. 
The biological magnification of pesticides i n avian populations is 
probably the greatest impact. These effects have been well documented 
over the years (U. S. Department of Interior, Fish and Wildlife Service 
1962, 1963, 196~, 1965, Keith 1968). Borthwick et al. (1973) found 
mirex residues in 78% of birds collected from a study area near 
Charleston, South Carolina . The highest level of mirex was found in 
the belted kingfishers and demonstrated the fate of organochlorides in 
the estuarine environment. 
Another important ~mpact on birds in estuarine impoundments is 
hunt ing. Annually, there are thousands of waterfowl harvested from 
coastal impoundments in South Carolina. 
B. ' Mamma 1 s 
The mammals of saltwater impoundments have not been investigated. 
However, because mammal movement in the marsh is common, but controlled 
largely by the stage of the tide, this discussion wilt consider the role 
of mammals in estuarine marshes similar to their role in saltwater Im-
poundments. 
The herbivorous mammal most closely associated with the estuarine 
marsh, and the one of greatest ecological significance, is the marsh 
rabbit. This species occurs throughout the coastal region of South 
Carolina and feeds on a variety of herbaceous mater i als, including cord-
grass (Galley 1962) . Never t heless , only a minor component of marsh 
plant material is consumed and routed through the food web via this path-
way, and it is doubtful that the marsh rabbit is ever sufficiently 
abunda nt to control marsh plant levels. 
Young and adult marsh rabbits constitute an important link in the 
food chai n to birds of prey. Bent (1961), citing unpublished reports 
from Tomkins, reported that the mq rsh hawk in saltmarshes of South 
Carolina depends primarily on marsh rabb its during winter. In summer, 
other hawks no doubt exert cons i derable predation pressure. It is 
likely that predati on rather than food supply is the principal popula-
tion control on marsh rabbits. Specific population estimates have . not 
been attempted, to our knowledge, but the marsh rabbit is known to be 
abundant in all coastal counties. 
The marsh rabbit nests on t he mainland adjacent to marsh, or on 
small brushy islands of dredged mate r ial scattered within the mars h, 
rather than within the intertidal portion of the marsh itself. The 
nes t is usually concealed within dense brush or under fallen logs. 
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Breeding may occur year around, but in Georgia, Tomkins (1935) found 
peak reproductive activity in late winter, with a depressed period in 
the fall. The gestation period in Louisiana is reported by Lowery 
(1974) to be 28- 32 days. Lowery stated that up to six litters per 
year may be produced by a single female. Tomkins (1935) estimated 
an average 1 i tter size in Georgia of three young. Even with a litter 
size that is small for rabbits in general, the frequency of breeding 
is sufficient to insure a high reproductive -capacity. 
A marsh herbivore that one might expec t in the coastal marshes is 
the muskrat, but it is entirely absent. One reason for its absence may 
be the tidal range, because it occurs inland in South Carolina (Galley 
1962, 1966). This species is present in coastal areas and is 
sufficiently abundant in coastal Louisiana marshes to provide the basis 
of a valuable fur industry. The U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
attemp ted to establish a muskrat colony on Cape Island in the Gape 
Romain National Wildlife Refuge in 1950 but, according to Galley (1966), 
the population did not survive. An ecologically related exotic mammal, 
the nutria, was introduced about the same time on Blackbeard Island in 
Georgia. Neuhauser and Baker (1974) indicated that nutria survived 
inio the late fifties, but were extirpated by 1960. Wilson (1968) 
suggested that a few nutria may exist in the marshes around Brunswick, 
G.eorg i a. 
The meadow vole is not generally associated with the South Carolina 
coastal region, bu t a population was found in Charleston County near the 
Santee River. Skulls of 59 individuals were found in barn owl pellets 
(Nelson 1934), and specimens were taken in low stands of saltmeadow 
cordgrass on Cape Island in 1939; the latter record is based on museum 
records and is cited by Sanders (1978) . 
White-tailed deer often graze in t he high marsh, feeding on salt-
meadow cordgrass and on several species of glasswort. This is most 
common where the marsh is adjacent to dense cover . Unless pursued, deer 
seld9m venture into the lower marsh due to its soft substrate. However, 
deer are excellent swimmers and will cross large marsh creeks . In 
addition to deer , several large domesticated he rbivores such as horses, 
cattle, and goats, may utilize the upper elevations of the salt marsh. 
Florida manatees have also been observed grazing in Georgia marshes 
(M. Hardisky, 1978. Georgia Department of Natural Resources, Brunswick, 
pers. comm.). 
The principal o_mnivorous mammal of the saltmarsh community is the 
marsh rice rat, which is also among the most highly aquatic of the 
coastal rodents. Unlike most other marsh mammals in this area, the 
marsh rice rat may remain permanent ly in the marsh. Nests are often 
made of cordgrass, but marsh rice rats also utilize abandoned nests of 
marsh wrens (Galley 1962). The most detailed study of the ecology of 
this species is that of Negus et al. (1961) on Breton Island in the 
Gulf of Mexico ; no quantitative studies have been conducted in this 
area. Although regularly flooded salt marsh was not a major habitat on 
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Breton Island, much of the information provided by Negus et al. (1961) 
would be applicable to the coastal region of South Carolina. 
Although many rodents are predominantly herbivorous, such is not 
necessarily the case with the marsh rice rat . Certainly, plant material 
is less important in its diet during some months than others (Fig. 2-4). 
Galley (1962) reported that marsh rice rats feed on cordgrass in Georgia 
coastal marshes, but they also utilize crabs (probably fiddler and other 
marsh crabs) and insects. Kale (1965) noted extensive predation by marsh 
rice rats on the eggs and young of the marsh wren. Sharp (1962) 
reported that the major portion of the diet of the marsh rice rat con-
sisted of crabs and insect larvae. Such studies indicate that the marsh 
rice rat is an opportunistic omnivore. 
Not only is the marsh rice rat an important predator within the 
estuarine wetlands, it is also an important prey species, especially for 
for birds. In addition to the recognized birds of prey (hawks and owls) 
which seek rodents in less densely vegetated sections of the marsh 
(Sprunt and Chamberlain 1970), many of the larger wading birds (e.g., 
great blue heron, great egret, night herons, wood stork) will als'o prey 
on rodents whenever they have the opportunity to do so (Bent 1963c). 
Marsh rice rats seldom live more than 1 year, and they undergo 
dramatic seasonal changes in abundance (Negus et al. 1961). On Breton 
Island, decreases in population density appeared to be related to the 
duration and severity of the winter, and Negus et al. speculated that 
harsh winters influenced rat populations by controlling the food supply. 
These authors provided a simple model to show the relationship of envir-
onmental factors to population density (Fig. 2-5). 
In most habitats, the raccoon is properly considered an omnivore, 
but it functions exclusively as a carnivore in the salt marsh. Raccoons 
utilize practically all coastal plains habitats, but their populations 
appear to be especially high in marshes and in woodlands adjacent to 
marshes. The raccoon is predominantly nocturnal, generally spending 
the day in Its den in a large tree and leaving to forage at night. 
This behavior pattern may be somewhat modified in estuarine wetlands 
because of the tides. It is not unusual to see raccoons feeding in the 
m~rsh in full daylight on isolated coastal islands, but such observa-
tions are much less common near human habitations even though raccoon 
populations may be quite large there. The raccoon is without doubt 
the most characteristic medium-sized mammal of the coastal marshes. 
Within the marsh, it depends rather heavily on crustaceans (fiddler 
crabs, marsh crabs, juvenile blue crabs), competing with the clapper 
rail and white ibis for the same food resources. · In addition to 
crustaceans, marsh mollusks are important food items, especially small 
intertidal oysters and mussels. Kale (1963) reported predation by 
raccoons on the nests and young of marsh wrens. Raccoons also constt-
tute a source of mortality for clapper rai I eggs and young. 
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Figure 2-4. Food habits of marsh r ice rat on Breton Island, Gulf of 
Mexico, as determined by stomach analyses of 61 animals 
from various seasons, 1957-1959 (Negus et al. 1961). 
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The raccoon has few or no predators in h igh salinity wetlands, 
but alligators may cause sign i f i cant mortality in low salinity marshes. · 
Coastal areas and wetlands provide the raccoon a virtually unlimited 
food supply, so factors other than food mu s t control its population 
levels . Hunting and trapping pressures on raccoons in coastal areas 
are rather light. The marsh or low country raccoon is considered to 
have a low quality pelt compared to upland populations. Probably the . 
greatest single souce of raccoon mortality, other· than disease, Is the 
automobile. Yet, on many coastal islands this ceases to be an impor-
tant element of mortality because automobile traffic is either non-
existent or extremely limited. At present, disease is probably the 
principal factor controlling raccoon populations. Raccoons are quite 
susceptible to a distemper-like respiratory disease, which is almos1t · 
certainly density dependent. 
In South Carolina and Georgia, the raccoon breeding season may 
range from late February into August, but the raccoon does not breed 
within the marsh because den trees are generally required for nesting. 
The gestation period is 63 days, and usually a single litter is pro·-
duced each year. About 50% of females will breed when 1 year of a~e, 
but full size and maturity may not be attained until the second year. 
The young remain with the mother for several months after they are 
weaned, and they are given close attention and training. 
' -
The river otter is relatively abundant in salt marshes of the coastal 
re~ion. Johnson et al. (1974) list this species as occurring on virtu-
ally all of the Georgia coastal islands. Sander,s (1978) cited records 
from ~ost South Carolina coastal counties, but it undoubtedly occurs in 
all. The river otter is entirely carnivorous in the marsh habitat and 
prob~bly depends more on fishes and crabs than do the other marsh mam-
.rnalian predators (Wilson 195-4). Its ·numbers are too low to exert 
signif icant population controls on any of its prey organisms, and the 
~tter itself is not subject to significant predation in this habitat. 
Factors controlling its population size are not known. 
Like the river otter, the mink is a semi - aquatic mammal that 
frequently occupies coastal marshes, but it too is far from restricted 
to this environment. The diet of the mink is more varied and is likely 
to include ~arsh birds and marsh rodents along with fish and crustaceans 
(Golley 1966). Like the otter, t his species occurs in relative ly low 
population densities and is unlikely to control prey population levels. 
Habita t destruction of the marsh would generally have the same 
effects on ma.rnmals as on other faunal components, except that most 
mammals are not permanent residents of the marsh . A few exceptions, 
however, should be noted. Most mammals, except for the most aquatic, 
make more extensive use of the high marsh t han they do of the low 
marsh. Thus, partial filling which converts low marsh to high marsh may 
be a favorable change for m~mmals, despite the res ulting loss of pro-
ductivity to the aquatic system. Likewise, the former practice of 
bui !ding small islands within the marsh with dredge spoil material may 
create more favorable condit i ons for mammals. 
. . 
I 
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With the notable exception of promoting or a llowin g domestic 
animals to graze in the marsh, most mamma l s on this coastline have 
l ittle direct effect on the marsh habitat . Analyses of grazed and un-
grazed transects suggest that grazing may not only crop down the 
vegetation but also may alter the zonation. Trampling by heavy 
mammals such as cattle and horses may have a direct unfavorable impact 
on some marsh plant species. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
FRESHWATER IMPOUNDMENTS 
A. DESCRIPTION 
Freshwater coastal impoundments occur in tidal areas where salinity 
due to ocean-derived salts is belowO~sP/oo(Cowardin et al. 1977). Bio-
logically, freshwater environments have many similarities due to their 
common aquatic nature. 
The primary producers in freshwater environments are vascular and 
non-vascular macrophytes and phytoplankton. These groups, along with 
detritus, form the trophic foundation of the freshwater food web. Bac-
teria and fungi decompose organic matter from the system, regenerating 
new nutrients. Rivers frequently bring large nutrient supplies into 
lake and impoundment systems. Floodplain systems fed by rivers some-
times have extremely high productivity rates (Wharton 1970, Kitchens et 
al. 1975). However, diversity in freshwater environments is not directly 
related to productivity. Highly productive systems may produce natural 
monocultures of aquatic vegetation (such as water-1 ily ponds, water 
hyacinth beds, or Porazilia elodea) with low faunal species diversities. 
Table 3-1 identifies common organisms occupying freshwater trophic levels 
and Figure 3-1 illustrates their relationships. Figure 3-2 is a modifi-
cation of the Rawson Diagram (Rawson 1939). Although prepared many years 
ago, this diagram accurately portrays 'the physical characters of fresh-
water systems that directly or indirectly influence the biotic and abiotic 
cycles. 
B. PRODUCERS 
1. Nonvascular Flora 
The nonvascular plants of freshwater environments in South Carol ina 
have not been well studied. The earliest work in South Carolina and 
Georgia was performed by Ravenel, who did not publish until 1882. Bailey 
(1851) made collections from 60 sites in a trip through South Carolina, 
Georgia, and Florida, including many in Charleston and Jasper counties. 
He listed over 80 freshwater species from South Carolina and Georgia. 
Wood (1874) attempted the first comprehensive treatise on American fresh-
water algae, including many of his own collections from South Carolina 
as well as the records of Ravenel. Philson (1939) published a systematic 
survey of algae in South Carolina, listing 15 species of Cyanophyta; 
later, Philson (,1940) added six new species of Oedogonium. Brown (1930) 
included South Carolina and Georgia in his listing of desmids from the 
southeastern coastal plain, and Frohne (1942) published a report on the 
occurrence of Phymatodocis _in Jasper County, South Carolina, and several 
counties In Georgia. Corbin (1951) identified 15 new species of Myxo-
phyceae in South Carolina, and Metcalf (1947) published a list of 54 
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Table 3-1. Trophic levels of freshwater consumers. 
I . PRIMARY CONSUMERS 
(Feed directly on producers) 
Zooplankton 
Herbivorous invertebrates 
Granivorous and herbivorous birds 
Omnivorous vertebrates 
Granivorous and herbivorous mamma ls 
I I. SECONDARY CONSUMERS 
(Feed on primary consumers) 
Omnivorous invertebrates 
Omnivorous vertebrates 
Insectivorous birds 
Predacious fish 
Predacious reptiles and amphibians 
Mammals 
I I I. TERTIARY CONSUMERS 
(Feed on some secondary consumers) 
Omnivorous vertebrates 
Predacious reptiles and amphibians 
Predacious fish 
Piscivorous birds and birds of prey 
Mammals 
(cladocerans, rotifers, copepods) 
(amphipods, mayfly larvae) 
(Savannah sparrow, mallard) 
(carp) 
(mice, shrews, deer) 
(dragonfly larvae, isopods) 
(s~lamanders, frogs) 
(short-billed marsh wren, northern 
parula) 
(crappie, b luegil l) 
(water snakes) 
(otter, raccoon, mink) 
(salamanders, frogs) 
(alligators, cottonmouths) 
(J a rgemouth bassl 
(osprey, hawks, eagles) 
(bobcat, man) 
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Figure 3-1. Simplifi ed functional compartmentalization of fre~hiJ.:Jter 
ecosystems, wit h general production/respiration r~tio~ 
(adapted from Cummins 1975). 
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Fi gure 3-2. Productivity cycle of a freshwater system (ada~tcG from 
Rawson 1939). 
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algal genera collected from a freshwater pond on Wadmalaw Island, South 
Carolina. In a study of the algae of the Savannah River Plant area, 
Macfie and Swails (1957) discovered a new species of Micrasterias. 
Dillard (1967) listed 44 algal taxa in a summary of his records for South 
Carolina. 
In more recent studies, Jacobs (1968, 1971) listed 585 taxa in her 
preliminary survey of the freshwater algae of the Baruch Plantation in 
Georgetown, South Carol ina. Zingmark (1975) listed 114 taxa from a 
freshwater pond in an environmental inventory of Kiawah Island, and 
Grant (1974) reported a dominance of diatoms (105 taxa) In the periphyton/ 
phytoplankton component of the upper Cooper River -Tailrace Canal system 
in South Caro 1 ina. In an envi ronmenta 1 assessment report for the Amoco 
Chemicals Corporation (Dames and Moore Associates 1975), four divisions 
of algae were collected as periphyton in the Cooper River area of South 
Carolina. Included in the four divisions were 33 species of diatoms, 8 
species of chlorophytes, 2 species of cyanophytes, and 1 euglenoid. In 
the same study, a total of 35 phytoplankton species were identified, with 
diatoms the most abundant form in both perlphyton and phytoplankton sam-
ples. Goldstein and Manzi (1976) listed a total of 259 taxa id~ntified 
from freshwater fish culture ponds in South Carolina. Identified taxa · 
included 146 Chlorophyta , 11 Pyrrophyta, 46 Cyanophyt~. 45 Chrysophyta, 
9 Euglenophyta, and l Rhodophyta. Numerous cryptophytes were noted, but 
none were identified to species. Among nonvascular flora, diatoms have 
received only limited detailed study in freshwater systems of the South-
east. In a study of haptobenthic algal flora in two North Carolina 
streams, Dillard (1966) reported a total of 70 diatom taxa. In his re-
view of algal research in South Carolina (D il lard 1967), he reported 
only 25 diatom taxa. The Savannah River, which serves as both a political 
and natural boundary between South Carolina and Georgia, has been the 
site of intensive diatom research by the Academy of Natural Sciences of 
Philadelphia (Reimer 1966, Patrick et al. 1967). In a recent study 
(Camburn et al. 1978), haptobenthic diatom flora were studied in Long 
Branch Cree~ South Carolina, to provide a detailed floristic survey of 
the diatom flora in an arec of North America where few such studies have 
been conducted. They reported 268 diatom taxa representing 31 genera, 
the most numerous of which included Eunotia, Achanthes, Navicula, Pinnu-
laria, Gomphonema, and Nitzschia. A complete listing of all freshwater 
species identified to date in the coestal counties of South Carolina 
has been published by Manzi and Zingmark (1978). 
Algae that inhabit freshwater environments constitute a diverse 
assemblage with differing physi ological requirements and variations in 
terms of tolerance to physical and chemical environmental parameters. 
The open water algae, phytoplankton, are regulated both spatialy and 
temporally by seve ra l major classes of environmental factors. Light, 
temperature, and turbidity interact with a number of i norganic and 
organic nutrient factors in the succession of algal populations. Unlike 
marine systems, successiona l period icity in undisturbed freshwater 
systems is fairly constant. Seasonal changes are muted in lower latitudes, 
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although periodicity of phytoplankton biomass and productivity are uften 
out of phase, e.g., growth rates of blue-greens are rap id and turnover 
times are shortened dur ing summer months in South Carol i na. 
Aside from the descriptive studies listed above, little is known 
about nonvascular plant associations and population dynamics in fresh-
water habitats of South Carolina. 
2. Vascular Flora 
Most freshwater impoundments in coastal South Carolina occur up-
stream from the river estuary in the freshwater zone. Water control 
structures are present for purposes of manipulating the impoundment water 
level and keeping out brackish water (if the impoundment is located near 
the brack ish-fresh transition zo~e of the river). The principal use of 
these impoundments is for waterfowl feeding; however, some may be used 
for cattle pasturage, snipe hunting, planting cypress, or wildlife sanc-
tuaries (Morgan 1974). 
· Morgan (1974) lists four possible types of wet l_ands that may occur 
in freshwater impou ndments: 1) open water, 2) submerged plants, 3) pad 
plants, and 4) emergent plants. Baldwin (1956) lists four sl ightly dif-
ferent types: 1) summer drawdown edge; 2) sha l lowly f looded marsh; 3) 
pad plants, surface mats, and floating plants; and 4) submerged aquatics. 
Baldwin 's type l and type 2 are generally emergents and coincide with 
Morgan's type 4; and, a l though Baldwin does not include an open water 
category, his type 3, whim includes floating plants, seems to be broad 
enough to contain th~ open water type. 
Emergent communiti es in freshwater impoundments are dominated by the 
smartweeds, spikerushes, red root, wild millet, Asiatic dayflower, giant 
cutgrass, panic grass, duck potato, cat-tails , alligatorweed, wild rice, 
and soft-stem bulrush (Baldwin 1956 , Conrad 1966, Morgan 1974). 
The submergent dominants are the pondweeds, coontails, bladderworts, 
fanwor-t, anQ proliferating spikerush (Baldwin 1956, Morgc;n 1974). 
Floating communities (pad, surface, and floating plants) are dominated 
by duckweeds and water-shield in open water areas, and by water-lily, 
white water-l ily, f rog's bit, pennywort s, and all igator-weed near shore 
(Ba l dwin 1956, Morgan 1974).. (See Table 3-2 for a 1 ist of common marsh 
plants associated with freshwater impou ndments in South Carolina.) 
Perctval (1968) studied the ecology of six plant species commonly found 
in freshwater impoundments: Asiatic dayflower, water-shield, jointed 
spikerush, square-stem sp i kerush, tearthumb, and swamp smartweed. Here 
the influence of wa ter level and soil acidity on species dominance can 
be seen. Tabl e 3-3 pres ents summarized data from Percival ( 1968), the 
only available work on nutrients In freshwater impoundmen ts in the 
coastal re£ion . Quantitat ive nutrient information is available in other 
tables in that work . 
~·· ..... 
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Table 3-2. List of vascular plants associated with freshwater 
impoundments in South Carolina (adapted from Tiier 
1977). 
SCIENTIFIC NAME 
Alternanthera philoxeroidea 
Aneilema keisak 
Baccharis spp. 
Brasenia ochreberi 
Cabomba caroliniann. 
Cephalanthus occidentalia 
·ceratophyllum spp. 
Cyperus erythrorhizoe 
eyperus odoratua 
eyperus polystachos 
Cyperus app. 
Echinochloa cruegalli 
Echinochloa spp. 
Egeria de.nsa 
Eichhoruia crasGipes 
Eleocharia baldwinii 
Bleocharis equieetoides 
Eleocharia quadrangulata 
Elodea spp. 
~bus spp. 
Hydrocb.loa caroliniensis 
Hydrocotyle spp. 
Juncue ef.fusus 
Lacbnantbes carolinian& 
teersia haxandra 
Leersia oryzoides 
Lemna s pp. 
LimnObium spongia 
Ludvigia ~ides 
Melochia corchorifolis 
Myriophyllum ~~F.:o..2..t:!J:llum 
Najas guadalupensis 
Nelumbo lutea 
Nelumbo pentapetela 
Nuphar advena 
Nymphaea odorata 
Panicum bisulcatum 
Panicum dichotomiflorum 
Panicum hemitomon 
Paspalum boscianum 
Peltnndra virginica 
Pluchea epp . 
Polygonum arifolium 
Polygonum densiflorum 
Polygonum hydropiperoides 
Polygonum pensylvanicum 
Polysonum portoricense 
Po lygonuna _!!&itt.!!!!!! 
Polygonum setaceum 
Polygonum spp. 
Pontederia cor data 
Potamogeton berchtoldii 
Potamogeton diversifoliue 
Pot~ogeton pectinatue 
COMMON NAME 
Alligator-'lleed 
Asiatic dayflover 
Sea myrtles 
Water-shield 
Fanwort 
Button bush 
Coon tails 
Redrooted nutgraaa 
Sedge 
Sedse 
Sedges 
Wild millet 
Millets 
Water-eed 
Water hyacinth 
Proliferating spikeruab 
Jointed epikerush 
Square-stem "apikeruah 
Water-weeds 
Plume grasses 
Water grass 
Pennyworts 
Soft rush 
Red root 
Rice cutgrass 
Rice cutgrass 
Duckweeds 
Frog's bit 
Water-priarose 
Chocolate-weed 
Water milfoil 
Bushy pondweed 
Lotus 
Lotus 
Spatter-dock 
White water-lily 
Asiatic panic grass 
Fall panic grass 
Maidencane 
Bull grass 
Arrow-arum 
Marsh fleabanes 
t .eart:humb 
Southern smartweed 
Swamp smartweed 
Large-seed smartweed 
Southern smartweed 
Tear t humb 
Swamp smartweed 
Smart"Weeds 
Pickerelweed 
Narrow-leaved pondweed 
Variable-leaved pondweed 
Sago pondweed 
Table 3-2. (:(Included 
SCIENTIFIC NAME 
Sagittaria graminea 
Sagittaria latifolia 
Sagittaria app. 
Salix _spp. 
Scirpus validus 
Seabania macrocarpa 
Spartina ~auroidea 
Spirodela polnrhiza 
Utricularia epp. 
Zi~ania aquatics 
Zizaniopeie milliacea 
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COMMON -NAME 
Delta duck potato 
Duck potato 
Arro,.meads 
Willows 
Soft-stem bulrush 
Seban 
Giant cordgrasa 
Big duckweed 
Common cat-tail 
Blue cat-tall 
Bladderwort• 
Wild rice 
Giant cutgraae 
I 
~ 
L!\ 
I 
Table 3--3. Ecology of si:K co1111110n freshwater impoundment ·plants in the coastal plaLn of South Carolina (adapted from Percival 1968). 
Taxa 
Aneilema keisak 
(Asiatic dayflower) 
Braseuia schreberi 
(Water-shield) 
Eleocharia equisetoides 
(Jointed spikerush) 
Eleocharis quadrangulata 
(Square-stem spikerush) 
Polygonum arifol ium 
(Iearthumb) 
Polygonum hydropiperoide& 
(SYamp smartweed) 
Flood Regime 
flooded occasionally 
during growing season 
standing water through-
out growing season 
sha~low flooding 
v;uiable 
dry s ite 
satur ated to slightly 
above soil level 
Ferrous 
Iron 
low 8 
low 
lov 
Nitrate 
high8 
high 
low 
low 
* 
Ammonium 
Nitrog'en 
high 
high 
' high 
low 
Sulfate 
low 
l ow 
low 
* 
pR · 
slightly 
acidic 8 
acidic 
slightly 
acidic 
slightly 
basic 
slightly 
acidic 
acid ic 
acidic 
p 
low 
low 
low 
low 
Dissolved 
c Mg Oxygen 
low high low fr 
l ow low low 
lo10 low l ow 
* 
* low 
low low low 
a . Terms low , high, and slightly are comparative terms t aken from the t ext of t he study. For quantitative information, see data in t he 
original source (Percival 19()8). 
* Results were indeterminate. 
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Succession in managed f reshwat~r impoundments rarely proceeds in a 
natural sequence because of water level manipulations by impoundment 
managers. However, impoundments with constantly maintained water levels 
become dominated by floa_ting and submergent vegetation. The dominants 
vary according to depth of impoundment, but white water-lily, duckweeds, 
coontails, and bladderwor.ts are usually the most common species. 
Succession here is comparable to succession in shallow lakes. 
The most widespread utilization of successional trends by the 
impoundment manager is summer drawdown. Drawdown (the lowering or removal 
of water) -insures germination of many annuals, allows fcir seasonal burning, 
and permits grazing or cultivation (Baldwin 1950). Cultivated crops, such 
as corn, brown-top millet, wheat, barley, rye, soybean, and grain sprghum 
may be planted after drawdown (Tiner 1977). If cultiva t ion is not the 
desired use, the period of drawdown ma y be shortened, prom9ting growth of 
various smartweeds. Prolonged drawdowns sometimes allow for germination . 
of cat-tails, willows, and button bush, all undesirable plants to water-
fowl management. Fanwort-pondweed beds, also undesirable, may be controlled 
by prolonged drawdown, with the more desi ra ble muskgrass, a nonvascular 
plan4 gaining dominance upon refloodlng (Baldwin 1950). 
In summary, successional trends are manipulated by impoundment 
managers t6 produce desired vegetation for the specific use the manager 
envisions, be it waterfowl management, grazing, or cultivation. 
C. CONSUMERS 
I. Zooplankton 
Water pH greatly influences zooplankton communities. Separate 
faunas are found in acidic (as in lakes) and in alkaline (or _basic) waters 
(as in rivers). Zooplankton assemblages of temporary ponds are character-
ized by groups which have very short life cycles and often exhibit 
desiccation-resistant stages. Such species are generally successful in 
temporary water bodies until predators become established in them. For 
example, the fairy shrimp Streptocephalus seal i is a very common inhabitant 
of drainage ditches and other temporary waters but is rarely found in the 
stable, predator-r ich waters of other coastal habitats (Moore 1955). 
N. A. Chamberlain (1978, College of Charl es ton, Charleston, South Carolina, 
pers. comm.) has found this species in two ponds in the Francis Marion 
National Forest (Berkeley County, South Carol ina), and Coker (1938) 
reported it from a ditch near Society Hill, South Carolina. The freshwater 
decapod shrimp Palaemonetes paludosus is common in coastal South Carol ina 
(P. A. Sandifer, 1978, South Carolina Marine Resources Division, Charleston, 
pers. comm.). Although larval development in this shrimp is abbreviated, 
it stilT exhibits a meroplanktonic larval phase. Certain zooplanktonic 
copepods are assoc iated with bogs, swamps, and temporarily flooded areas. 
Robertson (1972), in studies of Oklahoma calanoid copepods, found that the 
preferred habitat of Osphanticum laboronectum was swampy areas. He also 
reported Diaptomus salticul inus present in temporary ponds, and D. saskatch-
ewanensis present in swampy areas. Coker (1938) fou nd Cyclops crassicaudi 
regularly occurred in wagon ruts near Chapel Hill, North Carolina. Insect 
larvae are also present in freshwater zooplankton but will be treated 
below. 
Studies of the zooplankton of freshwater impoundments have not been 
conducted. Any research conducted on zooplankton in tidal freshwater 
areas is 1 imited to Turner (1910). He listed 4 species of calanoid 
copepods, 10 cyclopoids, 1 harpactico ld , and 24 species of Cladocera 
from temporary and permanent ponds, ditches, and "holes fed by creeks" 
in the vicinity of Augusu, ~rgia. While most Entomostraca wer,e 
collected in submerged vegetation. meny of these species would likely be 
planktonic on occasion. The cepepod Cyclops serulatus and the cladocer•n 
Simocephalus serrulatus were the most widely distributed species in 
Turner•s samples. No Cladocera bearing "winter eggs" were found in these 
samples, even though temperatures we re on occasion just a~ove zero. 
Z. Insects 
In the South Carolina coastal region, various insects of freshwater 
environments have a number of common life patterns and requirements, 
regardless of the habitat. Much of the following introductory material, 
which holds true for all of these environs, is summarized from Pennak 
(1953), Borror and Delong (1964), and Gasner (1971). Table 3-4 
summarizes orders of hydrophilic insects, their basic life history patterns, 
and whether any species of each order are associated with salt or fresh 
waters, o r- both. 
Eleven of the 30 t o 35 orders of insects (depending upon the classi-
fication system followed) contain species that are partially or totally 
limnetic. Among the primitive insects that have no metamorphosis, 
Collembola (springtails) is the only order in which freshwater species 
occur. A few of these occur on the surface of ponds and pools. 
The Hemiptera (true bugs) is the only paurometabolous (gradual meta-
morphosis) order containing freshwater forms. In this group, metamorphosis 
is gradual and the series of immature forms (nymphs) resemble adults 
except in size, body proportions, and wing development. Many species of 
Hemiptera occur below the surface in both nymphal and adult stages, while 
others move about the surface film. 
The mayflies (Ephemeroptera), dragonflies and damselfl i es (Odonata), 
and stoneflles (Plecoptera) a r e hemimetabolous insects. The adults 
are terrestrial, bu t a series of aquatic nymphs (naiads) occurs, usually 
possessing accessory gills . 
The rema ining si x aquatic orders are holome tabolous, with develop -
ment stages consisting of t he egg , act i ve larva , acquiescent pupa, and 
adul t . A few lacewings (Neuroptera) ; moths and butterflies (Lepidoptera), 
numerous beetles (Coleoptera), f lies , mosquitoes, and midges (Diptera), 
and all alderflies, dobsonflies, and fishflies (Megaloptera), and 
caddisfl ies (Trichop t era) have aquati c larvae. All caddisfl ies and 
many dipterans have aquatic pupae. A very few hymenop t erans are egg 
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'Table 3-4. s~ry of hydropbi.Uc 1n1ect life biiJtory patternt and habitat dil-
tribution (adapt.ed .:"r0111 l>oenar 1911), 
CUSS INSECTA 
Subcl.aaa Apterygota 
Ot'der Collembola 
Ot'der Tbyeanura 
Subclaee Pterygota 
Order Plecoptera 
Order OdODAta 
Ot'der Ephemeropten. 
Order Bem:iptera. 
Order Trichoptera 
Order Kegaloptera 
Order Neuroptera 
Order Lep~optera 
Order Diptera 
Order Coleoptera 
Order ByaeQOptera 
Springtail.• 
Brietl.e taile 
Stone.fliea 
Dragonflies 
Mayflies 
True bu8a 
Caddiafliee 
Alderflie.e 
Lacewing a 
Butterfliee, .aths 
Pli~, 11101quitoea 
Beetlee 
Wa.epa 
+ + 
ehorelinu 
+ 
+ + 
+ ... 
+ + 
+ + 
+ 
+ 
+ ... 
+ + 
+ + 
Paruitic 
•rreah • riverine, lacuetrine, or paluatrine vatera and aaeociated eaviroua. 
'bsal:.l.ne • mar:.l.ne or eatuarin.e waters and a11aociated euvirou. 
-.. 
he 
he 
h.e 
pa 
ho 
ho 
bD 
bD 
ho 
l!.o 
ho 
caa • ~taboloua,; pa • paura.etaboloue; ha • h~taboloua; ho • holo..taboloua. 
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parasites, entering water only long enough to find and ovideposit on 
eggs of their aquatic hosts. 
With few exceptions, aquatic insects are found near shorelines, in 
shallow waters, and where an adequate supply of oxygen exists. Only a 
few dipterans are consistently found in deeper lakes and in waters 
possessing reduced oxygen supplies. The free-moving plankton has 
evolved only in some of the midge (Diptera) larvae. The majority of 
insects aquatic in the adult stage are nektonic, as exemplified by the 
water beetles (Coleoptera) or neustonic and pleustonic as exemplified 
by the water striders (Hemiptera) . 
Hillestad et al. (1975) provided a listing of orders and families 
of insects from freshwater shrub marsh on Cumberland Island, Georgia 
(Table 3-5). Included in their collections were representatives of the 
insect orders Orthoptera, Hemiptera , Homoptera, Coleoptera, Diptera, and 
Hymenoptera. The Orthoptera were dominated by crickets (Gryll idae), 
followed by short-horned grasshoppers (Atrididae), roaches (Biattidae), 
and long-horned grasshoppers (Tettigoniidae) . These were undoubtedly 
found in and around aerial portions of emergent vegetation, as these 
insects are not aquatic in any I ife stage (Pennak 1953, Borr.or and 
Delong 1964). This would also be true of the homopteran leafhoppers 
(Cicadellidae), froghoppe rs and spittlebugs (Cercopidae), and the 
hemipteran assassin bugs (Reduviidae). Toad bugs (Hemiptera: Gelastocoridae) 
were also present and are generally associated with moist shores of ponds, 
marshes, and streams (Pennak 1953) . The beetles (Coleoptera) were the most 
diverse in numbers o f families (9), with t he ground beetles (Carabidaet 
being predominant. Dipterans (true flies) and hymenopterans (ants and 
sawflies) were also common. 
3. Benthic Invertebrates 
Commonly occurring benthic invertebrates of freshwater pond and 
impoundment ecosystems include sponges, hydrozoans, turbellarians, 
nematodes, rotifers, bryozoans, oligochaetes, leeches, pelecypods, 
gastropods, ostracods, harpacticoid and cyclopoid copepods, isopods, 
amphipods, crayfish, numerous larval insects, several species of adult 
bugs · and beetles, and arachnids such as water mites and fisher spiders. 
Invertebrates of temperate ponds undergo pronounced seasonal patterns 
of activity and faunal density. Activ ity is minimal during the winter, 
and the fauna is variously adapted for survival of cold water temperatures. 
Several types of ••resting stages" are know n, particularly in the lower 
invertebrate phyla. Gemmules, consisting of a mass of cells protected 
by a hard inner membrane and an outer laye r of columnar spicules, are 
formed by sponges during autumn. Certain hydroids and entoprocts lose 
their hydranths and calyces, respectively, during late autumn or winter 
and enter a dormant stage . Species in a number of taxa, including the 
Hydrozoa, Turbel laria, and Roti fera, produce "winter eggs 11 which survive 
the cold. Freshwater bryozoans form dormant statoblasts, consisting of 
a cell mass covered by chi t inous valves . Produced in enormous numbers 
Tabl~ ~ Numb~rs of orders and f~ili~s of insects coll~cted from fr~sbwater ahrub marsh on Cumberland Island• Georgia (adapted from Rilleatad 
~t al. 1975). 
COLLECUOH DATA (1973) 
INSECTS June 14 June 26 July 3 July 10 July 17 July 24 July 31 ~ Aug. 14 Auj!.. 22 Aus. 27 TOTAL 
ORtHOPTERA 
Acrididae 1 2 5 7 15 
Gryllidae 7 2 25 18 30 17 15 18 18 13 163 
Tettigoniidae 1 1 
Blattidae 2 1 3 
HEMIPTERA AND Rot«lPTERA 
Cicadel1idae 1 1 
lled~iida~ 1 1 
Cercopidae 1 1 2 1 2 7 
Ge1aatocoridae 1 2 1 1 5 
COLEOPTERA 
Hist~ridae 4 1 1 6 
Carabidae 18 4 9 13 12 ll 13 4 8 1 3 96 
Curculionidae 4 1 1 1 2 2 11 
!lateridae 2 2 2 3 2 1 12 
Scarabaeidae 1 1 1 2 ] 1 2 2 13 
Staphylintdae 1 1 1 1 1 5 
Hydrophilidae. 1 1 
Tenebrionidae 2 2 
Cicinde1idae 1 1 
DIPT!RA 1 8 5 4 ] 2 6 5 34 
HYMENOPTERA 
Por~~icidae 1 5 7 7 15 12 6 12 14 8 87 
Pompillidae 1 
_! _! _2 
TOTAL 39 10 49 51 56 
= 
58 54 43 39 38 30 467 
I 
V1 
\.0 
I 
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during summer and autumn, these statoblasts provide an important means 
of dispersal as well as being tolerant of bath law temperatures and 
desiccation. With the return of favorable environmental conditions, 
each of these 11 restlng stages 11 opens and begins development. Other 
species, including some annelids, mollusks, and arthropods, burrow into 
the sediments and hibernate. A few, such as certain oligochaetes, 
mollusks, insect larvae, isopods, and amphipods, may remain active al 1 
winter. As temperatures rise in late winter and early spring, faunal 
activity increases markedly and reproductive cycles commence for many 
species. Insects such as mayflies, caddisfl ies, and dragonflies, which 
constitute an important part afthis freshwater benthos as larvae, meta-
morphose into adults and leave the water . In contrast, several other 
insects, including water bugs (Notonectidae, Corixidae, Belo?tomatidae, 
Naucoridae) and water beetles (Hal iplidae, Dytiscidae, Noteridae, Gyrinidae, 
Hydrophilidae), are common pond inhabitants as adults. 
Water levels frequently drop in these environments during summer, 
and some periodically dry up. Despite this, such ponds support a community 
of benthic invertebrates made up of bath temporary and permanent residents. 
Many temporary residents are insect larvae whose development is suffi-
ciently rapid to ensure metamorphosis prior to the time when such ponds 
normally go dry. Permanent residents either burrow in sediments and 
aestivate, or survive as cysts or other stages adapted .to withstand 
drying. Species numbers are usually lower in these habitats than in 
11 permanent 11 ponds, and are also reduced in ponds having low levels of 
dissolved oxygen. Nevertheless, species adapted to such conditions are 
often present in large numbers. 
Dragonf1 ies (Odonata) and other invertebrates of a 1-ha (2.5 acre) 
farm pond at the Savannah River Plant near Aiken, South Carolina, were 
studied by Cross (1955), Benke (1972, 1976), and Benke and Benke (1975). 
Benke (1976) observed a density of 10,000 larval midges (Chironomidae)fm2 
in Ekman grab samples taken from May to September. Biomass of larval 
midges and mayf lies (largely Caenis sp.) amounted to 0.6 gfm2 (dry 
weight), or about two-thirds of the total macrobenthos other than dragon-
flies . The remaining third consisted mostly of beetles (Coleoptera) 
and horseflies and deerflies (Tabanidae), although caddisflies (Trichop-
tera), biting midges (Ceratopogonidae), damselflies (Zygoptera), 
predacious bugs (Hemiptera), and various microcrustaceans were also 
present. Biomass of the dominant larval dragonflies (Ladona deplanata, 
Eipth~ca spp., and Cel ithemis fasciata) during May-September was about 
6 g/m2-,- while total odonate biomass was estimated at 8 g/m2. Such high 
predator-to-prey ratios were possible because of high turnover rates in 
prey populations. Sufficient refuges were also be lieved by Benke (1976) 
to be responsible for preventing the annihilation of prey populations. 
Since high populations of larval dragonflies have been observed else-
where on the Savannah River Plant and in a lagoon near Athens, Georgia, 
Benke and Benke (1975) suggested that they may be a predominant feature 
of pond ecosystems in the Southeastern United States. 
The ecology and community structure of benthic invertebrates in 
freshwater ecosystems of the South Carolina coastal region have generally 
been ignored and constitute a major data gap. 
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4. Fishes 
Most freshwater impoundments in the coastal region, as stated 
previously, are former rice fields with dikes in varying stages of 
eros ion, allowing free exchange of water and ichthyofauna with. the 
various other subsystems such as palustrine emergent wetlands. The 
small portion of former rice f ields that- have maintained dikes are 
managed primarily for waterfowl. Shallow water impoundments managed 
for waterfowl average 30-qS ~m (12-18 in) in depth and are dry at 
varying intervals, some annually, others no more than once every 10 
years (R. J. Rhodes, 1978, South Carol ina Marine Resources Divi sion, 
Charleston, pers. comm.). Centrarchids are by far the dominan~ fish 
family occurring here. Redfin and chain pickerel, bowfin, largemou th 
bass, carp, longnose gar, mosquitofish, golden shiner, bullheads, 
gizzard shad, and threadfin shad are the most prominent spec ies of 
this impoundment type (Table 3-6). 
The vast majority of fish species inhabiting freshwater impoundments 
are nest building spawners. Carp, redfin pickerel, and longnose gar are 
among the few exceptions. The sunfish fam il y is especially successful 
in reproducing in this habitat and is susceptible to overpopulation 
(Swingle 1950, Lag ler 1956). Most species prefer to nest near or among 
submerged vegetation or obstructions, though spawning will occur through-
out the habitat. 
During periods of drawdown in former rice fields, or during low 
water in small impoundments, piscivorous birds, mammals, reptiles, and 
amphibians concentrate in large numbers around these canals and pools. 
Vultures, foxes, bobcats, a nd opossums regularly feed on dead fish washed 
ashore ~urlng periods ~hen die-off occurs. 
s. Amphibians and Reptiles 
Because of their juxtaposit ion to riverine systems, herptiles 
inhabiting freshwater tidal impoundments do not differ substantia lly from· 
those of the river itse lf. Combinations of abundant food, diyerse aquatic 
vegetation, restricted water flow, and proximity of dry land in impound-
ments, however, tend to create an ecotonal effect. Thus, cert_ain species 
such as greater sirens, dwarf waterdogs, and two-toed amphiumas find this 
habitat more favorab l e than the adjacent river. These aquatic amphibians 
are generally found among subtidal vegetation, bottom debris, or roots of 
floating aquatics (Conant 1975, Harrison 1978). Food items of amphiumas 
and sirens include crustaceans, mollusks, worms, insects, small fish, 
etc. (Conant 1975) . Freshwater impoundments a.lso provide good habitat for 
the aquatic rainbow snake and eastern mud snake, which feed primarily on 
the American eel and eel-like salamanders, respectively (Conant 1975, 
Wharton 1978) . 
Several species of turtles exhibit relatively generalized requirements 
for aquatic habitats and are found regularly in impoundment communities. 
Such species include the common snapping turt le , eastern mud turtle, and 
stinkpots (Conant 1975). These species are nocturnal and seldom bask 
Table3-6 . Habitat utilization by 82 specie~ of freshwater fishes inhabiting Impoundments of the coastal counties of South Carolina. (C-Common, 
F- Frequen t, 0-0ccasional, R-Rare) 
Lacustrine Palustrine Riverine 
Species Ll ttoral Li mne t i c Forested Wetlands Emergent Wet lands I mpoundments · Open Water 
Leplsosteidae 
Longnose gar F c R 0 c c 
Florida gar 0 F R 0 0 F 
Ami idae 
Bowfin c 0 c c c F 
Clupeldae 
Giz;zard shad F c F 0 c c 
Threadf i n shad 0 c 0 0 c c 
Umbridae 
Eastern mudmlnnow c R c c c R 
Esocidae I 
Redfin pickerel c R c 0 R R 0" N 
Chain pickere l c 0 c c c 0 I 
Cyprinidae 
Goldfish c 0 c c c F 
Carp c 0 c c c c 
Cypress minnow 0 0 c c 0 0 
Si Ivery minnow c c 0 0 0 0 
Rosyface chub R R F F R F 
81 uehead chu.b 0 0 c c 0 c 
Golden shiner c c c c c c 
lroncolor shiner 0 0 c c F 0 
Dusky shiner c 0 c 0 0 F 
Pugnose minnow F F F f F F 
Ohoopee shiner R R R R R F 
Tai ll ight shiner F F F f F 0 
Whitefin sh i ner c F 0 0 0 c Coastal shiner c c F f F c Fathead minnow 
Catostomidae 
Creek chubsucker c c 0 c c c Lake chubsucker c c 0 c c c Spotted sucker F F c c F c 
Black Jumprock 0 0 F F 0 F Suckermouth redhorse 0 0 F F 0 F 
l ctaluridae 
Snail bullhead F 0 0 0 F c 
Table3-6. (Continued). 
Lac us trl ne Pa 'I us trIne Riverine 
Species Ll ttora1 Llmnetic Forested Vetlands Emergent Wet lands Impoundments Open Water 
lcataluridae (Continued) 
White catfish c c c c c c 
Blue catfish c c 0 F F c 
Yel low bu l lhead c c F c c c 
Brown bullhead c c F c c F 
F 1 at bu I I head c c F F c c 
Channel catfish c c F c c c 
Black madtom 0 f\ c c 0 0 
Tadpole madtom 0 f\ c c 0 0 
Margined madtom 0 f\ c c 0 0 
Speckled mad tom 0 R c c 0 0 
Flathead catfish 0 0 F F R c 
Amb 1 yos I dae 
Swampfi sh F R F F F R 
Aphredoderidae I 
Pirate perch 0 R c c c R 
"' VJ 
1 
Cypr i nodont i dae 
Golden topminnow F 0 c c F R 
Banded topml nnow 0 R F F 0 F 
Marsh killifish 0 0 0 0 F R 
Starhead topminnow c 0 c c c F 
Spotfin kl IIi fi sh 0 0 0 0 F R 
Pygmy ki IIi fish F R c c F R 
Bluefin ki I I i fish F R R F F R 
Rainwater ki I I if ish c R F c c R 
i'oec I 1 i l dae 
Mosquitofish c c c c c F 
Least killif ish c 0 c c F 0 
Sa i If in mo 11 y F 0 c c c 0 
Atherlnidae 
Brook silverside c F F c c F 
Percichthyidae 
White perch c c 0 0 c c 
White bass c c 0 0 c c 
Centrarchldae 
Mud sunfish c 0 c c c R 
Flier c F c c c 0 
Everglades pygmy sunfish c 0 F c c R 
Tab 1 e 3-6. (Concluded). 
lacustrine Palustrine Riverine 
Species littoral llmnetic Forested Wetla!]dS Emergent Wetlands Impoundments Open Water 
Centrarchidae (ContInued) 
Okefenokee pygmy sunfish c 0 F c c R 
Banded pygmy sunfish c 0 F c c R 
Blackbanded sunfish F R F c F R 
Bluespotted sunfish F 0 c c F R 
Banded sunfish c R F c F R 
Redbreast sunfish F 0 c c F F 
Green sunfish c F F c c c 
Pumpkinseed c F F c c 0 
Warmouth c 0 c c c 0 
Bluegill c F c c c F 
Dollar sunf Ish c F c c c r 
longear sunfish c F c c c F 
Redear sunfIsh c c F c c F 
Spotted sunfish c F c c c F 
largemouth bass c c c c c c 
I White crappie c c (. c c F 
-.:r Black 
-..() 
crappie c F c c F c 
I 
Pe rci dae 
Swamp darter 0 0 (. c 0 0 
Tessellated darter 0 0 c F F 0 
Sawcheek darter 0 0 c F F 0 
Yellow perch F F 0 c F c 
logper ch 0 R c 0 0 0 
Blackbanded darter F R c 0 0 R 
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(J. R. Harrison, 1978, Col lege of Charles ton, Charleston, South Carolina, 
pers. comm.). The striped mud turtle is found in extreme southern 
Georgia and would probably inhabit impoundments found within its range. 
Other turtles which occupy impoundments include Flor ida cooters, yellow-
belly sliders, eastern chicken turtles, Florida softshells, and Gulf Coast 
spiny softshells (Conant 1975, Mount 1975, Gibbons 1978). Young Florida 
cooters are omnivo rous, whereas the young of yellowbelly sliders are 
primari l y carnivorous; adults of both species are herbivorous. Eastern 
chicken turtles, Florida softshells, and Gulf Coast spiny softshells are 
carnivorous (Mount 1975). Turtles lay eggs above the normal hig~-water 
li ne, with the emydids and trioncychids preferring sandy, friable soil, 
while kinosternids select soil of high organic content for nesting s ites 
(Mount 1975). Levees provide nesting substrates. 
Aquatic vegetation in impoundments is relatively abundant with many 
emergent (pickerelweed, arrowhead, cat - tail, cutgrass), floating 
(alligator-weed), and floating-leaved plants (water- ! i ly, floating heart) . 
These plants often occur in dense stands or mats and, if not too expansive, 
improve the habitat for many frogs and water snakes . Hylids occuring among 
emergent or floating vegetation in freshwater impoundments throughout the 
coastal region include southe rn cricket frogs, Cope•s gray treefrogs, 
green treefrogs, and squirrel treefrogs (Conant 1975, Harr ison 1978). The 
Florida cricket frog is found throughout peni~sular Florida and along the 
immediate Georgia coast north to the Savannah River, while the southern 
cricket frog is found throughout most of the remaining coastal plain of 
Georgia and all of that o f South Carol ina (see Conant 1975 for distribution). 
In the Savannah National Wild! ife Refuge, the northern cricket frog has 
invaded old rice fields along the Savannah River (J. R. Harrison, 1978, 
College of Charleston, Charleston, South Carolina, pers. comm.). This 
species is considered rare in the coastal zone (Harr ison 1978). 
Floating vegetation and levees provide tempo rary habitat for ranid 
frogs. Common inhabitants include bullfrogs, pig frogs, bronze frogs, and 
southern leopard frogs. Presen tly within the South Carol ina coa~tal region, 
freshwater impoundments are pe1·haps the most ideal habitat for pig frogs. 
It is in this habitat that they are most abundant, and males can be heard 
calling among floating and herbaceous emergent vegetation day and night 
during spring and summer (Wright and Wright 1949). 
The close prox imity of dry land, water, abundant vegetation, and food 
contribute to make freshwater impoundments prime habitat for aquatic 
serpents. Redbe lly water snakes, banded watet- snakes, brown water snakes. 
and cottonmouths are common or even locally abundant (Conant 1975, Gibbons 
1978). Floating vegetation near levees also provides good habitat for 
rough green snakes and eastern r ibbon snakes (Conant 1975). The green 
ano l e is abundan t among vegetation near aquatic environments (Gibbons 1978) 
and would not be unexpected among emergent aquatics in impoun dments . Species 
uncommon or rare in impoundments are generally uncommon or rare throughout 
the coastal zone. These species include the Florida green water snake, 
glossy crayfish snake, and the Carolina and north Florida swamp snakes 
(Martof 1956, Conant 1975, Gibbons 1978). In extreme southeastern Georgia, 
adjacent to Florida, the striped crayfish snake is found in impoundment-type 
habitatsj a lbei t uncommonly (Martof 1956 1 Conant 1975 ) . 
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The area Lmmediately north and south of the Savannah River is a 
transition zone for several subspecies of herptiles common to freshwater 
impoundments. In addition to the southern cricket frogs already ment ioned, 
subspecies of ribbon snakes, swamp snakes, and cottonmouths differ between 
most of coastal Georgia and most of coasta l South Carol ina . The peninsula 
ribbon snake, north Florida swamp snakes, and Florida cottonmouth inhabit 
most of coastal Georgia, whereas the eastern ribbon snake, Carolina swamp 
snake, and eastern cottonmouth inhabit most of coastal South Carolina 
(Conant 1975). 
6. Birds 
Colonia l Wading Bird Rookeries. Supported by an abundance of estuarine 
and freshwater swamp habitat, the coastal region of South Carolina maintains 
a high population of colonia l wading birds. Reinforced by l arge food 
supplies, stable water regimes, and freedom from disturbance, colonial 
wading birds continue to thrive and reproduce in nesting colonies scattered 
throughout the area. 
Although colon ial wading bird rookeries have been known from this area 
for well over 100 years, little documentation existed prior to 1975 for 
comparisons of present and past populations. However, recent studies by 
Odom (1976), Custer and Osborn (1977), Osborn and Custer (1978), and Sprunt 
et al. (1978) have located and censused approximately 291 colonies of 
egrets, herons, and their allies along the Atlantic coast of the United 
States. (See Davis et a l . (1980) for rookery locations.) 
Twelve avian species are commonly associated with wading bird 
rookeries, as indicated in Table 3-7. Of these, four species are considered 
dominant: the white ibis, cattle egret, Louisiana heron, and snowy egret. 
All are common residents that occur most frequently in rookeries. 
·- There are eight types of colonies based on the selection of habitat. 
These can be broadly classed as upland sites, inland swamps, estuarine 
islands, and small ponds. Upland sites are the least common of wading bird 
rookeries, as their use is largely confined to the great blue heron and 
the great egret. This type of colony is typically small, with less 
than 150 pairs of b i rds, and has no standing water. Nests are usually 
constructed in tall pine trees (loblolly pine and slash pine) with a very 
dense understory often composed of myrtle (wax myrtle), cabbage palmetto, 
or saw palmetto. 
Inland swamp sites can be divided into two distinct types, natural 
swamps and man-made swamps or reserves. Natural swamp locations are 
commonly sloughs where standing water has accumulated. Nests are often 
constructed in bald cypress, black gum, sweet bay, water tupelo, or 
willows. Nesting success and site tenacity are highly variable in this 
type and are highly dependent on the availability of standing water. 
Man-made or artificial swamps are primarily the remnants of early 
attempts to cultivate rice in the eighteenth century. Old rice fields 
gradually undergoing succession are sometimes utilized, if standing water 
is present and adequate nesting platforms are provided by water-tolerant 
Table 3-7. Colonial wading b irds commonly associated with rookeries in the South Carol ina coastal region (Sprunt and Chamberlain 1949, 1970, 
Bur leigh 1958, Audubon Field Notes 1967-1970, Chamberlain 1968, American Birds 1971-1977, Shanholtzer 197~b, Forsythe 1978). 
DOMINANT MODERATE MINOR 
'Wh i te i bl s c PR Great eg ret c PR Great blue heron FC 
Cattle egre t c PR Lf tt I blue he ron c PR Yellow-c rowned night heron FC 
lou isiana heron c PR Gl ossy ibis FC PR Green heron c 
Snowy eg et c PR Black-crowned night heron c PR Anhinga c 
Note : Dominance indicates relat ive importance o f the species as a group in the community . This concept Is not based necessar i ly on ta xonomic 
relationsh ips but rathe r on n~bers , size, and trophic dynamics. 
KEY: 0 - Common, seen in good numbers. 
FC- Fairly common , moderate numbers. 
PR - Permanen t resident , present year around. 
PR 
PR 
PR 
PR I 
!I' 
......, 
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trees . Most commonly , old reserves or water storage areas provide the 
rookery sites. Thes e area s are often large, up to several hundred 
acres, and constantly maintain standing water several feet deep through 
a system o f dikes and ditches . Long abandoned, old rice field reserves 
frequently contain dense old growth sta nds of bald cyp ress, water 
tupelo, swamp tupelo , and red maple . The understory is sparse, I imi ted 
ch ie fly to button bush, sweet bay, and fetter-bush. The stabi l ity of 
the reserve rookery ma de it the most favo red si te for many wadi ng b irds 
prior to the advent of spoil Islands in the 1940's. Populations In 
reserve co lonies were typically large, wi th thousands of pairs of herons, 
egrets, and ibises a common s ight. All local ly breedi ng species of 
colon ial wading birds were represented, wit h the exception of the great 
blue heron, which is locally dis tr ibu ted . 
Small ponds are also utilized by colonial wad i ng species, although 
in reduced numbers. As a general type, small ponds can be divided into 
alligator ho les, island sloughs, and a rtif icial ponds. Alligator holes 
are common l y foun d throughou t the lower coasta l plain and can be 
characterized by their sma ll size and presence of a hole 5-10ft (1 .5-
3.0 m) deep created by the alligator in times of dro ught. Vegetatio n 
around these holes is typically composed of willows, wax myrtle, and 
cabbage pal metto . All iga tor holes are of ten used by such species as the 
green heron, anhinga , black-c rowned night he ron, and yellow-crowned night 
heron, which of ten form smal 1 isola t ed colonies. For this reason, t here 
are doubtlessly many more colonies of th is type than are cur rently 
known . 
Island sloughs are limited to barrier islands where they are formed 
between dune ridges. Also known as cat-eye ponds (Hayes et a l . 1975), 
these sloughs are fre quen t ly without s tand ing wa ter a nd are subject to 
rapid succession. Vegetation may be composed of cat-tails, wi llows, wax 
myrtles, popcorn t rees, or cabbage palmet tos . Isla nd s loughs often 
support a variety of wading birds i n moderate numbers (Chamberlain and 
Chamberlain 1975). Artificial or man -made ponds i nclude farm ponds, 
water fowl impoundme nts, and diggings of the remnant phosphate industry 
of t he latter portion of the l a st century. These ponds va ry widely in 
size and shape and in t he numbers of birds using them. Vegetation is 
primarily wax myrtle , willow. cabbage palmetto, and button bush. 
Estuarine is lands also play an important role in rookery site 
selection~ and the se may be classed as na tu ral is l and s or dredge spoil 
islands. Na tural is lands affo rd isolation and reduced preda ti on, but 
t hey are a lso subject to s t orm overwas h and e rosion . Vegetation is often 
sparse, dominated by smooth cordgrass, blac k need l er us h, saltmeadow 
cordgrass, seabeach panic g rass, and occasional l y wax myrtle. Man~made 
spoil islands are a recent addition to nesting sites selected in estuarine 
areas. Beginning in the late 1940 's, these area s received periodic 
spoil disposal until they were signif icantly highe r than surrounding 
ma rsh Isl a nds. As vegetation became established, spoi l islands became 
attrac ti ve to colonial wading species . Su ch islands are ut i lized highly 
by wading birds in the early stages of vegetati ve succession when sea 
myrtle and wax my r t l e are dominant. Ut ilization continues as species 
such as sugarberry and white mulberry dominate , but bird populations 
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decline as these species develop a closed canopy (T. A. Beckett, 1978, 
Charleston, South Carolina, pers. comm.; E. Cutts, 1978, Charleston, 
South Carolina, pers. comm.). 
In South Carol ina, the greatest numbers of wading birds are 
concentrated on spoil islands, natural swamps, and old reserves. 
Individual colony locations with estimates of species composition and 
population levels are given in Table 3-8. 
The distribution of wading bird colonies in the coastal zone of 
South Carol ina is subject to yearly fluct'~atlon. Small colonies are more 
vulnerable to such factors as disturbance and predation than are large, 
well-established rookeries that have been active for several years 
(Buckley and Buckley 1976). In support of this observation, one small 
colony studied in coastal Georgia suffered a minimum nestling mortality 
of 50% in four of its five species. Predation resu l ted in nest 
destruction, and when no attempt to re-nest was made, the colony was 
abandoned (Teal 1958a). Weather conditions are also a major cause of 
colonial fluctuation, particularly when drought reduces the available 
food supply. The white ibis is extremely sensitive to drought and often 
responds with massive population shifts (Dusi and Dusi 1968). Tidal 
overwash can also force population shifts on estuarine islands, 
particularly when eggs are washed during the critical incubation period 
(P. J. DeCoursey, 1978, University of South Carolina, Columbia, pers. 
comm.). White ibis are also known to make dramatic shifts in nesting 
locations without apparent cause. In 1950, about 1,000 pairs of white 
ibis deserted a well-known South Carol ina rookery that had been occupied 
continuously for 28 years (Sprunt 1922, Denton et al. 1950). Yearly 
fluctuations between rookeries are also common, as noted between Drum 
Island and Pumpkinseed Island in South Carolina (T. A. Beckett, 1978, 
Charleston, South Carolina, pers. comm; P. J. DeCoursey, 1978, University 
of South Carolina, Columbia, pers. comm.). A more unusual shift in 
populations was noted in 1975 when the white ibis from the two above-
mentioned rookeries relocated in the Okefenokee Swamp, Georgia, over 200 
miles (322 km) in distance (Ogden 1978). 
In spite of yearly population shifts, several large rookeries have 
been in continuous use for over a half century. Blake's Reserve, known 
to be an active rookery since 1823, had a population of five species with 
1,125 pairs in 1922, not radically different in size from its present 
population (Sprunt and Chamberlain 1949; Charleston Museum, 1922, 
Charleston, South Carol ina, unpubl. data). 
Variation in rookery populations is closely tied to both species 
composition and history . At the turn of the century, wading birds were 
under extreme pressure from plume hunters and egg collectors. Breeding 
populations were reduced to the point that formerly abundant species such 
as the great egret and snowy egret were almost extinct (Wayne 1910). By 
the 1930's, these birds had made a strong comeback, with the little blue 
heron the most abundant breeder (Sprunt and Chamberlain 1949, Burleigh 
1958, Ogden 1978). Beginning in the 1920's, the gradual northern range 
extension of the white ibis began. This massive population movement was 
table 3~ Wading bird colonies in South Carolina and Georgia (compiled from Chamberlain and Chamberlain 1975; Odom 1976; Custer and Osborn 1977; T. A. 
Beckett, 1978, Charleston, pers. comm.; L. Blue, 1978, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Patuxent ~ildlife Research Center, pers. comm.; L. L. 
Gaddy, 1978, South Carolina Marine Resources Division, Charleston, pers. Comm.; J. Shuler, 1978, South Carolina Wildlife and Marine Resources 
Department, Columbia, pers. comm.; P.M. Wilkinson, 1978, South Carolina Wildlife and Marine Resources Department, Charleston, pers . comm .). 
LOCATION 
South Carolina 1 
Pumpkinseed Island 
Georgetown County 
South Carolina 2 
Cat Island Plantation 
Georgetown County 
South Carolina 3 
Esterville Plantation 
Georgetown County 
South Carolina 4 
lU.nloch Plantation 
Georgetown Count y 
South Carolina S 
Blake' a Reserve 
Charleston County 
South Carolina 6 
Marsh Island 
Charleston County 
COORDINATES 
33°17'0 .. 
79°12'30" 
)3°14 '0 " 
79°15' 30" 
33°15'30" 
79°17'00" 
33°12'42" 
79°19'32" 
33°08'30" 
79°23'0 " 
32°58'00" 
79°37'00" 
SPECIES FEATURED 
Little blue heron 
Cattle egret 
Great egret 
Snowy egret 
Louisiana heron 
Black-crowned night heron 
Glossy ibis 
White ibis 
Great blue heron 
Great egret 
Anhinga 
Gre~t blue heron 
Great egret 
Little blue heron 
Yellow-crowned night heron 
Anhinga 
Great blue heron 
Great egret 
Snowy egret 
White ibis 
Black-crowned night heron 
Yellow-crowned night beron 
Anhinga 
Cattle egret 
G~ouy ibia 
Great egret 
Louisiana heron} 
Snowy egret 
Gloasy ibil 
ESTIMATED NESTS (ADID..TS) 
200 400) 
250 500) 
500 1,000 
450 ( 900) 
1,000 ( 2,000) 
40 ( 80) 
125 ( 250) 
19,500 (39,000) 
25 ( SO) 
UNKNOWN 
200 total nests. 
Specifics unknown 
200 pairs of GBH 
and GB. No recent 
population figures 
ava:l.lable 
26 ( 
398 ( 
1 ( 
52) 
796) 
2) 
COMMENT 
1978 down due to ove~ash 
Louisiana heron and snowy egret figures 
colllbined 
I 
-.....! 
0 
I 
Table 3-8. Contin.ued 
'LOCATION 
South Carolina 7 
White Banks 
Charl~aton County 
South Carolina 8 
Awendaw 
Charleston County 
South Carolina 9 
Penny Dam 
Charleston County 
South. Carolina 10 
Richmond Plantation 
Berkeley County 
South Carolina 11 
Daniel' B Island 
Berkeley County 
South Carolina 12 
Drum Island 
Charleston County 
COORDINATES 
3~001'00" 
79°30'00" 
33°03'00" 
79°3.3'15" 
32°58'50" 
79°44'15" 
33°03'0 " 
79°58'0 " 
32°50'15" 
79°55'30" 
32°48'4511 
79°55'30" 
SPECIES FEA!URBD 
Cattle egret 
Glossy ibia 
Little blue her~ 
Louisiana heron\ 
Snowy egret J 
Snowy egret 
Great egret 
Little blue heron 
Loldlli.ana heron 
Great egret 
Snowy egret 
Little blue heron 
Anhin&• 
White ibis 
Great blue heron 
Louisiana heron 
Little blue heron 
Black-crowned night heron 
Yellow-crowned night heron 
White ibis 
Great egret 
Snowy egut '\. 
Loui8iana heron} 
Little blue heron 
Cattle egret 
Black-crowned night heron 
Yellow-crowned night heron 
Green heron 
White ibis 
Glossy ibi..e 
I!STIHATED NESTS (ADULTS) 
2 4) 
9 18) 
3 ( 6) 
730 (1,460) 
200 
300 
200 ( 400) 
2,000 ( 4,000} 
UNDIOW!I 
UNKNOWN 
200 ( 400) 
25 ( 50) 
UNKNOWII 
20,000 (40,000) 
100 ( 200) 
Figures for snowy egret and Louisiana 
heron combined 
Batt.ates now out of date 
No recent surveys 
!lo recent aurveya 
1'lo recent aurveya 
"Largest rookery it1 S.C. Mo recent 
accurate survey-population figures 
given are 1974. Cattle egrets vere well 
into tbe bundYed8 in 1978. 
I 
" 
Table 3-8. Continued 
LOCATION COORDINATES SPECIES FEA!URED ESTIMATED NESTS {ADULTS~ COMMENT 
South Carolina 13 
Castle Pinckney 33°48'40" Wh.ite ibis 25 ( 50) 
Charleston County 79°55'30" 
South Carolina 14 
Magnolia Gardens 32°52'17" Snowy egret 350 ( 700) 
Charleston County 80°04'17" Louisiana heron 12 ( 24) 
Little blue heron 10 ( 20) 
White ibis 6 ( 12) 
Black-crowned night heron 7 ( 14) 
Cattle egret 350 ( 700) 
Anbinga 50 ( 100) 
South Carolin.; 15 
Kiawah Island 32°27'0 .. Great egr~t 7 14) An additional 28 n.ests were probably 
Charleston County 80°02' 30" Snowy egret } cattle _egrets I Little blue heron so ( 100) '.I 
Louisiana heron N I Green heron . 5 ( 10) 
Cattle egret 50 ( 100)+ 
A.nhinga 5 ( "10) 
South Carolina 16 
Deveaux Bank 32°32'30" Snowy egret 350 700) 
Charleston County 80°10'0 " Louisiana heron 400 800) 
Cattle egret 12 24) 
Glossy ibis 2 4) 
South Carolina 17 
St. Helena 32°18'05" Great egret 15 ( 30) 
Beaufort County 80°38' 20" Little blue heron 4 ( 8) 
Cattle egret 25 ( 50) 
Black-crowned night heron 4 ( 8) 
Anhinga 3 ( 6) 
South Carolina 18 
Buckfield Plantation 32°42 1 55" White ibis UNKN~ No recent s·urvey 
Beaufort County 80°50 1 40" Snowy egret 
Great egret 
Cattle egret 
Little blue heron 
Black-crowned night heron 
Anhlnga 
Table 3-8. Continued 
LOCATION 
South Carolina 19 
Pinckney I sland Plantation 
Beaufort County 
South Carolina 20 
Daufuskie Island 
South Carolina 21 
Whooping Crane Pond 
Hilton Head Island 
Beaufort County 
South Carolina 22 
Cypress Pond 
Hilton Head Island 
Beaufort County 
South Carolina 23 
Taylor Property 
Hilton Head Island 
Beaufort County 
South Carolina 24 
Arcadia Plantation 
Georgetown County 
COORDINATES 
32°17'0 II 
80°47'30" 
32°14 1 07" 
80°43'11" 
32°14'07" 
80°44'17" 
32°12'30" 
80°42'24" 
33°23'30" 
79°18'55" 
SPECIES FEATURED 
Great egret 
Cattle egret 
Black- crowned night heron 
Yellow-crowned ni ght heron 
Anhinga 
tJNl{NOWN 
White ibie 
Great egret 
Cattle egret 
Snowy egret 
Louisiana heron 
Green heron 
Anhinga 
White ibis 
Cattle egret 
'White ibis 
Cattle. egret 
Gre•t blue heron 
Ye.llow-crown.ed night heron 
Green heron 
Anhinga 
ESTIMATED NESTS (ADULTS) 
2 ( 4) 
15 ( 30) 
2 ( t.) 
12 ( 24) 
2 ( 4) 
UNKNOWN 
1,000 (2,000) 
100 ( 200) 
UNKNOWN 
500 (1.000) 
~
UNF\NCNN 
12 { 12) 
ut«NOWN 
(+ 100) 
COMMENT 
Small rookery known t o have herons and 
egrets but no recent survey available 
White ibis estimates range to 2.000 pairs; 
however all nesting reduced during 1978 
season 
No survey available but activity reduced 
in 1978 aeason 
No recent survey 
No recetlt !Iurvey but large n-bers of 
herons are known to breed 
I 
""-J 
t..v 
I 
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an important influence on the character of present-day rookeries in 
South Carolina. While Florida was the recognize d center for breeding 
white ibis, this species was known to breed as far north as the Altamaha 
Swamp region of Georgia in the 1860's (Burleigh 1958, Bent 1962a). By 
1922, however, the white ibis was breeding in South Carolina and was 
increasing in numbers from the original discovery of a few hundred to 
nearly 3,000 birds in 1947 (Sprunt 1922, Sprunt and Chamberlain 1949). 
Today, the white ibis is the dom ina nt breeding colonial wading bird in 
South Carolina and Georgia, with a total population estimated at 65,000 
birds · (Ogden 1978) . 
The number of wading birds breeding in the Southeast was also 
supplemented by the natural introduction of the cattle egret from Africa 
via South America. Although this species arrived In North America about 
1942, the first breeding record for Florida was 1953 (Sprunt 1954). The 
cattle egret extended its range rapidly, reaching Georgia in 1954 and 
South Carolina in 1953 (Burleigh 1958, Burton 1970). The first record 
of the ca ttle egret breeding in South Carolina was in 1956, when two pairs 
were found on Drum Island in Charleston Harbor (Burton 1970). The present 
breeding population is estimated at 25,000 Individuals for both Georgia 
and South Carolina, while in Florida the cattle egret population exceeds 
all other wading birds in the eastern United States by 70,000 individuals 
(Custer and Osborn 1977, Ogden 1978) . 
The cattle egret has· not only extended its range north along the 
Atlantic coast, but has also moved inland to become a dominant breeding 
wader i·n the upper coastal plain and Piedmont regions of South Carolina 
and Georgia (Davis 1960, Post 1970). In inland areas, the cattle egret 
does not compete with other waders to any significant level since the 
other species are less common. However, it has been accused of competing 
successfully against the little blue heron in coastal areas, although 
there is currently 1 ittle evidence to support s uch a belief {Ogden 1978). 
One other species, the glossy ibis, is also a recent addition to the 
wading birds breeding in the coastal area. Arriving in South Carolina in 
1947 and Georgia in 1949, the glossy ibis populations have remained wei I 
below that of the white ibis and cattle egret (Sprunt and Chamberlai~ 
1949, Burleigh 1958) . 
The breeding season for wading species in the South Carolina coastal 
region begins in late February and early March when the larger species 
begin concentrating as a prelude to the actual nesting process. Depending 
on the severity o f winter, great blue herons begin nesting from mid-to-late 
March. Great egrets fo llow in late April to early May, as do the other 
species with the exception of the 1 ittle blue heron. Nesting of the 
1 ittle blue heron normally occurs In late May or June, resulting in 
increased competition with the final arrival of the cattle egret in June 
or July (Sprunt and Chamberlain 1949, Burleigh 1958). Con1petition in 
the rookery commonly involves nest site select ion and stealing of nesting 
materia I. 
Although there are several types of rookeries based on habitat, 
there are only t hree general types based on composition: upland colonies, 
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mixed species colonies, and night heron colonies. Upland colonies are 
dominated by the great blue heron and occasionally include nesting great 
egrets. Mixed species colonies usually contain great blue herons or 
great egrets which occupy taller nest sites throughout the colon_y (Burger 
1978, Wiese 1978). Smaller species fill out the balance of the colony, 
with green herons and yellow-crowned night herons occupying the outer 
edge, if they are present (Sprunt and Chamberlain 1949). Due to the 
solitary nature of the yellow-crowned and black-crowned night herons, 
they often nest in small, remote colonies. This is particularly common 
of the yellow-crowned night heron, which is much less social than the 
black-crowned night heron (Wayne 1910, Sprunt and Chamberlain 1949, Bent 
1963c). 
Several species are commonly found in small numbers in association 
with colonial waders. The most common Is the anhinga or snake bird . The 
anhinga was found in 46% of South Carol ina's colonies, as 1 isted in Table 
3-8. Common gallinules are also found in freshwater rookeries, as are 
clapper rails in estuarine colonies (T. A. Beckett, 1960-1977, Charleston, 
South Carol ina, unpubl. data). Common grackles are also commonly 
associated with wading bird colonies where they nest at the fringe of the 
colony and occasionally prey on the eggs of unguarded nests (Sprunt and 
Chamberlain 1949). 
Two of the more unusual species associated with wading, bird colonies 
are the osprey and the great horned owl. The osprey has colonized Blake's 
Reserve for many years and now boasts a population of approximately 39 
pairs (P, M. Wilkinson, 1978, t South Carolina Wildlife and Marine Resources 
Department, Charleston, pers. comm .• T. A. Beckett, 1978, Charleston, 
South Carol ina, pers. comm.). On rare occasions, the great horned owl 
has also been known to inhabit wading bird colonies, rebuilding abandoned 
great blue heron or osprey nests (B.ent 1963c; T. A. Beckett, 1969, 
Charleston, South Carolina, unpubl. data). 
One of the principal causes of low productivity in wading birds is 
the loss of eggs and young to predators. Figure 3-3 gives a simplistic 
view of the trophic relationships commonly associated with wading bird 
colonies. Avian predators include such raptors as the red-tailed hawk 
and the barred owl, but the fish crow is commonly the most destructive 
(Sprunt and Chamberlain 1949; Dusi and Dusi 1968; T. A. Beckett, 1978, 
Charleston, South Carol ina, pers. comm.). Roving In large flocks, fish 
crows can virtually eliminate a rookery by destroying unguarded eggs. 
Such behavior was responsible for the loss of one South Carolina rookery 
in the 1950's (Cutts 1955). At the Intermediate level, two predators 
are also members of wading bird colony. Both the black-crowned night 
heron and yellow-crowned night heron are known to prey on young of 
other herons, egrets, and ibis. On Drum Island in South Carolina, the 
ground beneath the nests of night herons is often strewn with partially 
digested nestling white ibis and cattle egrets which the young night 
herons are unable to swallow (T. A. Beckett, 1978, Charleston, South 
Carol ina, pers. comm.). External predators include such familiar animals 
as raccoons and American alligators, but snakes and even man also play 
important roles (Teal 1958a, Bent 1963c, Dusi and Dusi 1968). In the 
recent past, local crabbers had to be prevented from using young herons 
I· 
' 
EXTERNAL
PREDATORS PREDATORS 
American alligator Fish crow
Red-tailed hawkRaccoon
E PREDA
Black-crowned night heron
night heron
I
White
Cattle
vulture
F i g u r e 3-3. T r o p h i c l e v e l s a s s o c i a t e d w i t h c o l o n i a l wading b i r d s . Click here to continue 
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and egrets for bait in South Caro l ina (T. A. Beckett, 1978, Charleston, 
South Carol ina, pers . comm.). 
Although predation takes a heavy toll on young wading birds, other 
factors reduce breeding productivity. Poor nest site selection and poor 
nest construction result in the loss of some eggs and young, as does 
cannibalism in some species such as the cattle egret (Dusi and Dusf 1970). 
On a much greater scale, site disturbance during the early, critical 
portion of the breeding seasoh can cause nest desertion and wholesale 
loss of young (Buckley and Buckley 1976). Introduction of certain 
environmental pollutants has also caused infertility and eggshell thinning, 
further contributing to low reproductive success (Ohlendorf et al. 1978). · 
The future of wading birds in South Carolina is generally projected 
to be good. If the application of chlorinated hydrocarbon pesticides 
remains under strict control, there should be no reduction of nesting 
productivity as experienced in the 1950's and 1960's. While coastal 
(particularly estuarine) colonies are expanding In numbers, Inland sites 
are undergoing population reductions as freshwater swamp habitat is 
coming u·nder increased deve lopmenta 1 pressure (Ogden 1978). A 1 though 
the range extension of the cattle egret has masked this problem to a 
degree, the cattle egret has also expanded at such a rate that it may 
seriously threaten native species such as the little blue heron and snowy 
egret through nesting competition (Dusi and Dusi 1970, Ogden 1978). 
Impoundments. To separate out birds of freshwater Impoundments from 
those of freshwater emergent wetland areas would be purely artificial. In 
reality, they are inseparable,and ecological disturbance which might affect 
birds in one habitat inevitably affect birds in the other habitat. There-
fore, the following section will discuss birds of impoundments and 
emergent wetlands as one ecological unit. 
The freshwater nonforested wetlands of the upper Santee, Edisto, 
Combahee, and Savannah Rivers of the South Carolina coastal plain are 
Ideally suited to the needs of a variety of birds. The subtle transition 
from brackish water to fresh water produces an abundant natural food 
supply through a diversity of vegetation (Tomkins 1958, Wharton 1978). 
The emergent wetland plants, together with those In adjacent natural 
upland and · man-made levees : create habitat and structural foundations for 
feeding, roosting , and breeding activities of many birds. Peak periods 
of utilization of freshwater nonforested wetlands by birds occur during 
spri~g and fall migrations. 
Feeding habitats may be quite seasonal , coinciding with shifts in 
diet. For example, diets of the red-winged blackbird and seaside sparrow 
shift from a carn i vorous diet in spring and summer to a granivorous diet 
in fall and winter when wild rice seed is readily available. Meanley 
(1972) studied the importance of wild rrce and other freshwater marsh 
plants to the red-winged blackbird and found that seeds of smartweed, 
wild rice, millet, and corn formed the bulk of its diet during late 
summer and fa II. 
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Often, nesting occurs in wetland areas where feeding also occurs; 
the long-billed marsh wren is a prime example. Other birds, such as 
herons, assemble in nesting colonies but feed primarily in a variety of 
locations some distance away. Both breeding and non-breeding species 
use the freshwater nonforested wetlands as roosting and/or resting sites. 
Swallows, marsh wrens, and red-winged blackbirds are examples of plant 
roosting species, whereas the king rail is a ground roosting species. 
Racks of dead marsh grass also act as resting sites for shorebirds. 
There is an obvious overlap of habitat requirements for many of 
the birds found in salt, brackish, and freshwater wetlands. Birds of 
prey such as the marsh hawk, osprey, and bald eagle are frequently observed 
soaring over estuarine and freshwater emergent wetlands and impoundments. 
Perching birds such as the red-winged blackbirds, long-billed marsh wren, 
sparrows, and grackles, are also found in both kinds of wetlands. On 
the other hand, some species are more habitat selective. For instance, 
the boat-tailed grackle is a familiar bird in the estuarine area, but it 
rarely overlaps with the common grackle, a permanent resident of the 
coastal plain which nests in colonies near freshwater marshes. Macgilli-
vray's seaside sparrow provides another interesting example of habitat 
selectivity. This species is a permanent resident of the coastal plain 
and, because of its prevalence in the salt marshes during fall and winter, 
Wayne (1910) looked in these areas for nesting birds. However, Wayne's 
efforts were fruitless. Later, Sprunt (1924) accidentally found this 
species nesting in a brackish/freshwater marsh area. Since then, the 
nesting habitats of Macgillivray's seaside sparrow have been well docu-
mented in freshwater nonforested wetlands rather than in salt marshes. 
Approximately 78 species of birds occur in this habitat (Table 3-9). 
Of these, only 22 species should be considered as dominant, based on 
relative abundance and their ecological roles in this habitat. Dominant 
permanent residents include the belted kingfisher, barn swallow, long-
billed marsh wren, great blue heron, great egret, white ibis, yellowthroat, 
eastern meadowlark, common grackle, and red-winged blackbird. Dominant 
winter residents include the marsh hawk, American kestrel, eastern phoebe, 
tree swallow, short-billed marsh wren, Savannah sparrow, and the swamp 
sparrow. 
Ecologically, avi f auna of the freshwater nonforested wetlands can 
be divided into seven trophic levels. These are the predators, omnivores, 
granivores, insectivores, herbivores, piscivores, and scavengers (Fig. 3-4). 
The marsh hawk and sparrow hawk are the more common birds of prey in this 
habitat. However, the osprey and bald eagle occupy the highest avian 
trophic levels in the coastal plain. 
While the osprey is fairly common in both South Carolina and Georgia, 
the bald eagle is reportedly observed more in South Carolina than in 
Georgia. Recently, there have been few reports of bald eagles nesting in 
Georgia. One of the last reported active bald eagle nests in Georgia was 
on St. Catherines Island in 1970 (W . D. Chamberlain, 1978, South Carolina 
Marine Resources Division, Charleston, unpubl. data). However, 
Burleigh (1958) reported bald eagles nesting previously on the Georgia 
coast at St. Marys, Cumber land Island , Blackbeard Island, Darien, Savannah, 
table 3-9., Do•ioa.ot, ~erate, and •i.aor bird .-peciea of paluatrlne nonforeeted wetlands in the Sea leland 
Coaetal legion (Sprunt and Cbabe-rlain 1949, 1970, Audubon Field Note1 1967 - 1970, Cbaaberlai,n 
1968. Aaerlcan lirda 1971- 1977, For.ythe 1978). 
DCJMilWfr MODDAt! MINOR 
Manh hawk CWR Black vulture CPR Swallov-tai,led kite U SR 
'-erican ke.trel CWI. Turkey vulture CP11. Hiaaieaippi kite FC SR. 
Cbilmey avif t en Sbarp-abinned hawk FC Ill Bald eagle Jl PR 
Belted ldngf1ahe.r en !led-tailed hawk C Pit O.prey FC PI 
!!.astern phoebe CWI led-shouldered hawk C PR Hedin UWR 
Tree swallow cwa lt1n& rail FC PR Yellow rail ava. 
Barn ewallov en Field trparrov C PR Black rail llSil 
Long-billed .arah wren CPR Sora PC WR Short-eared owl FC W1l 
Sbort-billed .arsh wren PC wa loush-vinsecl ewallow c sit Bank -nov U T 
Great blue heron CPR Purple .arti.n C SR. CUff ewallov U T 
Great egret CPl. Wbi;:e-throated sparrow CWR. Houee wren CWI 
Green heron CPB. Song eparrov eWR Vir&inia raU PC WR 
Snowy esret CPR Black~ .-d night heroa CPR Purple plllnule FC Sl 
White tbia en Leaat bltteTU FC Sit eo.aon aallinule PC Pl. 
Louidaa.a heron CPR Cloa.,. ibb C SB. Yellov-crovned ni&ht heron PC Sl. 
Little blue heron CPI tlallard en. hlerlcan bittern usa 
Yellowthroat CPI U~naed teal en. Vood atork PC PI 
:!aatern .udovlark en Greeo-vin&ed. teal CWI. Black duck CWI 
Jled-vtnged blackbird CPl. Pahl warble.r CWR Gadwall OWl 
eo-on lf'lclde en Bobolink CT Pintail CVI. 
l 
-....,J 
\.0 
I 
I 
0 
CX) 
I 
Table 3-9. Concluded 
OOMINANT MODERATE MINOR 
Savannah !!_parrow CWR Rus ty blackbird CWR Shoveler CWR 
Swamp sparrow CiiR Pai nted bunting C SR Ring-necked duck CWR 
Greater scaup CWR 
Lesser scaup C WR 
Bufflehead CWR 
Ruddy duck. CWR 
Hooded merganser CWR 
Red-breasted m.erganaer C WR 
American coot CWR 
Gras•hopper sparrow FC WR 
Hen J low's sparrow FC WR 
Le Conte's sparrow U WR 
Note: Dominance i ndicates relative importance of the species as a group in the community. This concep t is not 
based necessarily on taxonomic relationships but rather on ntimbera, size, and trophic dynamics. 
KEY: ·c - Common, seen in good numbers 
PC - Fairly commorr,- moderate numbers 
~ - Uncpmmon, small numbers irregularl y 
PR - Permanent resident, present year around 
WR - Winter resident 
SR - Summer resident 
T. - Transient 
~CAVENGERS 
Black vulture 
Turkey wlture 
OMNIVORES 
Red-winged blackbird · 
Common Qracld• 
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I2f 
PREDATOR$ 
Marsh hawk 
American kestrel 
PISCIVORES 
Green heron 
Great t;rtt 
Bobolink 
Savannah sparrow 
Eastern phoebe 
Short-billed monh wren 
HERBIVORES 
Mallard 
GrMf!-wlnged teal 
Fl gure 3-4. Generalized trophic relationships of representative btrds 
of freshwater nonforested wetlands of the South Carolina 
Coastal Region. 
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and little Tybee Island. Hebard (1941) cites a number of records for 
the Okefenokee Swamp in Georgia. The large number of impoundments in 
South Carolina has been suggested as a major factor in the number of 
nesting eagles in that State. 
The bald eagle is a piscivore as wei I as a raptor, preferring 
fish as a stable diet item when available, although carrion is also 
readily taken. The bald eagle also catches some birds, especia ll y water-
fowl and American coots, and some mammals. Bald eagles wil l often force 
ospreys to drop fish, which then are caught in mid-air by the eagle (Bur-
leig~ 1958). In t he coastal plain, nests are usually constructed in I iv-
ing pines, mainly slash or loblolly. Large, old trees with big crowns 
are usually selected. Such trees are seldom less than 70 years old (Cham-
berlaJn 1974}. Perch trees are apparently a necessary component of the 
nesting habitat. They may be located as far as one-quarter mile from the 
nest and, generally, define the nesting territory. The territory size 
varies from 28 to 112 acres (12 to 47 ha), with an average of 57 acres 
(24 ha). There are approximately 18 nesting territories in the South 
Carol ina coastal region (Table 3-10). 
A number of factors have contr i buted to the decline in bald eagle 
populations (e.g., shooting, electrocution, loss of suitable nesting 
areas, and severe weather). The greatest single factor at this time, 
however, seems to be the lowering of reprodu-ction caused by pesticide 
bui ld- up in the food chain. The effect of such accumulation in bald 
eagles has caused an almost complete lack of reproduction in many nests. 
Key habitat requirements for the bald eagle in clude suitable nest trees 
and roost sites, and water areas wh i ch can provide adequate supp li es of 
su i tab le food, ma in ly fish. During migration, the bald eagle wil l travel 
considerable distances from water and is then sometimes seen in the 
mountains, but at al l other times the eagle shows a strong preference for 
coastal areas or for large inland bod ies of water. It does not tolerate 
in tense human activity, hence requiring relatively large areas with 
little disturbance (Chamberlain 1974). 
As shown in Figure 3-4, there i s a common ecological bond between 
the marsh hawk and American kestrel and the typical omn ivo res, grainivores, 
and insectivores in the f re shwater nonforested habitat. The bobolink, or 
ricebird, a rathe r abundant granivore in the spring and fa ll , Is a target 
species for the birds of prey. The bobolink has been characterized as a 
destructive bird in the lower coastal plain , due to its depredations on 
the rice crops in the mid-1800 1 5. The Eastern phoebe, an insectivore, is 
also 1 i nked to the birds of prey. This species is a flycatcher and 
consumes mostly insects in its diet. The red-winged blackbird and common 
grackle (omnivores) are a l so common components of the freshwater non-
forested trophic structures. 
Wa terfowl are well represented in this habitat by dabbling ducks 
such as the mallard, gadwall, blue-winged teal, green-winged teal, pintail, 
and wood duck. Fo r these ducks, the freshwater vegetation present in 
nonforested wetlands is more important for feeding than that of salt 
marsh areas (Kerwin and Webb 1972). Of the pochards, the ring-necked duck 
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Table 3-10. Active Southern bald eagle nesting territories in South 
Carol ina coastal region during 1978 seasona (T. M. Murphy, 
1979, South Carol ina Wildlife and Marine Resources 
Department, Green Pond, unpubl. data). 
Savannah River east of Highway 1-95 
Hunting Island 
Two on Combahee River between Highway 17 and Highway 17-A 
Combahee River east of Highway 17 
Chehaw River 
Two on Ashepoo River east of Highway 17 
Dawhoo Creek 
Four on Cooper River north of the Tee 
Two in Santee Coastal Reserve 
South Is 1 and 
Cat Island 
Winyah Bay, east of Highway 17 
alake Marion and Lake Wateree are probable nesting territories outside 
the coastal region. 
is more commonly found in freshwater areas. This is probably due to its 
food preferences, as it feeds on seeds of the water-lily, water-shield, 
etc. The canvasback is also commonly found in this habitat, where it 
feeds on vegetable matter. 
Closely associated with the waterfowl are the American coot, king 
rail, yellow rail, Vi rginia rail, and sora. AI I of the above species 
have similarities but also major d ifferences in their diets. According 
to Horak (1970), the sora, having a short .heavy beak, consumes about 73% 
seeds in its diet. The Virginia rail, with its long, slender decurved 
beak, eats approximately 92% insects. These differences in food habits 
demonstrate that avian faGna in this habitat can live together without 
serious food competitio~ The king rail occupies a unique niche in this 
habitat and is considered to be nonspecific with the clapper rail (a 
saltwater resident), as they both freely interbreed in coastal areas 
where fresh and salt water mix. 
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The gallinules, close relatives of the rails and coots, are also 
well represented in the freshwater nonforested habitat. Both the purple 
gallinule and common gallinule nest in freshwater marsh of this habitat. 
The wading birds, particularly the herons, are quite euryphagous 
and frequently feed in the nonforested wetlands on frogs, fish, snakes, 
field mice, and insects. All three of the common permanent residents 
(Louisiana heron, great blue heron, and I ittle blue heron) occupy large 
rookeries in the coastal region. Although herons and egrets are more 
commonly .found in salt marshes, they do feed along the shorelines and 
tidally exposed banks of this freshwater habitat. The white ibis is a 
common summer resident of freshwater wetlands and feeds on crayfish and 
insects. However, in late fall, the white ibis feeds more in salt 
marshes (on fiddler crabs) than In freshwater areas. Many of these 
rookeries, which may also incl ude ibises and night herons, are located 
near the rice field-marsh-swamp-land complex. Here, one needs to consider 
the indirect relationships between the avifauna and the wetlands. For 
example, the herons must cycle large amounts of organic matter and 
nutrients from impounded waters to the marshes, swamps, and land 
(Shanholtzer 1974b). This enrichment process may be locally significant 
and may partially account for large standing crops of southern wild rice, 
cattails, etc. A similar situation probably exists in the estuarine 
impoundments and emergent wetlands. 
7. Mammals 
The mammals associated with freshwater impoundments can be 
considered in two groups. First, and most numerous, are those which 
utilize the dikes and the emergent or shrub areas of the land-wa~er­
interface; the second group consists of a few species which enter the 
water and feed on aquatic prey. 
The principal herbivores of this habitat include the marsh rabbit 
and a variety of small rodents. Marsh rabbits are good swimmers and will 
not hesitate to enter water; however, their feeding activities are 
largely confined to grasses and herbaceous plants of the moist edges. 
Pelton (1975) trapped a number of rodents along the edge of an impound-
ment on Kiawah Island. These included eastern wood rats, cotton rats, 
cotton mice, and marsh rice rats. The presence of these small mammals 
attracts a number of predators, Including reptiles and raptorial birds. 
The principal omnivores of this habitat are the raccoon and opossum. 
The raccoon, of course, enters the water to feed on aquatic forms. If 
the water is fresh, crayfish and frogs constitute significant portions 
of the raccoon's diet. In estuarine impoundments, fiddler crabs, marsh 
cra bs, and blue crabs assume great importance in the diet . 
Several small carnivorous mammals are common to the emergent 
impoundment edge environment. These include the eastern mole, the 
star- nosed mole, and all t hree nat i ve species of shrews: the short- . 
tailed, leas t , and ·southeastern sh ~ew. 
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The principal predatory mammals, and the only ones to feed 
extensively within impoundment waters, are the mink and the river otter. 
The predatory habits of both species were studied extensively by Wilson 
(1954) in eastern North Ca~olina, and his findings would almost certainly 
be appropriate to the South Carolina coastal region. The mink Is a more 
generalized predator than the river otter, uti I izing a wide selection of 
small mammals, birds, reptiles, amphibians, arthropods, and fishes. The 
river otter, on the other hand, feeds almost exclusively on fishes and 
crustaceans in the same general environment. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
WATERFOWL MANAGEMENT 
The waterfowl resources of South Carolina are dynamic and consti-
tute an important component of the coastal ecosystem. Included are over 
30 species of waterfowl and thousands of acres of several types of 
natural and managed habitats. Since impoundments are heavily managed 
for waterfowl, an overview of the status, seasonal occurrence, and habi-
tat preference of waterfowl that utilize the coastal areas of South 
Carolina is presented in Table 8-J. This is followed by a brief de-
scription (in phylogenetic order) of the most important species of 
waterfowl that utilize this area. Subsequent sections discuss waterfowl 
habitats, management practices, population dynamics, and harvest charac-
teristics. 
A. WATERFOWL SPECIES ACCOUNTS 
Wood duck - The wood duck is the only species of migratory water-
fowl whose breeding range includes South Carolina, as well as the entire 
Southeastern region. Because of Its resident status, it is one of the 
most important species of waterfowl in the study area. Winter popula-
tions are estimated at 235,000 for South Carolina and 190,000 for Georgia 
(Bell rose 1976). Duri ng the 1972-73 waterfowl season, it was the number 
one species harvested in both states (Benning et al. 1975). Southerland 
(1971) estimated the breeding population of wood ducks In South Carolina 
at 40,000 and in Georgia at 30,000. 
Preferred breeding habitat for wood ducks consists of freshwater 
areas such as bottomland sloughs, slow moving rivers, and shallow ponds 
which are characteristic of many of the major drainages in the study 
area. This breeding habitat must contain suitable cover of shrubs and 
~rees, adequate food resources which are high in protein, water levels 
which persist throughout incubation, and suitable brood rearing loca-
tions as well as the presence of usable nesting cavities (McGilvrey 
1968). 
Proper brood rearing habitat Is composed of an in terspers ion of 
herbaceous aquatic plants, shrubs, and open water (75% cover and 25% 
open water). There should be an abundance of aquatic insects and water 
levels should remain fairly constant throughout the fledging period 
(Bell rose 1976) . In the South, beaver impoundments provide excellent 
brood rearing habitat (Hepp and Hair 1977). 
Favored winter habitats include secluded freshwater swamps and 
marshes (Johnsgard 1975). In the study area, wood duck numbers increase 
steadily from September through December due to the influx of northern 
migrants (Fig. 4-1). Spring migration begins in early February and con-
tinues into April in the Southeast region. 
Landers et al. (1977) demonstrated the importance of habitat diver-
sity for meeting the year-round nutritional requi rements of wood ducks. 
They noted the importance of animal matter in the diet during the spring 
which supports other results indicating the importance of invertebrates 
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Table 4-1. Status, seasonal occurrence, and· habitat preferences of waterfowl 
reported for ·the coastal region of South Carol ina and Georgia 
(adapted from Johnson et al. 1974). 
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figure 4-1. The chronology of dabbling duck migration on the Southeastern 
coast during the fall and spring migratory periods, based on 
weekly censuses at nationa l wldlife refuges- 1957, 1962, and 
1967 (adapted from Bel1rose 1976). 
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to breeding waterfowl. Fleshy fruits (e.g., blackberry and black cherry) 
are important in the summer. Acorns are Important fall and winter food 
when they are abundant, but Asiatic dayflower is the food taken most con-
sistently during late fall and winter. Bellrose (1976) indicated that 
acorns are the favored food of wood ducks in more places than any other 
food. McGi lvrey (1966a) reported that fruits from oaks, bald cypress, 
sweet gum, and water hickory are important foods of wood ducks in South 
Carol ina. 
American wigeon -Along the Atlantic coast, wigeon winter In fresh 
and brackish areas from Long Island southward, particularly in Maryland, 
South Carolina and Florida (Johnsgard 1975). The marshes of South Caro-
lina overwinter almost 60,000 wigeon, the largest concentration in the 
Atlantic flyway (Bellrose 1976). In coastal areas, the preferred foods 
of wigeon Include eel grass, widgeon grass, pondweed, and Chara spp. 
(muskgrass). Wigeon prefer the stems and leafy portions of these aquatic 
plants. 
In managed tidal impoundments of South Carolina, Landers et al. 
(1976) reported that widgeon grass and red root were the most important 
components of the wigeon's diet. McGilvrey (1966a), in a food habits 
study on Lake Marion, South Carolina, demonstrated that rice. cutgrass, 
spikerush, and water grass were the plant food's of most importance to 
wigeon. Kerwin and Webb (.1972) demonstrated the importance of southern 
naiad and widgeon grass in the diet of this species. 
Thewigeon is one of the earliest species of waterfowl to migrate 
southward; they begin to arrive on the wintering grounds in late Septem-
ber and early October (Fig. 4-l). Spring migration commences in early 
February and proceeds through March. 
Gadwall - Gadwalls are found on slightly brackish marshes and ponds 
with submerged aquatic vegetation (e.g., pondweeds, southern naiad, 
widgeon grass, coontall, Chara spp. (muskgrass), and eel grass). Like 
wigeon, they prefer the stems and leaves of plants for food, and the two 
species often frequent the same habitats. The wintering gadwall popula-
tion in the Atlantic Flyway numbers 40,000 birds, 75% of which occur in 
South Carolina (Bell rose 1976). 
Landers et al. (1976) showed that sedges, red root, and widgeon 
grass were consumed in large quantities by gadwalls. Soft-stem bulrush 
and southern naiad were found to be the most important food items in a 
study by Kerwin and Webb (1972). McGilvrey (1966b) reported that the 
seeds of soft-stem bulrush, the vegetative parts of southern naiad and 
leafy pondweed were principal food items. 
The peak of fall migration on the southeast coast is in mid-Novem-
ber {Fig. 4-1). Spring migration begins in February, but not until late 
April have most of the gadwall dispersed from the wintering grounds. 
Green-w i nged teal - Coastal marshes are the preferred winter habi-
tats of green-winged teal. They also utilize creeks and ponds that are 
bordered by mud flats at low tide; tidal creeks and marshes near estuar-
ies are preferred over salt marshes (Johnsgard 1976). The Atlantic fly-
way winters approximately 77,000 green-winged teal. Seventy percent of 
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of these winter along coastal South Carolina, whereas only 5% winter 
along Georgia's coast (Bellrose 1976). 
Green-winged teal prefer to search for food on mud flats, but will 
also seek food on the shallow marshes and/or temporarily flooded agri-
cultural lands. They prefer seeds of moist soil plants, as well as In-
sects and mollusks. Bellrose (1976) reported that seeds of panic grasses, 
bulrush, pondweeds, Olney•s three-square bulrush, and widgeon grass were 
preferred food items. Landers et al. (1976) and Kerwin and \.iebb (.1972) 
also showed that panic grasses, sedges, smartweeds, and bulrushes were 
important foods for wi~tering teal. 
Most green-winged teal do not arrive at their more southerly win-
tering areas unti I late November. In the spring, migration begin? in 
early February and continues ~hrough April l~i~. 4-1). 
Mallard- The mallard is the most abundant and widely distributed 
duck in North America. The Atlantic flyway attracts a relatively small 
portion (200,000) of the total population and over half of these (110,000) 
winter in southeastern South Carolina (Bellrose 1976). 
Mallards are highly adaptable in their utilization of natural and 
cultivated foods. McGilvrey (1966b) reported that in South Carolina the 
winter diet of mallards consisted of rice cutgrass seeds, water grass, 
sweet gum, button bush. and swamp smartweed. In managed tidal impound-
menti, the seeds of smartweeds were favored by mallards, as were red root 
and panic grasses {Landers et al. 1976). Kerwin and Webb (1972) found 
smartweed~, bulrush, and sedges to be of great importance as winter foods. 
The mallard has the most prolonged fall migration of any duck (Fig. 
4-1). In the South, mallards begin to arrive in early October and con-
tinue into the month of December. In the spring, mallards depart their 
wintering grounds by early February and continue their migration through 
March. · 
Black duck- In coastal South Carolina black ducks tend to concen-
trate in tidewater areas. Estuarine bay marshes, particularly those with 
salt water, receive high utilization, as do coastal salt marshes and Im-
poundments. Black ducks tend to use saltwater habitats more so than 
mallards. Fifty thousand black ducks winter in areas south of Virginia 
(Bellrose 1976). 
Eel grass, widgeon grass, and various species of animal matter are 
the more important food items of black ducks that utilize coastal estuar-
ies. Animal foods (e.g., periwinkles, blue mussels, and various snails) 
become increasingly important during the winter. Smartweed and saltmarsh 
bulrush seeds were of high importance to black ducks on managed tidal im-
poundments (Landers et al. 1976). McGilvrey {1966b) found corn and sweet 
gum seeds to be important foods for wintering black ducks. Kerwin and 
Webb (1972), however, showed that pickerelweed, jointed spikerush, swamp 
smartweed, and saltmarsh bulrush were preferred food items. 
Black ducks generally arrive in the coastal areas of South Carolina 
and Georgia in late Novembe~ to early December (Fig. 4-1). Their migra-
tion into this region is usually delayed until more northern habitats 
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freeze over (Bellrose 1976). Black ducks start their spring ~lgration 
in early February and continue into early April. 
Pintail -Wintering pintai ls utilize shallow, fresh or brackish 
estuarine waters with scattered impoundments and adjacent agricultural 
areas. The pintai l is able to winter almost anywhere that a combination 
of open water and available food may be found (Johnsgard 1975). Approxi-
mately 200,000 of these birds winter in the Atlantic flyway. Of these, 
8],000 (43.5%) winter i n South Carolina (Be 11rose 1976). 
Pintails consume a variety of foods in the coastal region of the 
Atlantic flyway. Pintails wintering in South Carolina utilized bulrush, 
widgeon grass, and redtop (McGilvrey 1966b). Landers et al. (1976) 
discussed their preference of red root, panic grasses, and smartweeds 
in managed tidal impoundments. In Kerwin and Webb 1 s (1972} study, salt-
marsh bulrush, redtop, and widgeon grass were shown to be the most Im-
portant foods of plntails. 
In South Carolina and Georgia, pintails begin to arrive during 
fall migration in mid-October and the population continues to increase 
until a peak popu lation is reached in late December. They are one of the 
first ducks to migrate north in the spring. Spring migration begins in 
late January or early February and continues through March (Fig. 4-1). 
Blue-winged teal - In the winter, bl ue-winged teal utilize areas 
similar to those preferred by green-winged teal (i.e., marsh habitats 
and/or mud flat areas). It is, however, an early migrant and few remain 
in the continental United States during the winter. Most spend the win-
ter months in South America and Mexico. Approximately 5,000 blue-winged 
teal overwinter in South Carol ina and smal 1 numbers have been found ·dur-
i.ng winter surveys in Georgia (Bellrose 1976). 
The blue-winged tea l prefers to feed in shallow water when float-
ing and shallowly submerged vegetation and aquatic invertebrates are 
abundant (Palmer 1976). Twenty-five percent of their diet is comprised 
of animal matter. They also feed on the vegetative parts of aquatic 
plants (e.g., muskgrass, duckweeds, widgeon grass, coontail, and pond-
weeds). Wintering blue-winged tea l also prefer Olney 1 s three-square 
bulrush, sedges, smartweeds, and wild millet (Landers et al. 1976). Ker-
win and Webb (1972) found a preference for corn, Asiatic dayflower, 
jointed spikerush, swamp smartweed, and sedges. 
Blue-winged teal are generally the first ducks to migra te south in 
t he fall and the last to migrate north in the spring. Large numbers 
appear in South Carol ina and Georgia during September but diminish ~aptdly 
during October wi th small numbers remaining the rest of winter (Fig. 4-1}. 
The peak of spring migration on the southeast coast Is during late March. 
It is usually late April before the first blue-winged teal arrive on the 
Canadian breeding grounds. 
Northern shoveler- In the winter, shovelers generally utilize 
freshwater meadows and avoid saltwater habitats. They are most common 
on still -water ponds subject to slight tidal variations. The Atlantic 
coast winters approximately 20,000 shovelers (Bellrose 1976). The 
majority (15,000) of these winter in South Carolina; a small number 
of shovelers overwinter in Geo rgia (Bell rose 1976). 
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The shoveler consumes a considerable amount of small aquatic animal 
life (e.g., ostracods, copepods, aquatic beetles, and small mollusks) 
(Bellrose 1976). In coastal South Carolina, the seeds of panic grasses, 
bulrushes, and spikerush are heavily uti·lized (McGilvrey 1966b). Landers 
et al. (1976) showed the importance of panic grasses, red root, saltmarsh 
bulrush, and smartweeds to wintering shovelers. Fall panic grass, Asiatic 
dayflower, softstem bulrush, and squarestem spikerush are also preferred 
foods of shovelers (Kenwin and Webb 1972). 
In the fall, peak numbers are not reached on southern wintering 
grounds unti 1 mid- to late November (Fig. 4-1). Spring migration commen-
ces in February and continues into early April. 
Canvasback -Approximately half of the North American population of 
canvasbacks overwinter along the Atlantic flyway. Wintering birds occur 
as far south as central Florida, but the largest concentrations have been 
reported from the Chesapeake Bay area (75% of the Atlantic flyway popula-
tion). Brackish estuarine bays are the principal wintering habitats for 
canvasbacks ; saltwater and freshwater estuarine bays are not utilized 
extensively. 
Historically, the winter distribution of canvasbacks has been associ-
ated with the distribution of wild celery. In recent years, the abundance 
of this food resource has been reduced and the food habits of canvasbacks 
have changed accordingly. In the Southeast, the vegetative parts of arrow-
head and banana water-lily are preferred foods (Johnsgard 1975). Recently 
a study in South Carolina indicated the importance of baltic clams (Macoma 
baltica) in estuarine bay habitats and banana water-lily in coastal impound-
ments to wintering canvasbacks (Alexander and Hair 1977). It seems that 
with the decline in the abundance of plant foods, canvasbacks have changed 
to a molluscan diet (Perry 1975). 
The peak of fall migrat ion along the southeast coast occurs in late 
Novembe r to early December (Bell rose 1976). Spring migration commences in 
early February and proceeds at a steady rate through March (Fig. 4-2). 
Redhead - Redheads prefer fresh and slightly brackish estuarine bays 
during spring and fall migration. Typical wintering areas include large 
bodies of water along the coas t that are well protected and fairly shallow; 
they can range from brackish to saline (Johnsgard 1975). Approximately 
60,000 redheads winter along the Atlantic coast, but very few (approximate-
ly 300) have been reported from coastal areas of South Carolina and Georgia 
(Bell rose 1976). 
Redheads forage more commonly in marshes, sloughs, and ponds than 
other diving ducks, and feed extensively on aquatic plants (90% plant, 10% 
animal matter). Along t he southeast coast, redheads reach peak numbers 
during fall migration in late November and early December (Fig. 4-2). Red-
heads begin to depart frcm their wintering grounds in early February and 
continue until mid-March. 
Ring- necked duck - Throughout the Southeast, ring- necked ducks uti-
lize marshes, lakes, ponds, and reservoirs as winter habitat. During this 
time t hey genera l ly f avor shallow , acid marshes and coas ta l l agoons , and 
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Figure 4-2. The chronology of diving duck migration 
on the Southeastern coast during fall and 
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prefer less brackish conditions than do scaup. The Atlantic flyway win-
ters 44% of the continental population of ring-necked ducks, with major 
concentrations in South Carolina, Florida, Georgia, and Alabama (Eell-
rose 1976). 
Ring-necked ducks feed in shallower water than other diving ducks 
(less than 6ft or 1.8 m). Their preferred winter food In the ~outheast 
consists of the seeds of water-shield, pondweeds, sedges, smartweeds, and 
the leafy structures of coontail, pondweeds, and duckweeds (Kerwin and 
Webb 1972). Landers et al. (1976) reported that panic grasses, smartweeds, 
saltmarsh bulrush, and red root were important food items durlng the win-
ter on tidal impoundments. 
Ring-necked ducks begin to arrive on the Southeastern coast in late 
October and attain peak winter population in December (Fig. 4-2). They 
start to leave their wintering areas in early February and continue 
through March. 
Lesser scaup -The Atlantic flyway winters 31% (455,000) of the 
total population of lesser scaup. Most occur In Florida, but South 
Carolina and Georgia have populations of approximately 20,000 wintering 
birds (Bellrose 1976). Brackish estuarine bays are their chief wintering 
habitat (Stewart 1962). 
In coastal South Carolina, Kerwin and Webb (1972) noted the impor-
tance of seeds of panic grasses, smartweeds, and bulrushes to wintering 
scaup. Animal matter made up less than 1% of their diet. Other studies 
show animal life to be more important than plants in scaup diets (Harmon 
1962, Rogers and Korschgem 1966). Widgeon grass and saltmarsh bulrush 
were important foods of scaup collected on managed tidal impoundments in 
South Carolina (Landers et al. 1976). 
Lesser scaup arrive on the southeastern coast in late October and 
their numbers continue to increase through November and into December 
(Fig. 4-2). Spring migration is a long drawn-out process; it commences 
in February and continues through late April. 
B. COASTAL WATERFOWL HABITATS 
l. Historical Perspectives 
Historically, the utilization of the coastal region of South Carol ina 
by wintering waterfowl was limited by the availability of natural foods. 
In the mid-1600 1 5, this changed with the introduction of rice culture 
along the coast of South Carolina. As well as being important to the 
economy of the region, rice culture also provided a 11managed11 habitat and 
alternate source of food for winter waterfowl populations. According to 
Heyward (1937), " ... When the ducks came in the fall of those days, they 
not only came in great numbers, but they stayed in the fields day and 
night, for then it was the practice of the planters to flood their fields 
as soon as the crop was harvested and keep them flooded until late in 
the winter when work for another crop had to be begun. When there was a 
late fall, from the rice stubble a second crop would grow and mature small 
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heads of rice, so that these, together with the shattered rice from the 
first crop, afforded an abundance of food for the ducks. Ear ly in 
November they began to pour in to the fields in large flocks, and not 
being constantly shot at as th.ey are now, they remained until early 
spring _. 1 
By 1690, rice was a well established crop and rice plantations were 
located hear the mouths of the major river systems from North Carolina 
to southern Georgia. However, South Carolina was by far the most impor-
tant rice producing State during that era. During the peak years of pro-
duction (.1850- 1_860), over 20,000 acres {_8,094 ha) were under cultivation 
in South Carolina alone tDoar 1936). The principal rivers along which 
rice was planted in South Carolina were the Waccamaw, Black, Samplt, Pee 
Dee, Santee, Cooper, Edisto, Ashepoo, Broad, Combahee, and Savannah. 
Georgia and South Carolina produced almost 90% of the total national rice 
crop, and until 1860, Georgetown County, South Carolina produced more rice 
than any other county in the Nation (Hilliard 1975). 
The entire process of clearing the land and preparing new fields for 
rice cultivation was slow and took many years of labor. Even when the 
operation was completed, it required constant maintenance by a large la-
bor force. After the Civil War, rice production faltered and never re-
covered because of the physical destruction to the plantations and the 
loss of slave labor. The final demise of rice culture In the South Atlan-
tic region was caused by the introduction of rice into Louisiana, Missi-
ssippi, Arkansas, and Missouri. 
As rice culture gradually declined in the late 1800's, the diked 
fields were abandoned. In the first years of abandonment, ri ce-produc-
ing areas probably achieved maximum performance in serving as winter 
habitats for waterfowl . Abandoned rice fields were quickly vegetated 
by desirable freshwater marsh plants, such as wild rice, duck potato, 
square stem spikerush, Olney's three -square bulrush, wild millet, soft-
stem bulrush, and water hemp. Interspersed in these marshes were func-
tional rice plantat ions, and the rice produced by these plantations aug-
mented the natural food supply. Almost a perfect balance between food 
and cover was achieved and an ideal habitat for waterfowl was created. 
Soon after the decline of rice culture in South Carolina, some 
plantations were sold to wealthy northern industrialists who repaired and 
maintained the dikes and water control structures In order to develop 
waterfowl hunting areas. Some rice was grown to attract ducks to the 
plantation and natural foods were encouraged. To facilitate shooting, 
small ponds were dug in the marsh and were baited with shelled corn or 
rice. Live decoys were used and hunting occurred in the marshes from 
morning until night . A hunter seldom went to his blind without a case 
of shells. Plugging your gun was unheard of and there was no limit to 
the number one could shoot (R. Wood, 1947, South Carolina Wildlife and 
Marine Resources Department, Charleston, unpubl. data). 
Subjected to such intense hunting pressure, ducks fed in the fresh 
and brackish waters at night and flew to the salt marshes at daybreak. 
Devil 's Den, just off the coast near McClellanville, South Carolina, and 
now a part of the Cape Romain National Wildlife Refuge, was a renowned 
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shooting area. Although it offered little food, the ducks were inter-
cepted on their morning f l igh.t from the S.antee Delta .marsh.es. Murphy 
and Cedar islands, a part of the old Santee Gun Club, and the marshes 
of South Island Plan tation, located at the tip of the Santee Delta, 
have always provided good hunting and continue to do so, primarily be-
cause they 1 i e In the 1 i ne of flight between feeding and rest i_ng areas. 
Through improved management and law enforcement efforts, ducks were 
held in the impoundments throughout the day, and hunting success was im-
proved. By 1942, about 20,oo·o acres (_8,094 ha) of marsh were diked and 
privately managed for waterfowl in th.e Santee Delta. At that time, the 
Santee River ·estuary in South Carol ina was one of the most important 
waterfowl areas on the entire coast of the Southeastern United States. 
The greatest number of ducks killed in the Santee Delta area occurred 
during the period from 1920 to 1928. Santee Gun Club members harvested 
6,388 birds in 1921-22, while Kinloch Club members bagged 3,082 ducks in 
1924 and 3,1Z6 in 1927 (R. Wood, 1947, South Carolina Wildlife and Marine 
Resources Department, Charleston, unpubl. data). A summary of historical 
kill records available from hunting clubs in the Santee Delta Is shown in 
Table 4-2. 
Prior to diversion of the Santee River (before 1942), the dominant 
marshes in the Santee Delta area were of the freshwater and brackish 
types. Natural river fluctuations provided a dependable supply of fresh 
and salt water, which greatly facilitated waterfowl management. During 
high flows, fresh water could be impounded to promote growth of desirable 
duck food plants, as mentioned eartler. At low flows , and with an in-
coming tide, salt water was available for controlling undesirable fresh-
water plants such as cut grass, cat-tails and willows. Further down the 
estuary, brackish marshes could be maintained by proper mixing of waters; 
in sizable areas this occurred naturally. Salt marshes, Jess valuable 
far waterfowl production, were confined to a narrow coastal fringe by the 
large freshwater outflow. 
Following diversion In 1942, conditions changed rapidly . Existing 
water-control structures were inadequate to properly manage the marshes 
with the restricted supply of available fresh water. Salt marshes be-
came the dominant type, brackish marshes moved up the estuary, and fresh-
water marshes were all but eliminated. Over the next 20 years, new dikes 
and control features were added to aid in management of many areas as 
brackish marshes. Today, about 19,837 acres (8,028 ha} of marsh are under 
active management in the Santee Delta area (Tiner 1977). 
Since 1965, when the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers proposed to redi-
vert the Santee River to reduce shoaling in Charleston Harbor, there has 
been great concern over potential impacts on waterfowl resources in the 
Santee Delta. According to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (1974a), 
about 9,000 acres (3,642 ha) of swamps would be flooded due to increased 
river flows. These new supplies of water would increase timber growth 
and mast production, thereby benefiting waterfow l and wildlife in general. 
Waterfowl habitat would be improved in about 38,000 acres (15,378 ha) of 
estuarine habitat, according to the Corps of Engineers. These improvements 
would be largely due to increased freshwater duck food plants in the delta 
as opposed to mos t 1y brackish water plants at present. 
Table 4-2. Summary of vaterfowl harvest records (total number of ducks killed/season) for the Santee Delta region, 1922- 1947 {R. Wood, 1947, South 
.Carolina Wildlife and Marine RP.Aources Depart~nt, Charleston, unpubl. data). 
Year Total South Island Cat Leland Annandale W1nyah Kinloch Doar a Rice Hope Santee Gun Club 
1947 1,883 305 25 b sob 0 201 8 16 1,286 
1946 98, 372 115 2,647 
1945 1,021 528 256 2,112 
1944 931 387 147 2,285 
1943 1,137 727 40 2,212 
1942 918 8 793 105 2,268 
1941 886 127 1,000 77 2, 774 
1940 561 95 585 31 2,367 
1939 504 104 690 55 2,113 
1938 387 186 495 5 1, 634 
1937 391 74 390 6 1,223 
1936 302 210 146 1 1,242 
1935 518 159 465 u 1,792 
1931. 998 1,012 61 3,760 
1933 586 754 50 3,172 
1932 647 644 105 1,831 
1931 689 856 41 2,945 
1930 476 934 188 3,541 
1929 1,343 293 2,827 
1928 2,869 322 4, 720 
1927 3,126 4, 722 
1926 3,059 4,406 
1925 2,412 5,822 
1924 3,082 5, 737 
1923 5,956 
1922 6,388 
a. On Woodside and River Hope, l'lr. Door atates that over 700 ducks were kil l ed annually prior to 1924. 
b. Estimate only - no records available. 
\. 
' 
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At present, marshes (brackish and freshwater) and man-made impound-
ments are the most important types of waterfowl habitats. in the coastal 
areas of South Carol ina. B.ased on avat lable lnformation, des.ignated 
waterfowl hab.itat in private, State, and Federal ownership in the coastal 
region of South Carol ina is detailed below. 
2. Waterfowl Habitat Under Private Control 
Along the coast of South. Carolina, there are seven major river sy-
stems, including the Pee Dee, Rlack, Santee, Cooper-Ashley, Edlsto-Ashe-
poo-Combahee, and the Savannah. All are important components of the total 
waterfowl habitat resource base of this region. 
Although a comprehensive evaluation of privately owned coastal habi-
tats important to waterfowl has not been made, a detailed study by Morgan 
{.1974) of the Edisto-Ashepoo-Combahee drainage system {_in Charleston,' 
Colleton, and Beaufort counties, South Carolina) illustrates the Impor-
tance of these areas to waterfowl. Of the 335,629 acres l135,827 ha) 
within the boundaries of Morgan's (1974) study area, 98,451 acres (39,842 
ha) (29~ were wetlands. The wetlands consisted of tidelands ldefined as 
any wetland never having been diked that Is affected by salt, brackish, or 
freshwater tidal flow). managed and abandoned rice fields, and managed 
and abandoned impoundments that were constructed since the era of rice 
culture. The acreages occupied by these types are presented by river sy-
stem and by ownership in Table 4-3. All data are from Mo.rgan (1974). 
Most of these wetlands (92,346 acres or 37,372 ha) were claimed by 
52 private landowners. Two areas encompassing 4,339 acres (1,756 ha) of 
wetlands were owned and managed by State agencies, and another 1,766 
acres (715 ha) were not accounted for in the tax records (Table 4-3). The 
private claims to ownership of much of these wetlands have been disputed 
by the State of South Carolina. The privately claimed wetlands were gen-
erally parts of estates on adjoining high ground. The amount of marsh 
claimed by each owner ranged from 172 to 839 acres (70 - 340 ha) with an 
average of 376 acres (152 ha). 
In Morgan's study area, there were 213 impoundments comprising 
22,536 acres (9,120 ha), of which 15,670 acres (6,342 ha) or 69% were re-
diked former rice fields. Including abandoned rice fields, a total of 
37,070 acres (15,002 ha) of rice fields which were once used in growing 
rice commercially were present in Morgan's study area (Table 4-3). These are 
minimum acreages because in some instances older rice fields, especially 
those in inland swamps, were notdiscernibleon aerial photographs. 
Morgan (1974) made an estimate of new dikes and Impoundments con-
structed from 1959 to 1972. The linear extent of dikes, the number of 
ponds constructed, and the acres of wetlands impounded from 1959 to 1972 
within the Edisto-Ashepoo-Combahee drainage are given In Table 4-4. Al-
though data from the Combahee and upper Ashepoo rivers are incomplete, at 
least 2,015 acres (815 ha) were impounded; 1,562 acres (632 ha) by the 
State of South Carolina and 453 acres (1B3 ha) by private landowners. 
All of this dlkrng was in the brackish zone. See Morgan (1974) for 
further details. 
Table W.. kres•of tidal marsh and managed and abandoned impoundments along the South Edisto, Ashepoo, and Colllhahee rivers, 1972 (Morgan l!t74) · 
South Edisto River Ashe~o River Comb8hee River 
Wetland Type Privac.e6 StateC Untitled <I Private- State;:: PrivateS Total Study Area 
Tidelands never diked: 
fresh 521 396 396 
brackish 12,918 148 1,766 512 29 1,062 
salt 7. 735 608 29,454 52,629 
Total 54,087 
Abandoned d1ked areas open 
to tidal ebb and flow 
Old rice fields: 
fresh 1, 752 4,366 8,040 14,128 
brac.kish 3,138 1,054 8,080 7,272 
Areas diked since rice 
culture: I 
fresh 4 253 257 \0 
brackl9h 116 55 111 "tD I 
Total abandoned diked areas 21,828 
Diked impoundments 
Former rice fields under 
management in 1972: 
fresh 2, 714 l,lD!i 5.,182 9,202 
brackish 1,&43 647 115 878 3,185 6,468 
Managed impoundments con-
structed since rice culture: 
fresh 2,529 358 1S9 ~Oo\6 
brackish 782 192 540 1,837 469 3,820 
Total under water control -22t536 
Total Acres 26,ll7 987 1, 766 16,407 3,352 49,822 98,451 
a. 1 acre s 0.405 ha. 
b. Those wetlands on which taxes were be1ng paid by private landowners. 
c. Those wetlands within the boundaries of the Bear Island Wildlife Maoage~~ent Area and the Edisto Beach State Park. 
d. Those wetlands not included in footnotee b and c. 
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Table 4-4. Construction of new dikes a nd acres impounded during 1959 - 1972 within the Edisto-
Ashepoo-Combahee River drainage, South Carolina (Morgan 1974). 
1959 - 1968 1969 - 1972 
Number of Feet of Number of Feet of 
River System Ponds Dikes a Ponds Dikes Acres 8 Acres 
State : 
South Edisto 1 10,736 222 
Ashepoo b 6 22,875 1,340 
Private: 
Sout h Edisto 2 1,475 35 
Ashepoob 8 23,135 253 2 7,001 72 
Combahee 1 533 29 3 6,347 64 
Total f or Study Area: 
Private 11 25,143 317 5 13,348 136 
State 7 33,611 1,562 
a. 1 acre • 0 .405 ha. 
b. Coverage for Combahee River and upper portion of Ashepoo River is incomplete for the years 
1959 - 1968 . 
Table 4h5. Man-made i mpoundment s and managed waterfowl areas in the Sea Island Coastal Region 
of Sou th Carolina (Coleman and Dennis 1974}. 
Lakes Surface Area Capacity 
(~ 10 acres) (acre feet) 
Total 
County Number Managed8 Total Managed8 Total Managed8 
Beaufort 30 10 1,452 232 4,580 706 
Berkeley 43 0 64,050 0 1,235,431 0 
Charleston 78 31 4,800 3,024 18,949 9,122 
Colle ton 32 3 2,547 860 6,530 2,580 
Dorchester 10 0 388 0 2,245 0 
Georgetown 14 5 277 97 Sll 177 
Jasper 27 9 752 283 4,085 987 
Totals 234 58 74.266 4,496 1 , 272,331 13,572 
a . Speci fically designated as waterfowl or wildlife habitat . 
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The Santee Delta (GeorgetQwn County) represents another important 
area in South Carol ina wh e re active waterfowl management on privately 
owned land takes. place. For example, Kinloch Plantation, located on . the 
north side of the Santee River, is one of the most important prlyate 
waterfowl properties along the Southeast Atlantic coast. Kinloch has 
approximately 5,000 acres (2,023 ha) of marsh with an excellent system of 
dikes and water control structures, plus a good supply of fresh water. 
There are a number of other plantations which also manage impoundments 
for waterfowl, but relevant information 1·s not available. 
There are a substantial number of manmade impoundments in private 
or public ownership along the coast of South Carolina and Georgia. In 
1974, the South Carolina Water Resources Commission inventoried all of 
the man- made lakes greater than 10 acres (4,1 ha) in size (Coleman and 
Dennis 1974). Collectively, they impound 74,266 surface acres (30,055 ha) 
of water. Of this total, 58 impoundments (25%) comprising 4,496 acres 
(l ,820 ha) (6%) were specifically designated as waterfowl habitats (Ta-
ble 4-5). 
3. Waterfowl Habitat Under State Control 
South Carolina controls eight wildlife management areas in the 
coastal region (Table 4-6). These areas total approximately 42,000 acres 
(16,997 ha) (combined upland and wetland habitats) of which 7,054 acres 
(2,855 ha) (17%) are available for public hunting. The latter figure re-
flects those areas that will not be made available to public waterfowl 
hunting until a future date because of various legal agreements made dur-
ing acquisition, e.g., Santee Coastal Reserve- 24,000 acres (9,713 ha). 
4. Waterfowl Habitat Under Federal Control 
Fou r i~aLiona1 'n'i 1d1 ife Refuge; managed b"{ the U.S. Department of 
the Interior," Fish and Wildlife Service, and comprised of over 180,000 
acres (72,845 ha), are located along the coast of South Carolina. Impor-
tant features of each, particularly as they relate to waterfowl resources, 
are discussed in the following paragraphs. Locationshavebeen outlined 
in Davis et al. (1980). 
a. Cape Romain National Wildlife R~fuge (Charleston County, South 
Carolina). Cape Romain was established as a national wildlife refuge in 
April 1930. It is a diverse area with many low- lying barrier Islands and 
thousands of acres of marsh cut by a maze of tidal creeks and bays. Re-
fuge-owned lands are made up of I, 500 acres (607 ha) of forest lands, 985 
acres (399 ha) of freshwater impoundments, 85 acres (34 ha) of farmland 
or wi 1 dl i fe openIngs, nearly 20 mi (32. 2 km) of sandy beaches and dunes 
totaling I ,700 acres (688 ha), and approximately 26,960 acres (10,911 ha) 
of salt marsh .(U.S. Department of Interior, Fish and Wildlife Service 1977b). 
Aquatic plants like banana waterlily, sago pondweed, and widgeon grass grown 
in the deeper water areas. Excellent stands of foxtail grass, wild millet, 
smartweed, bulrush, spikerush, and other waterfowl food plants grow on the 
exposed marsh flats. The management of Cape Romain National. Wildlife Re-
fuge is directed towa rd mainta ining a natural island and estuarine environ-
ment for wintering waterfowl, nesting shore birds, and sea turtles. With 
the exception of Bull Is 1 and, no habitat improvement practices are con-
sidered necessary. Cape Romain National Wildlife Refuge has 28,000 acres 
(11,331 ha) included in the National Wi 1 derness System. 
-Table 4-6. Waterfowl habitat controlled by the State of South
(South Carolina Wildlife and Marine Resources Department, 
Columbia, data).
Wildlife Acreage Open Total
Management Area To Hunting
Bear Island 2,000 7.500
Hatchery Pool 2.454 2,454
Pee 900 1,275
Santee Coastal Reserve 0 24,000
Santee-Cooper 200 1,275
Santee Delta 1,500
Turkey Creek 0 2.000
Wildlife Center 0 2,356
7.054 42,360
a. 1 ha. Click here to continue 
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Waterfo.vl winter ing on the freshwater impoundments and in the bays 
often reach peak concentrations of 40,000 b irds during migrat ion periods. 
Total s for 1977 were somewhat lower (Tab le 4-7), The jqrgest concentra-
tions of waterfowl in 1977 were in Jack's Creek Pond on Bull Island (U.S. 
Department of Interior, Fish and Wi ldl ife Serv i ce 1977b) . Lower Summer-
house and Meccas in ponds a 1 so were uti 1 i zed heayi 1 y . Bu 11 Is 1 and had 
20,000 winte ri ng ducks, including approximate l y 2,500 canvasbacks . There 
were 200,000 ducks, most of which were diving ducks, on the entire refuge 
during peak times, but they do not stay for extended periods of time. 
The refuge a l so has a successful wood duck nest box program (U.S . Depart-
ment of In terior, Fish and Wil dl ife Se rvice 1977b). 
b . Santee National Wil dlife Refuge (Clarendon and Berkeley counties, 
South Caroli na). The Santee Nat iona l Wildl ife Refuge was estab l ished on 
31 July 1941. I t is situated on the Santee-Cooper Reservoir, l akes Marion 
and Moul trie. The Santee National Wi ldlife Refuge is comprised of app rox-
imate l y 75,000 acres (30,352 ha) and i s managed specif i cal l y for winter ing 
wate r fowl. Duck uti li zat i on of the refuge has been good in previous yea rs, 
and black duck use, in particular, is i nc reasing. Corn i s planted by re-
fuge personnel and co-operative farmers on a share basis. The refuge ' s 
share i s ma i nly left in the f ie lds fo r the win tering bi r ds. In 1977, the 
Santee Refuge saw peaks of 173,000 ducks, 15,000 coots, and 6,000 geese 
(Strange 1977) . 
c. Pinckney Island National Wi ldlife Refuge (Beaufort County, South 
Ca rol ina). Pinckney Is l and National Wildlife Refuge was acquired by the 
U.S. Fi sh and Wildlife Service on 4 December 1975. The refuge, total ing 
4,052 acres (I ,640 ha) cons ists of Pinckney Island, Li tt l e Harry Is l and, 
Bi g Harry Is land, Buzzard Island, and Co rn Island, p lus another 2,800 
acres (1, 133 ha) of estuarine sa l t marsh . The refuge is not offic i a ll y 
open to the pub l ic. Pend ing fund i ng for the management o f this acquisi -
tion, no public use act~ vi ties are authorized. The refuge ' s upland habi -
tat provides a breeding ground for the usua l comp l ement of game b i rds and 
mamma l s normally associated with the low country of South Carol ina . 
d. Savannah National Wildlife Refuge (Beaufort County, South 
Carolina and Chatham and Effingham counties, Georgia). The Savannah 
National Wildlife Refuge was created on 6 Apr il 1927. On 7 January 
1978, 13,480 acres (5,455 ha) comprising Argent Swamp on the Savannah 
River we re acquired from the Union Camp Corporation, doubling the size 
of the refuge to 26,555 acres (10,747 ha). The majority of the refuge 
l and consists of freshwater marsh and tida l rivers and creeks. Cutgrass 
is by far t he most prevalent marsh plant; howeve r, scattered stands of 
wi l d rice, smartweeds, soft-stem bulrus h, and other natural waterfow l 
food plants are common throughout the marshes. Most impoundments now 
used for migratory waterfowl were formerly rice fields of pre-Civil War 
rice plantations . There are 3,000 acres (1 ,214 ha) of f reshwater im-
poundments, managed prima rily for wi nter ing waterfowl populat ions. How-
ever, the re has been extensive de terioration of water management capabi li-
ties and the refuge has fall en far behind its primary waterfowl use obj ec-
tives. Unless rehabilitation i s comp leted , It i s unlikely that the re-
fuge ' s pr imary wate rfowl us e objectives can be realized. 
Peak wate rfowl populat i ons normally reach 40,000 during the win ter 
season. Ma ll ards, pi ntails , green-winged tea l , ri ng-necked ducks, and 
I 
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Tabl~ 4-7. The esti .. ted .anthly waterfowl populations on the Cape Romain National Wildlife Refuge in 1977; these figures represent an 
average of four weekly suTVeys conducted by refuge personnel (U.S. Department of the Interior, Fish and Wildlife Service, Cape 
Ra.ain National Wildlife Refuge, unpubl. data). 
Species Jan. Feb. Mar . Apr. Hay June July Aug. Sept . Oct. Nov. Dec. Total 
A.erican coot 586 225 151 375 3,000 1,557 5,894 
Whistling swan 8 15 8 6 22 59 
Snow and blue goose 2 u 2 16 
Canada goose 
Mallard duck 125 150 16 10 720 80 1 ,101 
Black duck 43 42 15 40 30 36 206 
Gadwall 5 30 22 3,000 18 3,075 
Pintail 15 2 1,000 25 1,042 
Greenoowinged teal 5 15 20 
Blue-vinged teal 55 97 20 20 4 30 30 75 160 132 623 
American vigeon 148 4 735 2,000 778 3 ,665 
Shoveler 58 94 40 20 95 23 330 
Wood duck 1 200 200 200 250 250 200 200 200 200 110 8 2,025 
Redhead 5 100 1 112 
Ring-necked duck 35 1,500 35 400 342 2,312 
Canvasback 518 77 15• 2,500 1,602 4,712 
Scaups 135 1,000 5,030 100 10 500 143 6,918 
Bufflehead 8 2 6 70 9 95 
Ruddy duck 72 39 11 25 150 148 445 
Red-breasted merganser 2 ll 10 2 25 
Hooded merganser 2 20 2 10 25 18 77 
Black scoter 5,020 5,020 
TOtal 1,827 3,504 10,567 340 266 250 200 230 230 1,527 13,866 4,965 37.772 
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wood ducks account for approximately 70% of the waterfowl use on the re-
fuge (Table 4-8). Savannah refuge has a year-round population of wood 
ducks and peak numbers (10,000) occurred during December 1977 . 
Waterfowl hunt ing i s permitted on a portion of the refuge's marsh 
acreage with in the State of Georgia. The hunting season on the refuge 
co inci des wi th the Georg i a season. Hunting conditions are classified as 
poor. 
C. WATERFOWL HABITAT MANAGEMENT PROCEDURES 
The types of habitats most commonly managed for waterfowl in South 
Carolina a re coasta l marshes, hardwood bottomland, inland lakes and ponds, 
and in some instances, beaver ponds and upland cultivated areas. The 
following d i scuss ion of waterfowl management procedu res is restricted to 
coastal freshwater and brackish marshes and hardwood bottomlands. Un-
l ess otherwise noted, the management recommendations are from an unpub-
1 i shed manuscript by P.M. Wilkinson (South Caro lina Wildlife and Marine 
Resources Depa rtment, Charleston), presented at the 1976 South Carolina 
Waterfowl Symposi l.JTl, held in Columbia, South Carolina, under the joint 
sponsorship of the South Carolina Wildlife and Marine Resources Depart-
ment and the South Carolina Chapter of Ducks Unlimited. 
1. Coastal Marsh Areas 
The objectives of waterfow l impoundment management are to provide 
an optimum interspersion of open wate r and cover, and to p roduce a maxi-
mum quantity and quality of food s uppl y. If these objectives are accom-
plished, waterfowl utilization will be increased. Food is the most impor-
tant requirement on wintering grounds , and therefore, most management 
efforts are directed toward the eliminat ion or contro l of undersirable 
vegetation. The primary concern for effect i ve management of coastal 
marsh areas is the stab ilization and/or control of wate r l evels. Control 
of water levels i s essent ial for effect i ve and economical management of 
vegetation in coasta l wate rfowl impoundments. Water levels can be raised 
to reduce emergent vegetative cover, or lowered to increase its density, 
but submerged aquatic food pl ants requi re fairly stab l e water l evels 
throughout the grow ing season in order to at t a in the greatest production. 
The most common methods used to control water l evels In coastal marsh 
areas are: a) pot holes, b) plugs, c) weirs, and d) diked impoundments. 
Pot holes are usually created in we ll-drain high marsh areas, using 
explosives or heavy ea rthmoving equipment. However, the small ponds 
created in t hi s manner are difficult to manage, and have y ielded varying 
results as waterfowl management tools. Actual control of water levels in 
these pot holes is diff icul t, and natural vegetat ive succession usually 
reduces the length of time that these impoundments effectively serve as 
high-quality waterfowl habitat. Thi s method of attracting \•Jaterfowl is 
not practi ced extensively in the South Carolina coastal region. 
Earthen plugs (small dams) can be placed across natural channels or 
other dra in s in ma r sh a reas in o rde r to stabilize water l evels , reduce 
sa linity, reduce turbidity, and rest rict tioal flow behind the plugs. If 
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Table ~ The estimated monthly waterfowl populations on the Savannah National Wildlife Refuge in 1977; these figures represent an 
everage of four weekly surveys conducted by refuge personnel (U.s. Department of the Interior, Fish and Wildlife Service, 
Sav3nnah National Wildlife Refuge , unpubl. data). 
Species Jan . Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
American coot 3,600 2,000 1,400 1,000 lSO so 30 45 so 100 600 3,000 
Whistling swan lS 25 2S 25 
Snow and blue goose 4 3 
Canada goose 10 7 
Mallard duck 3,600 3,000 900 10 so 1,000 
Black duck 600 600 90 5 2S 400 
Gadwall 300 200 500 40 200 
Pintail 2,000 3,000 745 20 so 600 
Green-winged t eal s,ooo 7,000 2,230 100 10 2,000 
Blue-winged teal 180 200 320 65 2S 300 300 
American wigeon 1,000 500 300 50 30 600 
Shoveler 3SO 800 540 125 150 
Wood duck 4,000 3,SOO 1,130 S50 600 6SO 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,100 l,SOO 10,000 
Redhead 5 3 4 
Ring-necked duck 3,SOO l,SOO 13S 200 S,OOO 
Canvasback 400 6SO sos 5 5 so 
Scaups 15 20 so 20 
Bufflehead 5 
Ruddy duck 50 so 40 5 10 
Red-breasted merganser 
Hooded merganser 20 100 10 
Black. scoter 
Total 24,635 23,164 8,883 1,955 750 700 1,030 1,045 1,050 1,225 2,869 23,330 
Total 
12,025 
90 
7 
17 
8,560 
1,720 
1,240 
6,415 
16,340 
1,390 
2 ,480 
1,965 
26,030 
12 
10,335 
1,615 
105 
5 
155 
130 
90,636 
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these aims are achieved, desired aquatic pl ant production is favored and 
waterfowl usage i s l i kely to increase. In areas wit h relatively l a rge 
tidal fluctuations, like those found in the South Carolina coastal re-
gion, flap gates can be installed in the earthen plugs to improve the 
water management potential in these marsh areas. Flap ga tes permit ex-
cessive water to drain from the a rea , whi l e prohibiting undesirable water 
from ente ring on the incoming tide. 
Weirs are similar in function to ea rthen plugs in that their main 
purpose is to stab! I ize water levels. They are constructed in such a 
manner that water i s held behind the we ir during low tides, but passes 
over the weir and into the impounded area dur ing high tides. Thus , 
wate r l eve ls behind weirs can recede to only a fixed level, the reby pro-
hibiting excess ive drainage of the area during low tides. 
The most comnnn method of impounding ma rshes in the coastal region 
is to construct d i kes around the desired a rea. This method allows fo r 
the greatest degree of control within the impounded area. Diking, with 
the appropriate wate r inlets and drainage out l ets, enablesthe manager 
to alter condit i ons within the impoundment so as to encourage desi rable 
plant s pecies and discourage undesirabl e ones. Most managed waterfowl 
impoundments in the South Carol ina coastal reg ion are diked. 
a. Freshwater Marsh. In freshwater marshes, some of the most 
desirable food plants are annua l s wh ich cannot ma intain themse lves on 
permanently flooded sites. These require moist or dry ground to grow 
and produce a good crop. They must be flooded in the fall in order to 
attract waterfowl. The seeds of many usefu l marsh plants germinate 
better when water l evels are l owered until only a moist bed remains . 
Then, better aeration and higher temperatures st imul ate germination of 
the seeds of many food plants that are difficult to establi sh when land 
Is covered with water. This aeration also releases, by decompos ition, 
nutrients that would remain bound up in s ubmerged plant mater ials. 
Pl ants that are encouraged by this method of water control a re smart-
weeds, wil d millet, As iatic dayflower, tearthumb, spikerushes, panic 
grasses, red root, rice cutgrass, and arrow- arum. 
To encourage these plants, a l ate winter drawdown is required . 
This enables the soil to dry out sufficient l y to either cultivate or, 
if possible, to burn before plants turn green in the spring . Once the 
soil has been either prepared mechanica ll y or th e old vegetation burned, 
the water l evel is ra i sed even wi th the bed, but not pending over the 
soi l. An effort shoul d be made to keep the wat e r at this level duri ng 
the growing season. If the soil is kept too dry during the growing sea-
son, plume grass, beggar ticks, teartllumb, wood awn-grass, foxtail 
grass, alder, and wi llow will domi nate the plant community. These plants 
are of moderate value as waterfowl foods. If the impoundment is kept 
flooded during the growing season , then such undesi rable plants as 
giant cutgrass, cat-tails, pickerel weed, a lli gato r-weed, and even lotus 
and white water-1 ily are encou raged. In addition, manipulation of water 
level, fi re, and mechan ical disturbance of the soil are probably the 
most important management tools In freshwater ma rsh impoundments. 
Specifi c objectives shou l d be establi shed before a marsh is burned. 
Norma ll y the aims would be one or more of the following. 
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1. To set back plant succession from an undesirable climax or 
near-climax to sub-climax plant community that will produce more water-
fowl food. 
2. To remove or open up dense growths of vegetation to a degree 
su itabl e for use as feeding areas by waterfowl. 
3. To create ponds and open water areas in a dense marsh by 
bum ing into the marsh floor. 
Burning helps to cultivate the marshland, and the marsh Is ferti-
lized by ash depos its left by fire. Marshes usually have a healthier 
appearance during reg rowth following fire, partly because of the release 
of nutrients by burning. When and how to burn are Important considera-
tions. Healthy shallowwate rmarshes in the final stages of plant suc-
cession somet imes produce vegetative cover too dense for winter use by 
ducks. A clean cover burn us ually done in the fall or winter will pro-
duce an immediate change In the habitat because it removes all standing 
vegetation. Se ldom, however, do marked changes In vegetative types re-
sult from a cover fire, Root burns are made when the marsh floor is dry 
and the water table is well below g round l evel. Such fire damages roots 
of plants and can change the types of vegetation. A hot root burn can 
reduce or remove climax vegetation, which generally Is useless to water-
fowl. A third type of burn involves an extremely dry marsh growing on 
a laye r of dry peat. Marsh so il s comprised ma inl y of organic materials 
from decaying plants will burn when dry enough. Small potholes , ponds, 
and even large lakes can be created by means of peat burns. 
Mechanical disturbance of the so il can be effective in sett ing 
back succession, creating openings for waterfowl feeding and resting 
areas o r for preparing a seed bed for cultivated crops . 
b. Saltwater Marsh. The bracki sh marsh should be managed some-
what dl ffe rentl y than the freshwater marsh. for optimal product ion of 
waterfowl f ood plants s uch as widgeon grass, salt-marsh bulrush, and 
dwarf sp i kerush . As a matte r of convenience , these marsh impoundments 
can be characterized as those that have water salinities of 0.5°/oo or 
more. 
In brackish marsh impoundmen ts with salinities that normally range 
above 0.5°/oo , both eme rgents and s ubmerged aquatic plants can be grown 
together. Quite often management is a imed as much at discouragi ng or 
eliminating undersirable plants as it Is directed toward encouraging 
desirable food plants. A technique tha t has been successful In low 
salinity ma rshes i s to de- water the impoundment in late February and 
keep the bed semi-dry through March . During this per iod, salt-marsh 
bu t rush and dwarf sp ikerus·h wi 11 begin to grow. In the sp ring , the im-
poundment i s re-flooded to a depth of 6 in (15. 2 em). Until late sum-
mer, water i s added monthly in 6-in increments until a depth of about 
2ft (0.6 m) is r eached. During thi s time, the saltmarsh bulrush and 
dwarf spike rus h will cont inue to g row; widgeon grass will grow in the 
more open area. 
Once a 2-ft (0.6 m) water l eve l has been reached, it is desirable 
to keep water gradually movi ng through an intake structure, across the 
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impoundment , and over a spi llway. This he l ps to keep the sa lin ity up 
and by mov i ng water through the impoundment, i t will flush blooms of 
unders irable a l gae out which othe rwise remain a nd I imit sunlight pene-
tration through the water. In late summer and ea rl y fall, plants such 
as wild mi ll et , sprangle-top, and fall panic grass will be dominant 
a long the shallow edges of the impoundment. 
Often when these impoundments are kept dry, smooth cordgrass will 
become dominant, and , once estab li shed , i t may take several years to 
el imi nate unless mechan ical means a re used . If an impoundment of th i s 
type i s a ll owed to remain pe rmanent l y fl ooded, t he sa lini ty wi ll even-
ua l ly be lowered and narrow- l eaved cat-ta il wi ll dominate the sa l tma r sh 
bu lrush as well as take over in the sha ll ow ma rg ins . In the deeper open 
water areas, an algae ca ll ed Cladophora wi ll usual l y form so li d mats 
that practical l y exc l ude othe r submerged aquatics. 
Widgeon grass i s one of themoredesi rabl e pl ant spec ies found in 
brackish marsh impoundments. No single facto r i s more detrimental to 
the estab li shment o r ma in tenance of stands of wi dgeon g rass than water 
fluctuation. When water fluctuations are great and pond bottoms a re 
pe ri od ica ll y exposed, wi dgeon grass will not become estab li shed or, i f 
establi shed, the stand will qui ckl y d i sappear. In l a rge open ponds , 
wave action can be detrimenta l t o stands of we ll-estab li shed widgeon 
grass. The establishment of wind breaks, e it he r by encou rag ing na tura l 
stands of emergent vegetation o r by the const ruct ion of some physica l 
wave barrier, is helpful in thi s situat ion. 
Another desirable type of submerged aqu~tic that grows we ll in 
brackish ma rsh impoundments is the nonvascular muskg rasses (Chara spp.) 
Large numbe rs of ducks can be attracted by this food plan t . Muskgrass 
does best in sa li nit ies of 15°/oo or l ess. Muskg r &ss requires 11hard11 
wat er as it becomes encrusted wi th ca lcium ca rbonate, and the continued 
presence of this type of pl ant from yea r to year may resu l t in t he de-
posit ion of cons iderab l e calcareous mater i a l upon the pond bottom. It 
does well where the water i s c l ear and very poor l y where the water i s 
turb i d. 
Sago pondweed is a very valuable waterfowl food plant commonl y 
found in hardwater l akes . Genera ll y sago pondweed grows best in fresh 
water, but tuber product ion is at anaptimum at about 3°/oo sa lini ty. 
Sago pl ants show d ifferent tolerances to salt at different ages . For in-
stance, 1 week old plants wi ll tole rate 9°/oo but die at 12°/oo. Four 
week o l d plants wi ll tol erate 12°/oo but d ie at 15°/oo, and 8 week o ld 
plants tolerate 15°/oo but d ie at 18°/oo . 
A f ina l management considerat ion concerning brackish marsh i mpound-
ments I s assoc iated w!th l arge populations of fish . In ponds that a re 
kept fairly fresh from year to year , carp populations can become a pro-
bl em. Carp, and sometimes mullet, can affect vegetation in at least 
three ways : a) by uprooting vegetation wh il e sea rching for food, b) 
through consumption of p lants for food, and c) by caus ing increased 
tu r bidity, which 1 imits sunl ight penetrat ion, wh ich in turn 1 imits pl ant 
growth. Al so, when these f ish keep nutri ents in suspens ion through 
root ing o r otherwi s e d igging up bottom sed i ments, heavy blooms of blue-
green algae o ften resu l t. 
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2 . Hardwood Bottomlands 
Hardwood bottomlands can be managed very successfully to attract 
waterfowl. Wood ducks, mallards, and black ducks can be attracted in 
a flooded hardwood bottom that has a good stand of mast-producing trees. 
Flooded hardwood bottomlands do not have to be of great size to be 
effect ive. Even small areas containing daks, hickory, black gum, tupe-
lo, sweet gum, and bald cypress will attract ducks when properly flooded. 
The essentials for managing hardwood bottom land areas for w~t~r­
fowl are suitable terrain and soil, a source of water, and mast produc-
ing trees. The most suitabl e terrain is large expanses of flat land 
where a relatively inexpensive low dike can Impound several inches of 
water over a large areas. If such topography i s not avai lable, then a 
series of steps can be constructed to flood a ser ies of smaller Impound-
ments. An important consideration is to design the dikes low with a 
wide base to reduce damage to them when flood waters overflow them. 
The water control structures should be adequate to handle the volume of 
wate r In the drainage. The structure should be placed to permit an Im-
poundment depth of from 1 to 15 in (2.5 - 76.2 em), plus have the capa-
bil tty to permit the complete drainage of the area. 
A dependab le and adequate source of water is desirable. Storage 
reservoirs from wh ich the bottomland can be flooded by gravity flow are 
ideal. Pumping is another method that allows water control; however, 
this method can be expensive when l a r ge acreages are Involved. Pumping 
is sometimes useful in supplementing other sources of water. 
A timing of flooding and drainage is important to the survival and 
vigor of mast-producing trees. Flooding can be started safely In the 
fall just as the leaves begin to turn color, but the area should be 
drained by the time the buds begin to swell in the sp ring. Complete 
drainage before the growing season i s important, because suiTJller flooding 
can damage or kill desirable mast spec ies. The safe period of flooding 
extends from early October through February in the South Carol ina Coas tal 
Region. 
Manipulation of wate r l evel s may help prevent depletion of the 
acorn crop by other species of wild! ife before the waterfowl arrives in 
the fa ll. A periodic lowe ring of water leve l s during the fall and win-
ter may prove necessary to obtain a more complete use of the acorns by 
ducks. 
Qu i te often the stand of timber in a hardwood Impoundment can be 
improved to have maximum value for waterfowl. The goa l for waterfowl 
management should be to achieve a forest with a preponderance of vigor-
ous, large-crowned, mast-producing species . Stagnated and slow growing 
stands of desirable trees should be th inned to give the crowns a chance 
to grow. 
D. ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS OF WATERFOWL MANAGEMENT 
Morgan (1974) and Morgan et al. (1975) reported on the biol og ical 
and economic aspects of wetlands management within the Edisto-Ashepoo-
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Combahee drainage system a long the coast of South Carolina. Of the 
335,629 acres (135,827 ha) in the study area, 98,45 1 acres (39,842 ha) 
we re wet l ands . This included I) 54,087 acres (21,889 ha) of undiked 
marsh and tida l swamp, 2) 21,828 acres (8,834 ha) of abandoned impound-
ments (98% of which we re former rice fields), and 3) 22,536 acres 
(9, 120 ha) of managed impoundments. Of the 213 impoundments, 154 (72% 
totaling 19, 064 acres (7,715 ha) (85%), were managed to attract water-
fowl. 
Capital investments and annual costs of manag in g diked impound-
ments for waterfowl were est.imated . The following summarizes the re-
sults of this economic evaluat ion ; refer to Morgan (1974) for further 
details. 
1. Capital Investments 
The initial investment involved in marsh management is the pur-
chase of the marsh. Cost of marsh in the area va ried widely, depend~ 
ing on the locat ion, presence or absence of impoundments, relation to 
adjoining high ground, and total acreage involved. Estates are usually 
sold as a unit with no distinction being made between costs of marsh 
and high ground. Consequently, it is d i ff icult to establi sh a market 
value fo r marshland alone. The majo r investment in developing diked 
impoundments is constructing the dikes and associated water contro l 
struct ures. Capital va lues for these investments we re based on replace-
ment costs. 
a. Dikes. The cost of bui l d ing an average sized dike (7 feet 
high, 12 feet wide at the top, and 30 feet wide at the base} was $1. 65 
per linear foot i f bu il t on stable soi l s . This was assuming no major 
problems occu rred, and diking could proceed unimpeded. Usually 2 years 
after a dike was bui lt, an additional "pass" was needed to bring the 
dike up to grade, at an additional cost of $1.25 per linear foot. An 
extra cost of $400- $800 was often incurred when di kes were built 
across c reeks o r when broken dikes needed repair; the above estimate 
does not include these figures. The refore, a conservative estimate of 
cost per 1 inear foot is about $3.00. This low cost could only be met 
when the fo llowing conditions existed: good stable soils, absence of 
creek beds, and favorable weather conditions. 
b. Other Water Control Structures. Drag-1 ine operators and indi-
viduals who built water control structures were interviewed. Their 
cost figures and charges were used to calculate replacement costs for 
all water control structures in the study area. 
Replacement costs of wooden water control structures, except very 
small and simp l e ones, were based on a "standard11 s ize trunk (i.e., 2 
feet high, 5 feet wide, and 36 feet long) with two flap gates and one 
f l ash-board riser. The replacement cost for this trunk was $2,290. 
Metal water control structures were usually made of heavy gauge 
steel pipe with bronze flap gates . Rep l acement costs for most of these 
were based on a standard s ize trunk 36 inches in diameter and 36 feet 
long with two bronze flap gates and one flash-board riser. The cost of 
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such a trunk was $1,460. Rep l acement costs for smaller,. simpler t runks 
ran ged from $395 to $875 each. 
A replacement cost of $1, 920 each for t he 10 concrete water con-
trol st ruct ures in t he study area was determi ned from cost lists of con-
crete p ipe companies in the Charleston area. 
2. Annual Costs 
Questionnaires were sent to 23 of the 52 property owner s . Four-
teen returned these fo rms whi ch provi ded various types of information 
on annual costs. The following estimates of annua l costs are based on 
maintenance of di kes and othe r water contro l structures, habitat mani-
pula t i ons, and taxes . Only labo r related d irect l y to these operat ions 
is included; labor costs for mowing dike vegetation and for maintenance 
of access roads, barns, sto rage building , eq uipment and other indirect 
labor costs are not i ncluded , nor are costs of equipment not used sole-
ly for management of impoundments. 
a. Maintenance of Dikes - Eleven of t he 14 fo rms returned con-
tained spec ifi c information rel ati ng to interva l s between necessary 
dike retopping. The ave rage interval for retopping was 6 years, with 
some l andowners retopping at 2 yea r s and others at 10 years. An ave~age 
cost of $1.25 per linea r foot for retopping is based on Interviews with 
drag-line operators. Continually sinki ng d i kes o r numerous bad breaks 
("blow-outs") would i ncrease t h i s costs cons iderab ly. Another facto r 
in dike maintenance cost was mowing, but no estimate of this cost was 
made. 
b. Maintenance of Other Water Contro l Structures. Cost records 
provided by six l andowners ind i cated the act ual cost of annual wate r 
control structure ma intenance to be $72 .00 each . 
c. Hab i tat Manipu lation . Nine of the returned forms contained de-
tails on annual cost of hab itat manipul ation within Impoundments, includ-
ing flooding, bu rning , wa ter-leve l manipulation, diski ng, plowing, plant-
ing of commerc ial crops, cattle grazi ng, and herb i c i de app li cation. Ex-
t remes of habi tat management costs for these nine prope rty owners ranged 
from $1.85 to $17 .44 per acre pe r year ($4.57 to $43. 09/ha/y r ), wit h six 
repo rting costs between $7 and $11 pe r acre ($ 17.30 and $27. 18/ha). The 
average cost of annual habitat manipulat ion for private ly managed areas 
~as $8.25 per acre ($20 .37/ha). The South Carolina Wi ldlife and Mar ine 
Resources Department spent an average of $8. 44 pe r acre ($20.84/ha) for 
annual habitat main t enance of the Bear Isl and Game Management Area. 
The annual cost of habitat management per acre of impoundment de- · 
pended on the ecologi ca l s i tuation, the intensity of management, manage-
ment goa ls, and the amount of capital an owner is wil ling to Invest to 
achi eve his objecti ves. There were extreme variat i ons In operationa l 
costs, and s imple averages of management and maintenance cos ts are mis -
leading. Each proper t y had peculiar i ties that made i t unique and the 
resul t ing costs varied. 
d. Taxes . The tax assessor l'rom each county in the study area 
furnished information nn the 1973 land taxes, which was the same fo r 
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undeveloped uplands and wetlands i n the study area. The property tax 
for each 100 ac res of wet l ands was as fo ll ows: Cha rl eston County--$1 1. 56; 
Colleton County--$37. 10; and Beaufort County--$5. 10. 
e . Summary of Management Costs. The unit costs, capi tal and 
annual , g iven above were used to const ruct a model cost tab le for 100 
acres (40 . 5 ha) of d i ked impoundment over a 20- year period (Table 4-9) . 
It should be emphasized that t he va lues in Tabl e 4-9 are averages, and 
actua l cos t s varied great l y with the i ndi v idua l situation . 
Based on an extrapol at ion of data in Tab le 4-9, tota l annualized 
cost for the 19,064 ac res (7,715 ha) of d iked impoundments managed fo r 
waterfowl was $516,846. From this f igure and the estimated annual har-
vest of 11,438 ducks , the cost per duck harvested was $45 . From the 
same cost figu re and the 3,432 man-days of hunt ing prev iousl y ca l cu l at-
ed , the cost per man-day of hunting was $151. For those impoundments 
in wh i ch catt l e were grazed, management costs may be reduced by the 
va lue of the graz ing prov ided , based on approp r iate rates for each g raz-
ing day. 
The f inancia l investment in the management of diked impoundments 
for the entire study area was large. Total replacement cost s for al l 
functioning dikes and wate r control structures in the area we re ca l -
cu lated to be $2,048,774. Tota l ann ua l costs of management of a ll 
diked impoundments we re calcul ated to be $405,427 including $22,777 in 
property taxes. 
Although the above econom ic eval uation i s specif i c to the area 
studi ed and not necessari l y cha ract er ist i c of other coasta l a reas, it 
does prov ide an important eva luation of the costs assoc iated with water-
fowl management. Cl ea rl y , when lands unde r pri vate, State, and Federal 
ownersh i p are cons idered col lectively, the cap ita l and annual invest-
ments for waterfowl hab i tat management rep resen t s ignificant economic 
investments . 
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Table 4-9. Average cost of managing 100 acres of diked iwlpound-nt in the lover ldiato, 
Combabee, and Ashepoo drainage basins, South Carolina (Horgan 1974)a. 
Capital Annual Total Capital and 
Coat Category Coatb Coat Annual Cost 
Dike construction $7 , 340 $ $ 748 
Water control structures 
(wooden) 2,290 233 
Maintenance 
dike a 764 764 
water control structures 72 72 
Habitat IIIAnipul.ation 852 852 
Taxes (Colleton County) 37 __ 3_7 
Total $9,630 $1 ,725 $2,706 
a, Does not 1nclude costa of land, estate labor, facilities, and equipment which are 
primArily used in management of uplands, 
b, Capital cost' annualized "at 8% for 20 years, 
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